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The
Command
"This is my command: Love
each other." . . . Jesus . . . John 15:17
The Promise
"If anyone loves me, he will obey my teaching.
My Father will love him, and we will come to him
and make our home with him." ... Jesus ... John 14:23
Holding these words in our hearts, we opened the door
to the everyday Presence of Jesus, walking
with us ... teaching us ... The Way.
And, onto the mountain,
there came the words
...as promised...
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December 30, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
The Presents Of Heaven: Christ Consciousness, Within You
“I AM with you. I reach-out to you... as you open, as you open the doors, and the
portals and the hallways, to your inner-being, the core of who you are, the unique you,
the heavenly you, the spirit that is you, the spirit that animates your body. And it is so
easy to touch you, when you are in a state of... prayer... especially contemplative prayer: a state
of meditation, a state of releasing the things of the world, and opening to All That Is. This is a
very good description of the language one uses, when seeking trans-dimensional communication:
it is prayer; it is meditation; it is silently seeking God
“Today I wish... to deliver a message that is brief... and the brevity of it is a sign of its
importance. ‘Each one of you, hearing My words, or reading My words, is upon Earth to bring
Heaven and Earth together, united in such a way that the veil, parts, and it is as surely One, as
you can imagine, for this is how it is intended to be; within each one of you are gifts, that you
carry to Earth, for this sole purpose.’
“That which is borne within you is meant to be born onto the Earth, so that those living upon
the Earth will know, the presence, of God, through you, and in this way The Kingdom of God,
The Kingdom of Heaven, will live! It is with you now, but the veil is closed. It will be opened
when those who carry the gifts begin to use the gifts! They are powerful they are the presents
of God with you.’ Every time you love, in the face of hate, you deliver God to Earth. You give
birth to that which you bear, and it is upon the Earth. It lives. There will be peace, on Earth,
when all of the children of God awaken, and understand the importance of what they are doing.
“Peace... this is the destiny... of Earth. But peace will not be legislated, delegated, demanded.
Peace is not won: through war, through fighting, through aggression. Peace is delivered... from
within each one of you... willing to take just a moment of your time, because one step leads to
another. And once you begin to taste... the sweetness of the gifts you carry within... you become
more, and more, willing to begin each day, with a firm resolve to deliver that which you carry
from The Kingdom of Heaven. This is not a myth. It is not a story concocted to force you into
some type of disciplinary action. It is something that you have ... of great value... which requires
your freewill choice to use.
“The gifts of Heaven are borne by you. The gifts of Heaven are meant to be born, onto the
Earth, by you. And in this Way, you will deliver Christ Consciousness to the world. When there
is one of you willing to do this, the world will begin to change. And as, there is one of you
willing to do it, there will be another, and another, and another. And it will not be stopped. And
then you will hear the voices of the children begin to sing, ‘Joy to the World,’ because Christ
Consciousness will be moving in such a way it cannot be stopped. It will flow like a mighty
river, and it will welcome like a serene stream. It will echo through the valleys into the
mountains. It will be the waking dream of all, who desire peace. And it will come, not through
legislation, and not through war, but through the spirit and the soul and the hearts, of the children
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of God, walking upon Earth. And the song of peace will echo: from the valleys, from the
seashore, from the mountaintops, and the hillsides, and the canyons, from the deserts, and the
cities. And all the stars, and the planets, will hear the song, carried on the voices of the children
of God, and there will be peace on Earth. Peace... on Earth!”
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December 23, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Finding Perfection Within, The Spirit of God, Within You
“I AM with you. I reach-out and touch you, and you feel My Presence.
and you are stirred, moved to be still, to open your ears, and hear !

I whisper,

“Today I wish to tell you... about the perfect... human being. You have read it in Scripture,
‘...be ye perfect.’ But even as you read it, doubt stirs within you. The spirit of doubt comes
calling saying, ‘You are not perfect, only God is perfect.’ or, ‘You are not perfect, Jesus is the
only perfect human being.’ And I say to you clearly, right now, that is a temptation, leading you
to ‘the place of doubt.’ And doubt is a very upsetting experience, a very powerful spirit, leading
you... quietly... away from the light, until you find yourself in shadow and darkness, wondering
what might be your course, because doubt has clouded your way, and filled you.
“The perfect human being experiences life upon Earth as it was meant to be. The perfect
human being is aware that they are Spirit come from God. God created you to live forever, a
magnificent Spirit, of great power and light; and at this moment, since you are upon Earth, you
have been granted the opportunity to experience Earth, in a human form. When you recognize
this truth, you become more Spirit, and the Spirit of God animates your body, giving you power
to walk upon the Earth, knowing this. And the more you know it, and the more you confirm it in
your thoughts, words, and deeds, the more powerful the Spirit becomes within you. You find it
easier: to say, ‘Yes,’ to God; to say, ‘Yes,’ to the moving of The Holy Spirit; to say, ‘Yes,’ when
I reach-out My hand, and say, ‘Come,’ because you ‘know what you are doing.’ You find it
easier to turn your head from spirits that plague you, and tempt you. I say unto you, when you
are in this ‘state of perfection,’ fully connected with the Spirit that you ‘are,’ and I am not
saying, ‘that you wish you might be,’ or ‘that you will be, when you pass-on from you physical
body,’ I AM saying, ‘...when you are fully connected with the Spirit that you are,’ recognizing
the perfection of the Spirit within you, when you can do this, it is easier to turn your head from
fear. What eternal Spirit, knowing from whence they came, would embrace fear? It would be as
if you are dishonoring the name of God. God does not tremble at fear, and neither will you.
None of the other temptations will bring you down, ever again. You will not find yourself in
chaos and confusion, when you acknowledge the power within. And this is ‘how,’ you
experience perfection upon Earth, ‘You let the Spirit from within, the Spirit of light, and love,
and peace, the Spirit that was born within the creation of God, to animate and move your body!’
“You cannot entertain thoughts of anger, or meanness, or jealousy when you are fully living
connected to the Spirit that you are. It is easy to turn away from temptation, when you are
connected to God. It is well worth the work, the intention, the effort to reconnect with God, so
you can have this magnificent experience: of Spirit, living upon Earth; of Spirit, animating a
body for a while; to see what it feels like to move; to touch the trees; to breathe-in the aroma of
the flowers; to feel the light of the sun, and the rain, and the wind. These things your Spirit will
carry with you forever, marks of where you have been, ‘I’ve been to Earth, and back again.’
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“When you accept your travels upon Earth as a sacred journey all things change. And speaking
of sacred journeys, leads Me to speak briefly of My earthly mother and father, who are the
ultimate examples of that which I just said.
“They listened. They awakened. They were guided by the Spirit of God, within them. They
were guided by the Spirit they ‘are,’ to respond to the call of God. They let their bodies be
moved, by the hand of God, and they gave Me the gift of showing Me Earth, and how to live.
Some of you might have already thought about what I am going to tell you. For some, it might
not have occurred to you at all. But think on this, and you will understand the beautiful part of
living a simplistic, humble life upon Earth, because you know, within you is The Kingdom of
God.
“If you can imagine My earthly mother, Mary, being visited by the angel, being told she would
bear The Child, The Messiah, The Messenger, The Bringer of The Word of God, you would
think that there would have been a ‘temptation,’ to tell everybody, and as she raised Me, to treat
Me in a kingly fashion, as one would have normally done following the ways of the world, of
man; and, My life would have been different! ‘This is The King. This is the One, we have been
waiting for.’
“You would think My father, My earthly father, would have been tempted to do the same, first,
beginning with whispering to his friends, ‘Do you know what? Can you believe this? Do you
see how lucky I am?’ And that excitement would have altered My life, and tempted My earthly
parents into pride and arrogance. But that was not the way it happened at all. They went about
their earthly life: doing what they were supposed to do, by the standards of the world around
them; treating Me as a child of the time; teaching Me well, how to be good, and kind, and
generous, and loving; showing Me how to make a living, by practicing a skill that you would
learn to take care of yourself and your family. They taught Me all of these valuable things, so I
could experience life upon Earth, as normal human beings experience it; not being carried
around in a royal carriage, but walking, and talking, and working, and laughing, and crying when
I fell down.
“By honoring God in this way, My life was exactly as it was supposed to be. And so you find,
at the time of My birth, that they are obeying the laws of the world of man. And My mother,
about to give birth to Me, goes with her husband-to-be, traveling: to be listed amongst those who
lived in the region; to enter their names in the book. They did not stop acting as they would have
acted any other time, or way. They obeyed the laws of the world. And they carried that which
they knew within them. It was something so sacred, so special... that they spoke about between
themselves; but that is as far as it went. They understood, what they were to do, and they went
about doing it, quietly, knowing that they were being guided, by the hand of God.
“If you are looking for an example of the perfect human being, look to My earthly father,
Joseph, look to My earthly mother, Mary, and you will see humility, simplicity, power, and light
and glory, all rolled into one. And because they were ‘perfect,’ My story unfolded, as it should...
I walked amongst you... and I did what I could.
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“There are a few days left before the earthly celebration of My birthday. Think about
awakening the Spirit that you are. Begin to see the magnificent being that you are. Open to the
light that is within you, and let the power of God flow, as it is intended to, and let this new
energy animate your body, as it is intended to do. Once you know the power within you, once
you know the magnificence of you: you will surrender; you will be happy; and your body will
move over the Earth, powered by the hand of God. Your life will be altered forever, and all who
see you, and touch you, and know you, will be blessed.
“Give birth, again, to the Spirit, that is you, let it flow through you! Sing-out in joy! You are
the Spirit of God, walking upon Earth! Glory to God in the highest!”
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December 16, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Miracles Begin In The Open Heart Of Any Who Are Willing To Trust And Believe
“I AM with you. I AM with you and I bring to you, blessings, blessings: pouring
upon you; filling you with grace; lighting your being, as perfect gifts; touching your
heart, so that, that which is held within it will spring forth, and blossom, and flower. I
AM with you as are ‘The Miracles’ of God.
“Most you upon Earth are preparing for a season of celebration. It is interesting that it is all
brought about, in celebration of My birth, upon Earth; but there are times, as I gaze upon My
brothers and sisters, operating in the world, of humankind, when I wonder, if they know what
they are celebrating, why there are celebrating, when I see how they are celebrating. It does not
resemble a sacred celebration it looks more chaotic, and confusing. The spirit of anxiety, and a
nervous feeling of, ‘... did I get the right gift, or have I done enough,’ takes the place of ‘the awefilled prayer, of the miracles that occurred.’
“The miracle of My birth, as it happened, as it is recorded, required: My mother, to say, ‘Yes,’
to a miracle; My earthly father, to push what others would say aside, and say, ‘Yes,’ to a miracle.
Think on this, and then you will come to understand and know, that you must ‘open your heart to
the possibility, first.’ You must have the lines, ‘I believe. I believe in miracles,’ written on your
heart. Many of you find it relatively easy to accept miraculous things happening to other
people; you find it very easy to believe miracles happened, ages ago; but 'you find it difficult to
believe, that miracles are your destiny, as well!’
“There are a few days, before the end of this year, and you would find that ‘your entire lifetime
upon Earth will be changed, and altered, forever, if you will begin to sit, and open your heart, in
a quiet way, to the possibility of miracles.’ And as I say this... I can assure you... that if you will
open your heart to the possibility, without trying to assign logic, or scientific explanation, to
what is occurring, you will go to a different place in your understanding, and comprehension of
miracles. They do not ‘happen,’ once in a lifetime, or once in a hundred years, or once in an age;
miracles happen every second of every day! They go unnoticed, or they are simply explained
away. I ask you to use these last few days, of this year, to be open to the possibilities of: the
miracles, the things you hear, the visions you see, the wisdom you finally know. And doing this,
will create an atmosphere in which, you will grow.
“It is important for you to know this... ‘Miracles do not begin in the hands of man. Miracles do
not begin in the demands of man. Miracles begin... in the open heart of any who are willing to
trust, and believe.’ But this must come first, or you will miss all the miracles ... believe.
Miracles are flowing from The Creator of All Things to those who are open, and will believe.
Miracles begin in the heart, and the soul, and the spirit and from there, they pass through the
hands of man. Do not confuse it, or get it backwards.
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“In this season, of a celebration, of what is termed a miracle, I ask each of you, to open your
hearts, and live the miracle, for it is yours to live, and in living it, it becomes yours to give, and
in giving it, it is the birth, of the miracle, upon Earth!”
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December 9, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Every Day Of Your Lifetime Is A Very Special Event
“I AM with you. I come to you. I sit with you and I talk with you.
I bring you messages. I offer suggestions; and, for those who are willing and who
choose to do so, I lead you into new territory, new vistas, new visions, new truth.
“Many of you today are making preparation, for what is termed the holidays. The holidays
seem to be most of the month of December, and there is much celebration.
“Many of you will be attending, or be part of, special events, special presentations, special
occasions, in the coming days. And as you are part of, or attending, these special occasions or
events, you pay special attention to the clothing you will wear, to how you will appear to others,
on the outside. You focus on your appearance. It is important to you.
“Every day of your lifetime is a special event, unique unto itself, an occasion, which
will not occur again. Think upon that! Before you begin a day, think about it. It
will you, when you sit quietly, and come to the understanding that, ‘you are creating
the day,’ molding it, and folding it, into that which you wish to present: to the world,
to Earth, to eternity!
“Pay attention to your thoughts, pay attention to your words, pay attention to things that
you do, your deeds, for these are ‘outward signs of the inner you.’
“Now you would not put on soiled clothing, and go to a very special occasion, without combing
your hair, or washing your face, or shining your shoes. You want to ‘appear,’ in a certain way.
You want people to notice ‘that you dressed appropriately for the occasion, and you have taken
the time to groom yourself.’ It is important that you do on the inside what you are doing on the
outside!
“Prepare yourself for the special event of a new day. Wash your thoughts. Clean-out the
corridors of the inner you. Let your inner being sparkle as new. Clean yourself in preparation.
Forgive all of the things that have been troubling you. Wipe-away the doubt, with confidence in
God’s love for you. Restore the beauty, and the vitality, that is the inner you; and open the door,
and see the new vista, the new view.
“Prepare yourself for a special event, a presentation, an occasion; because, your life, your
lifetime, is a special event, and the words you say and the deeds you do, they are significant,
outward signs of the inner you. What is going on, within you, is exhibited in your outer
appearance.
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“The one who is happy on the inside, cannot be angry on the outside. The one who is filled with
light on the inside, cannot be shadows and darkness on the outside. The one who knows peace
on the inside, cannot exhibit chaos and confusion on the outside. These things are true.
“It is time... to take care of the inner you... to make preparation for the special event of a new
day. It is uniquely yours to create. And no matter what comes your way, you have the
opportunity, the golden opportunity, to mold it and fold it into something that is ‘worthy,’ to be
offered to God, saying, ‘Here God, this is what I made from the ingredients of this new day.’
“You are capable, and able, to craft a gift, a beautiful gift, from every day you are given. Treat,
and honor, every day of your lifetime, as a special event; and mark your words, and deeds, as
significant. Let them be an outer sign, of a glorious, inner you!”
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December 2, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
The Way To Prepare For The Holy, Holidays, On Earth
“I AM with you. I take your hand, and I hold it gently, within My own, and I say
unto you, ‘Be at peace.’ No matter what you are to accomplish, this day, or this week,
or before the end of the year, let it be done in peace, with a sense of quiet resolve
that, that which you are to do will be done, and blessed by you, for the glory of God.
“Many of you hearing My words, or reading My words, are beginning a time of preparation, a
time of celebration, and it all has to do, with: My coming to Earth; The Living Word of God,
being born upon the Earth; a celebration of Christmas. But in the event you haven’t noticed, I
will say to you... ‘Stop, and be still. Look around you. What do you see?’ ...and in honesty,
most of you will say, ‘...why, I feel a sense of panic in some people, stress. There seems to be a
bit of chaos, and confusion, too much to do, too many places to go, too many obligations to do
this, or that, or the other, too many gifts to buy, and parties to attend. It seems more of ‘a mess,’
than it is ‘preparation, for Christmas.’ And so I come today to share some things with you.
“And as I say things to you, let your shoulders be at peace, let your body come to rest, take-outof-your-head all of the things you ‘think,’ you need to do, and concentrate, focus on... the
importance... of what is happening... why you are celebrating... at all! I want each one of you to
pay attention to the miracles all around you; open your eyes, and your hearts, to the signs that are
coming to you; for, these signs lead you to where you need to go; and it was signs, and angelic
visits, that began My coming to Earth.
“If those around Me had not paid attention, or had disregarded the signs, if those around Me had
run with fear from the angelic apparitions and visits, things would not have been as they were.
Do not turn your head from the vision; do not turn your heart from the message; for they will
lead you where you need to go, each one: the vision, the message, the journey. And as I say the
words, I want you to believe this, as many miracles as there were surrounding My birth, there
were miracles surrounding your birth too!
“Open your ears, and hear Me. When I made it to Earth, I was able to do My mission. Now,
each one of you, you’re upon Earth, you’ve made it, now it’s time to ‘awaken,’ and ‘do the
mission you intended to do, do the mission God sent you to do, do the mission you have the
tools, and gifts, to do.’ It might surprise you when that settles upon you, but you are upon Earth,
that in itself is a miracle. Now complete the miracle, in a state of quiet resolve, to do that which
God sent you to do!
“My earthly mother was visited by an angel. My relative, Zechariah, was visited by an angel.
My earthly father, the one who guided, and took care of Me, once I was born, was visited by an
angel. The wise men, who traveled from afar, to witness, to give witness to My birth, were
visited... by angelic words, poured-out-upon-them, passed down to them, through oral history,
and that which was inspired and set down in books, and they followed a star. The shepherds in
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the fields, tending their flocks, minding their own business, were called to give praise and
celebration, at My birth, by angelic visitors. They did not run. They did not shirk a long
journey. My father did not avoid his betrothed. Zechariah witnessed a miracle of birth.
Elizabeth felt the power of God, within her. And, My mother, blessed, earthly mother, said,
‘Yes.’
“Zechariah was in a temple, and the angel appeared unto him, and said, ‘Elizabeth is with child.’
My mother was walking, not far from her home, just outside of her home, and she went inside,
and there was a great light, that filled the room, seemed to create a huge portal where once a
small window had been. And the angel Gabriel said unto her, ‘Mary, with you God is greatly
pleased.’ And there was a conversation between the two of them. One announcing the message,
and one accepting that which was set before her... believing... trusting. And it was shared then
with her, that her relative Elizabeth, was already with child, announcing, in no uncertain terms,
that ‘nothing is impossible with God.’ All things are possible with God; but first, you must say:
‘Yes,’ to the angel; ‘Yes,’ to the vision; ‘Yes,’ to the message; ‘Yes,’ to God.
“Once the angel departed from My mother, from Mary, once it had all settled within her, she
began to make preparation, just as Elizabeth was making preparation, preparation for birth. But I
can assure you, it was not done in panic, or frenzied motion. This sacred preparation was done
‘in a state of quiet resolve,’ doing what needed to be done, cutting squares of cloth that had been
pounded, and washed, so it was tender to the touch, smooth to the touch, gentle. All of these
things, preparing for the arrival of a baby, were done, with: skilled hands, loving hearts, and
quiet resolve.
“I say these things to you... so that you will begin the preparation for the celebration, for My
birthday celebration, in this same state. Move slowly. Measure your step. Do not scurry, from
this place to that. Set your intention to bless this season, and all you see, and meet. Let the
holidays be tender, and filled with joy! Remember what you are celebrating. Do not get caughtup in chaos. Think of Elizabeth, preparing for a child, in her later years, slowly, and with great
love, and gratitude, for the blessing that had come to her. Think of Mary, preparing for the baby,
‘knowing, she was blessed,’ accepting what had come to her, but doing so, quietly.
“If you can move through the weeks, of December, setting your intention... to be at peace, and to
not get caught-up in the frenzy, when the day comes for the celebration... you will be prepared.
You will have set in place, all the things you needed to set in place, but it will be done...
peacefully. You will have gratitude upon your heart, and you will understand, all of a sudden,
that the fact that you are upon the Earth is a miracle as well. You will be thankful... for the
opportunity to live on Earth. You will be excited once more... that: you have a mission; there is
something you are to do. And this realization will be... like a birth to you... a new beginning... a
new day... a new way to celebrate... the miracle, of birth.
“So let it be, in a state of quiet resolve, that we go through December together, one day at a
time, stringing the precious pearls, to form a necklace, a gift of thanksgiving, to wear yourself,
showing: you know, the gift you have been given; you accept the message.
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“Be ready and watch for the signs for they will come to you. Open your ears and your heart
so you can receive the message which is surely yours. And once you have seen the signs, once
you know the message, take one step after another, and in quiet resolve, set about completing
your mission. It is yours to do. Celebrate the miracle of your birth upon the Earth, and be ready
to go forward. Do not run away. Do not be afraid. Do not be in doubt, or confusion. Do not let
the world... distract you... from that which is yours to do. Say, ‘Yes.’ Say, ‘Yes,’ and watch as
the miracles unfold, one after another, leading you to the goal.
“Let There Be Peace On Earth, and this day, let it be your intention, that if there is be peace on
Earth, it will surely begin, within you!”
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November 25, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
When You Pray, Ask, Be Vigilant, Watch For The Signs, And Follow
“I AM with you. I sit with you. I walk with you. Speak to Me, and I will talk
with you. Our words will float, moving through dimensions, touching, and going back
again, moving, living. I speak, and you hear Me. You speak, and I hear you. It does
not matter whether you hear the words, or they are upon your heart, in a way ‘of
knowing,’ I AM near to you.
“I hear your prayers that you send-up to God. I AM with you. I support you, as you journey
over the Earth with the goal of accomplishing your mission, for I have been upon the Earth, too.
I have called-out to God Our Father, in times of need, and many times the answer was not
exactly as I expected, or hoped it would be.
“When you pray that God lift some obstacle out-of-your-way, or calm some turbulence, so you
can navigate clearly, it is important for you to understand that God will not make the obstacle
disappear or still the turbulence. God will send you signs, and lessons, so you will grow in
wisdom, and see the obstacle, without fear, moving it, or around it, with the love of God. God
will not do for you, what is best for you to learn how to do, yourself; for, what parent would
choose to sit and tie the shoelaces of a child, until the child is thirty or forty? No... the wise
parent teaches the child... how to tie its own shoelaces. And although the child protests, and
sometimes wails and thrashes about, wanting the parent to do it, the parent says, ‘... here, I’ll
show you again.’ With perseverance and patience, the child learns to tie its own shoelaces.
Although this example is simplistic in nature, it is ‘exactly what God does, for all of the
children.’ Your prayer is answered... ‘Take this from me!’... but your prayer is answered in such
a way, that you grow in wisdom, and can stand-up, and say, ‘...I see this obstacle, and by the
grace of God, I can move it from me. It no longer traps me. I am the master, of my own
destiny!’
“You will always be sent ‘a sign,’ or ‘you will know, a way.’ And I say unto you, most often
your prayer is answered, through the gift, of love, letting God’s love flow through you! As the
love passes through you, it heals you, from within. And that which you give unto the world,
verily, I say unto you, that which you’ve always been, is held in the light of God. You see the
world differently; you see obstacles and challenges differently, because you ‘know, what to do,
as you walk upon the Earth.’
“When you have the answers, within you, the burdens of the world, do not bother you.
“When you are riding in a vehicle, and one tire goes flat, it only becomes a major issue, ‘if you
do not know how to change the tire,’ and get your vehicle back on the road. Without such
knowledge, without such ‘mastering, of that skill,’ you would be sitting, waiting for someone
else to assist you; but the wise traveler is prepared, and equipped to change the tire, and continue
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along the way. This is confidence. This is, ‘knowing, what you are doing;’ and it is The Way,
you are to grow.
“Now, ‘know this:’ if you raise a prayer to God, the answer will come to you, but it will come in
a form... far better than, ‘...would you do this for me, God?’ because God will give you the
wisdom, and the skill, and the grace, to do it yourself!
“And so we come all the way back to something we talk about over, and over again, the best
thing you can do ‘to prepare yourself,’ to move over the Earth, and master what is in your way, is
forgiveness! Forgive yourself, forgive everyone around you, and free-yourself of a burden
you’re carrying. If you can free-yourself, if you can forgive enough, your shoulders will relax,
your back will be free, you can bend, you can move, and then, you’ll begin to recognize the
signs. They’re coming; and as you see the signs, be prepared to give-up something that you
thought was what you should do and flow with the signs. You receive a sign, take a step. If
you receive another sign, you might have to go sideways, you might have to turn right or left,
you might have to take half a step back, but the signs will lead you, where you need to go. And
the signs will come in such a way, that they flow, according to the free-will choices made all
around you by others. This is divine guidance! You are inspired, by the signs. You do not run
ahead, you take one step at a time. And this is how God will lead you. It will happen. It always
will come to you. This is why God says, ‘...no prayer goes unanswered.’ It’s just... that while
upon Earth... and operating in the world... we expect the answer to come, in a way that’s most
convenient for us. ‘Would You rid me of this problem?’ Well, think on this. Let us say, God
immediately rids you of that problem. What are you going to do the next time it comes, and the
next time it comes, and the time it comes?
“Confidence is built within one willing to follow the signs, and see, and know! And operating
in such a divine way requires that you free-yourself of the chains of judgment, of anger, of
confusion and chaos, and set or position yourself in direct communication, and connection, with
God, for this is The Way, it works. This is how you become ‘boldly confident.’ To the world, it
appears that you are a risk-taker, but in your heart, your soul, and your spirit, you ‘know,’ that
you are operating under the hand of God. Divine guidance is moving you along The Way, and
you are a miracle, walking upon Earth, to others.
“This day I remind you, each one of you, you’re a child of God, and The Eternal Parent will not
leave one child stranded, The Eternal Parent will not leave one child behind; but being a wise,
and loving parent, God will expect you to learn... to tie... your own shoelaces. God will not give
you a vehicle... you cannot master.
“Ask, and it shall be given unto you, this I promise you; but to know what you are receiving,
you must be vigilant, and willing to watch for the signs, and follow. Knock and the door will be
thrown open to you, to all the possibilities available for you; but you must be willing to seek,
amongst the signs, and follow!
“As I speak unto you, upon the Earth, your calendars are showing that you are approaching the
last month of this year. And this I boldly say unto you, for all who will listen, and watch for the
signs: ‘This day, ask, for one thing. And then be willing to open your eyes, and your heart, and
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your soul. Do not stay transfixed, on what you think, you should receive. Ask, and then be
willing to wait for the most glorious surprise. Watch for the signs, and follow. I promise you
this, by the end of this year, you will ‘know,’ that your prayer was answered. You will grow in
wisdom, as you recognize the signs. And patience and perseverance will be rewarded, by every
step you take along The Way. This is My promise to each of you, today.”
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November 18, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Live Your Life On The Road Less Traveled, And You Will Find Peace
“I AM with you. I come to you today to encourage you to live the time you have been
given to live upon Earth with a joyful heart to experience, what this lifetime upon Earth brings
to you, with open arms embracing every situation, knowing it is part of your journey, part of the
plan. These things I say to you, because if you can embrace what comes to you, if you can move
through the day with a joyful heart, your life will be different, it will be enhanced, you will be
glowing.
“The one, who finds wisdom, or sometimes amusement, in situations that others declare ‘awful,’
is the one who is mastering the energy, seeing, and knowing, and then moving, by acting from
within the light of God, refusing to react to what is brought but confidently acting, in the light
of God.
“Most of you hearing these words, or reading these words, will soon be preparing to celebrate a
holiday, a time of feasting and joy, a time of gratitude and thanksgiving. And for most of you,
this entails, traveling, from one place to another; and so I want to use this source, of travel, to
leave one place, making your way to another point, to make a point. Let us say you are
preparing to go to your grandmother’s house, for Thanksgiving dinner, and there are enough of
you in your family that it will require two vehicles to make the journey. The destination is the
same... returning... home. But, as some pile into one car to leave, they say, ‘We’ll beat you
there!’ ‘We’ll be first!’ ‘We’ll see you there!’ And they head-off down the road, in a hurry,
speeding, toward the thoroughfare, the highway, where you can move quicker, drive faster. But
then the second group, getting in another vehicle, decides that they are not going to go with all
the traffic, moving faster, arriving sooner. They are going to take a country road, and enjoy the
drive, and watch the scenery.
“I want you to think about this and if you can picture it, picture the movement, picture the
solitary car, moving through the countryside, leaves falling and swirling, a covered bridge to
drive over, only big enough for one car, stopping to get-out, and walk close to an apple orchard,
watching the sun, ride the sky.
“And now, see the other vehicle: moving, cars blowing their horns, people cutting-you-off,
slamming on brakes, moving faster, but seemingly going nowhere, caught-up in a web of chaos.
And then, in all the traffic and confusion, the driver of the vehicle that is on the highway, is
getting more and more agitated, while there are arguments in the car about which way to go, or
when to get off, and not to get off. And soon, they are in the middle of the fray, traveling very
fast, all going in one direction, and everyone in the car gasps, as they see, two lanes over, too late
for them to get properly positioned, there is the exit. They have missed it! They are moving
with the crowd, along a wider thoroughfare, missing their exit, barreling on, with the crowd.
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“It might not surprise most of you that the car that chose a very small country road arrived at
grandmother’s house, sooner than the other, relaxed, joyful, happy, singing. And when the car
that chose to go with the crowd, moving faster, arrived at grandmother’s house, there was
dissension in the group, they were grouchy, and grumpy, and it was apparent that they had
chosen ‘the wrong way’ to go.
“Now, they all still arrived home, but it was ‘the quality, of the journey,’ that made all the
difference. And I want you to think of your life upon Earth that way... all of the people around
you... you’re all going in the same direction. You are all going Home. You cannot be upon the
Earth, without having the goal of going back Home. How you choose to make your way will
either enhance the quality of your ‘ride,’ your journey, or it will make it difficult, it will be filled
with negative energies. Think about it, especially through this particular week, when so many of
you will be making the journey home, to enjoy the Thanksgiving feast, to celebrate with family
members, that possibly you’ve been separated from for quite a while, or maybe just a matter of
days, but still, it’s a glorious reunion.
“And given the opportunity think about... the path you’ll take... to arrive at your destination. I
encourage you to take the country road, to drive slower, so you can arrive sooner, and in better
condition, filled with happy tales of what you saw, all along The Way. Think on this, and see it,
set it into motion, and then choose. Which would you rather do? It is your choice. The road
traveled by many at first seems easy, you can move faster. There are many people along the
road, you are all going in the same direction, and the road is definitely wider. But often,
depending on where you are positioned, you can’t get to where you want to get to, you can’t
move over to another lane that is already crowded. You can’t stop and back-up. It is difficult to
pull to the shoulder, and get out of the car, without creating a rather dangerous scenario. Once
you get onto that wide, fast-paced highway, you get caught-up in the crowd, and often miss the
exit. You move with the crowd.
“Taking the road less traveled, you move at your own pace. You can stop, and get out, and
enjoy some beautiful, sunny place. You can pick some flowers, or just listen to the birds singing.
You can ride over a bridge built just for one, causing no issue, for anyone. The destination is set.
How you arrive Home is your choice. Think upon it this week, and I encourage you to take the
road less traveled, and you will find peace.”
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November 11, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
The Miracle Of The Way; Let God Love Through You
“I AM with you. Speak to Me, and I will answer thee. Open to what I say to thee, and
you will walk with Me. I will not give you the answers you expect to hear as they are most
often ‘the answers of the world.’ When you speak to Me, I will give you wisdom. I will fill
you with light! And the light will illuminate all things, and that is where you will live, and abide.
You will be the living light, of God, upon Earth. Speak My words, and you will be God’s word,
the living word upon Earth!
“I have reached-out to you many times. I have brought you the answers, many times. And I
repeat again today, those things you need to know, so you can live in health, and happiness. For
this I assure you, if you are not happy, and filled with the love of God, you are not ‘in the light of
God;’ you are in a state of disease, and you are not whole, as you are meant to be, in the eyes of
God. So if some of you are feeling this way, I tell you, this is how you change it all, this is how
you move it, going in the correct direction, back to the light. Actually it is simple. All you have
to do is desire to do what is right in the eyes of God. Listen, to what God says to you, and then
shun all other things. Make no excuses, for what you did not do, just set your face toward the
sun, and do, what God asks you to do, now, in the present, today!
“Forget the past for right now, and think about today, as we start this morning, today!
“Many of you are trying, trying diligently, to love your enemies. For I say to you, it is easy to
love those who love you. Who cannot do this? It is not so easy to love: those who are being
hateful, or difficult, those who act in such a way that it is threatening to your emotional and
physical wellbeing those who are destructive. But I say unto you, that ‘is the message,’ and that
is what I meant to say two thousand years ago. Today I do not say it to you in a parable; I say it
so you can clearly understand it. ‘Love those who persecute you. Love those who gossip about
you. Love those whose intention it is to hurt you.’ There is no mistaking that. That is what Our
Father sent Me to say, and I said it many times! Sometimes I dressed-it-up, so that it would be
more attractive; sometimes I sweetened-it-up, so it would be easy to swallow; but as one age
ends, and another begins, I say, ‘Very few are making it their daily habit to, ‘Love those, who
hate you.’ And this is the will of God. This is what you are to do, to change the energy upon
Earth.
“When your feet are sunk firmly in the world of man, it is difficult to understand this, and most
throw their hands up and say, ‘I just choose not to do that.’ It is as difficult to understand, as
when I brought another message. ‘If someone asks you for something, give it to them, and give
them more.’ Now I will tell you, today, in simple words, so there is no confusion, with each
parable, in any different way I said it: sometimes I would say, if they ask you for your coat, give
them your coat, and your shoes; sometimes I would use different pieces of garment; I meant to
get the attention of those listening to Me, saying, ‘Don’t give them just what they want, give
them more!’ I was hoping, that what all who heard Me, with the ears of their hearts, and souls,
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and spirits, would know, what I say to you today. What I meant, fully was, ‘If someone asks,
give; and the ‘more,’ I want you to give them is ‘love.’’ When someone asks you for something,
don’t give it, in such a way, that is not filled with love. Be happy that you have it to give. See it
as an angel of God, coming and saying, ‘Would you give me this?’ and you are delighted,
because you have it to give, a gift. And once you give what has been asked of you, open, and let
the love of God fill you, fill you with love, so that is the ‘more’ you give them. You give them
what they ask for, and you also give them a feeling ‘of love.’ You do not look down upon them
for asking, you raise-them-up in the love of God.
“Now, even if we go no further than these two things, loving those who hate you, and giving
when you are asked, and giving more; it is impossible for you to do this, without letting God’s
love flow into you, and move you, in such a way, that you let that love pass through you to
others! It is the only way you can love one who hates you. You stand in the face of hatred, and
you open to God’s love, and it pours into you, and through you, and onto those who hate you,
who reject you, who defile you. And it could be the only way they will ever feel the love of
God. And like trying to wash and clean something that is encrusted with dirt and grime, you
‘know,’ that the first sprinkle of water does not remove anything; so don’t expect the first drop of
God’s love that passes through you to another, to make an immediate change; it is only when you
continue to wash and scrub that the debris, and the soil, falls away, and the true light is revealed.
And what you need to do this is to be ‘a clear vessel yourself.’ The amount of God’s love that
can pass through you is determined by what you have blocked your own passageways with the
debris that is within you.
“So we come back to a lesson that has been repeated many times, over and over, the key to all
of it is forgiveness. You cannot heal another, until you heal yourself. You cannot save another
from drowning, if you are drowning yourself. You cannot lead another to safety on a ledge, if
you cannot see yourself. And the only way to do this, the only way to have the full power of
God’s love, is to take the time ‘to forgive all things,’ because this is the burden, most of you are
carrying around, this is what is blocking your entrance ways, your passageways, your doorways.
That which God sends to you, never changes; so how do you get the full impact? You clean-itup!
“And if you think of something, or about someone, that still upsets you, or makes you angry, or
hurts your feeling, you have work to do! You will ‘know,’ you are finished your work, when
you never have a thought about another, in: anger, or disgust, or confusion, when the only
thoughts you have, are ‘the thoughts of God.’ When you reach that point your work is done
but I say, it must be done, every day.
“If you do not wash your hands many times a time, they become greatly soiled. They become a
source of infection, disease. And you pass it from one to the other, whomever you touch,
shaking hands, from one to the other. You must wash your inner passages with the same
attention you pay to your hands.
“And when you get to a point, even when you’ve unclogged your passageways by forgiving
only a portion of what there is to forgive, you will feel an increase of this flow of God’s love!
There is no denying it. If you have been carrying a burden, by not forgiving another person, or
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two, or three, or four, or twenty, or twenty hundred people, it has been a heavy burden, and you
are not ‘whole,’ you are limping along, carrying that burden. Some people say, ‘Start with the
biggest, and forgive it.’ I say, ‘Start with the most insignificant slight. Start there and forgive it
to a point that ‘the thought of it,’ doesn’t pop-up again. Forgive it completely.’ because those
‘thoughts, of things,’ that keep occurring, over and over again, are coming to you for a reason...
there is more to do! It is a sign... there is more work to do!
“And as you begin working on the inner you, God’s love begins to flow... very much like a
water spigot, a faucet, that is ‘dripping’ water; that is all that comes out, until you go in there,
and clean it out. You clean the drain. You flush it. You get rid of the debris. You turn the
faucet handle, and water begins to flow. Where it had taken minutes to fill-up a pan, it now is
filled in seconds. It is the same thing, and once God’s love begins to flow through you you are
able to give, and give more because God’s love is there. You are able to love, and love more,
because it is no longer you loving, it is God loving through you. You see, this is your purpose!
This is the source, of your happiness! This is the source of your health! This is the source, of
being able to heal another. It is letting God work through you! And that’s all you have to do!
“So today, the lesson is pretty clear. Love those who hate you. Give to those who ask, and give
them ‘more.’ Stop every negative thought of judging another that comes to you, take the time to
sit down, and bless, and forgive, and release that energy, so it is, once again, neutral, and cut it
from you, so it no longer is a burden. And once this is done, you will be surprised how quickly
your vessel fills with the love of God. You will be surprised, how thoroughly the love of God
flows from you to another. This is the miracle of The Way it is to work. This is the miracle of
happiness and joy. Do not try to do it on your own, because you will fail. Do it with the love
of God. This is how you heal yourself; this is how you are made whole; this is how you heal
others, this is how they are made whole by God... working... through you!”
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November 4, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
When You Are Able To Forgive, You Will Begin To Live, Upon The Earth
“I AM with you. I draw near to you, and you feel the air move about you. It is
with great anticipation that I reach-out: to touch you; to hold the hand of your spirit; to
caress the soul; to let you know how strong... and how bold you are... to have left The
Kingdom of Heaven, The Dimension of Perfection, to journey to Earth, on a mission for
God.
“While you, the real you, the unique you, still resided in The Kingdom, The Dimension of
Perfection, you looked around to see, what you could do. And your attention settled upon Earth,
and all the good things that you would accomplish, in order to bring The Kingdom, The
Dimension of Perfection, onto the Earth once again. The purpose... you chose... is noble; for,
those willing to go-out and do-good... are noble.
“And so your journey began: entering Earth, through the portal ‘of woman and man;’ letting
your presence be known, crying-out, ‘Here I am.’ And, as is the way of Earth, you quickly
began: to grow, to be able to move, to look-out and see what was around you. Your growth
depended, on those around you who took care of you: your mother, your father, perhaps
grandparents, aunts and uncles, members of the community; your growing and your knowing,
was largely connected with the popular teachings of the day, or perhaps just the way your family
interacted with each other. Everything around you impacted your growth, and your collection of
information, forming the book of instruction or direction, according to how you were taught. But
as I say this, as I remind you, of your initial point of instruction, I must say, the most important
direction... will always be... that which comes from Home Base, from The Creator, from the
angels sent to guide you on your mission. Your connection with God is the primary source of
teaching, and learning, and knowing, and growing. And when there is conflict... between the
teachings of the world... and the teachings of God... there is no question, which way you must
trod.
“Sometimes the connection with God gets clogged-up, blocked-up. And in those times you feel
alone, wandering in shadow and darkness, using information which does not seem to work any
longer, because as soon as you put it into practice the world is changing, and it no longer applies.
In these times, it is important to find a quiet place, to turn-off the televisions and the computers,
unplug telephones, and set yourself aside, to be still. And, even when doing this, it might be
difficult at first to make that connection again, because of all the debris and the baggage,
clogging the portals, and the passageways. But connect you will, because, verily I say unto you,
there is no clogged passageway from Heaven; this grace, this love, this glory, and power, flows,
without question, and without measure, to you. The only difference, in those receiving, is the
construction... they began... with frustration, and anger, and worry, and greed, and all the other
negative energies created in the world. They block-up the passageway. So let us begin today, to
remove the debris. And if you turn inward and look at it, you might become dismayed, saying, ‘I
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did not know there was so much. Look at that stack. I can’t get through that hallway. The
passageway is clogged.’
“The first thing you do... is to pay attention to the thoughts that are coming to you, at that
moment, the moment you set your intention to do the work necessary to clear that connection to
God. Oh, there comes a thought, a transgression, when you shoved someone, as a child, or
perhaps you pulled someone’s hair, or maybe you slammed a door in your sister’s or brother’s
face, but that picture is coming. But there’s a chance for grace, there’s a chance for redeeming
that situation, and the key is forgiveness. Forgive it. See it. Look at it. It’s energy. And it is
your opportunity to transmute that negative energy to productive energy, energy of light, energy
of teaching what is right. And so you begin the forgiveness dance, moving from this one to that
one, forgiving, forgiving, forgiving; sweeping all the negative things away. And you look
towards the passage, and you can see light, maybe a glimmer at first, but you realize, the fight is
not on the outside, it is on the inside. It is having the courage to go within, and sit quietly,
looking at things that have been, without judgment of yourself, or others, just looking, and
seeing, but seeing with the eyes of God. If the picture you see is someone yelling... at you,
screaming at you, possibly cursing at you... look at the picture, and know, the one screaming, and
yelling, and cursing is in need of help. That’s a sign. They need blessing. They need for you to
look at the situation, and let the love of God pour upon them... through you. For what you
cannot do, God can surely do... through you. In fact, there is no limit to what God can do...
through you; but it is possible for you to limit what God can do, when God cannot work freely...
through you.
“See, and know. See every situation, and bless it, and release it, as a lesson. Soon, as you sit,
and you are willing to look, and see and learn, the connection is restored, fully, totally open.
And you feel this light, and this love, of God, flowing to you. This is how you are to move over
the Earth. This direction, which comes to you, from The All-Knowing, will guide every step you
take.
“Once you have freed yourself, and the connection is restored, let it be your intention to keep it
that way, to maintain it that way, because the directions and the instructions, coming from the
world, change, constantly; what is correct one day is incorrect the next; what is medical news
one day is something ‘not to use,’ the next day. But I promise you, when you take the time to sit
with God, and ask, ‘Show me The Way,’ you will be guided, every day!
“This is how your journey upon Earth is meant to be. It is meant to be ‘a free course, moving
along the path, seeing the light along The Way, accomplishing your mission and returning
Home.’
“There is no need for distress, or worry, or sickness, or illness. All of these things come from
separation from The Light. Forgiveness is the key. Forgiveness will open the door.
Forgiveness will create an environment wherein the truth is illuminated.
“That which you hold dear and sacred, you exhibit to the world. When you see someone,
dressed in finery every day, driving a very expensive vehicle, and living in a mansion upon a hill,
you know... that which they value. When you see someone, clean, wearing clothing that is taken
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care of and possibly mended, walking from neighbor with a smile, attending to that which they
need to attend to, living in a home which is surrounded by flowers, and an open door, always
available, to any who need entrance, where windows are open, beckoning The Wind to move
into the house, and bless it, you know... what this person values.
“Make it your intention... to value... that which is the true treasure, the eternal treasure; for you
can amass wealth, you can drive the finest cars, and wear the finest clothing, and still... be poor...
of spirit. You will notice if you begin to look around you, those whose connection with God is
clear and free, where they are sure of their direction and where they need to be, there will be a
song, coming from their lips, their eyes will dance, they will exhibit happiness, contentment.
Look for these traits in others, and make it your intention to create that environment and
atmosphere for yourself. It is all up to you. It has nothing to do with what others do, or say, for
it is never really about... what is going on between you and others. Your health, your happiness,
your joy... has everything to do with your connection with God... and your ability to follow your
plan... to complete your mission... and to return Home!
“It is that simple! The world will tell you it is difficult, and hard, and harsh, and mean to live
upon Earth today. I tell you, it is miraculous, glorious, and joyful, and it can be thus, all along
The Way, if you focus, on what it is you are to do, just for the day.
“I AM with you, for I have walked upon the Earth, and I have moved amongst those of the
world. I delivered the message, and returned Home. I know the temptations, I know the joy, I
know the frustrations, and I know the glory.
“It is time, for the world to change, and since it is time, it will be accomplished! Let it be
accomplished with you doing your part, following the direction, from Home Base, keeping your
connection with God, wide-open, putting one foot in front of the other, always knowing The
Way!”
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October 28, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Complete Forgiveness, While You Are Upon The Earth
“I AM with you. I AM with you to give you confidence, and courage. I AM with you to
enlighten you, so that you might take the first step. You cannot dance without taking the first
step, and it is important that you begin the dance, of eternity, now, today! It is important to you,
to free you, so that you are not held down by the burdens of frustration, and anger, feelings of
hurt, denial. In order to dance, you must take the first step.
“Forgiveness is a circular action. And it is an eternal truth that you cannot be forgiven, if you
are denying forgiveness. And this includes, forgiving those who do not even ask for forgiveness,
because it is not about you and them, it is about: your eternal presence; your bringing an
understanding of Heaven to Earth. Forgiveness is the key to all things. Forgiveness unlocks the
door, and you walk through. And what you see is so amazing you decide never to return to the
other side of that door.
“It is interesting, that, in most cases, those who seek, and long for forgiveness themselves, those
who are seeking, desperately, for compassion and understanding, are the slowest, to give:
forgiveness, compassion, and understanding. Now you have heard it said, and I will repeat it,
verily I will repeat it over, and over, and over, again... it is easy to be nice, and kind, and
generous to those who are nice, and kind, and generous to you. The test, the opportunity comes,
when you are nice, and kind, and generous to those who are mean-spirited. And I want you to
look at it in another way. If someone is difficult, trying your patience, mean of spirit, crass of
words, what you need to understand, first and foremost is... that person is desperate for
forgiveness, for understanding, for compassion... and they need it so much, they cannot give it to
another. They are the ones who need to be fed first. They are the ones who are dying. They are
the ones who are ‘in need.’ And those, who provide that which they need, are working as the
hands, and the mouth, and the eyes, and the feet of God, feeding the starving first. When you see
one such as this, it is as if they are crying-out in the desert for help, because they are lost. It is
like the lion with the thorn. Once you remove the thorn, they stop crying-out, they are peaceful.
“Understanding... the difficult person... is a person in pain, suffering lack, and not knowing it,
then it makes it easy to forgive them outright, because they do not ‘know,’ what they are doing.
And this is why it is said in The Scriptures to be kind, and loving, to your enemies, to those
causing the problem, as you see it; because therein, if you can find it within you to be kind, and
compassionate, and forgiving, in those times, you are making the change necessary to bring
Heaven onto the Earth. You are forgiving, and therein, in that wisdom, you ‘know forgiveness,’
it is yours!
“That which you give away is yours, more than that which you hold, or deny to others. You do
not know love, until you give love away, then you know its value, it is yours. You do not know
forgiveness, until you give it away, and then you know it, it is yours. You do not know
compassion, until you give it to another, until you give it away, and then you know it, it is yours.
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And as you do these things, you are washing: the stains; the soil, of the world; the debris of
years, sometimes centuries, from another, and from yourself.
“There is another story in The Scriptures about ‘a great feast,’ a banquet, and people are invited
to the feast, the banquet. And they come in to share in the glory, the celebration of the harvest,
the eating of the fruit, and the drinking of the wine. But, entrance is not permitted to those who
are not clothed properly, not wearing the garment appropriate for the celebration, and they are
turned away. They cannot enter. There is no celebration, because they are not properly garbed.
When you are carrying ‘the marks, of unforgiveness,’ for denying others compassion, and
understanding, these are like spots, on your garment. And others can see them clearly. I put it in
everyday terms, thusly, ‘Oh, you have some ketchup on your shirt;’ Oh look, there is some
grease;’ ‘Ah, I see mustard there.’ You would not wear such a garment to a great celebration.
You would put on something that was clean, smelled fresh, without wrinkles. And this is the
same thing: when you are willing to forgive another, you are cleaning their garment, and in the
process, you are shining as well. When you distribute compassion, you are wiping the soil, and
the debris, of the world, off of another’s shoulder, and you are shining, as well.
“Put in these terms, it sounds enticing. Many of you, hearing these words, or reading these
words, are even looking for the opportunity to go out, and do this. You’re charged, and ready to
go, ‘I can forgive all things today. I see. And I want my garment to be clean, and I will clean
another’s.’ You are ready to go! But one thing you must know, if you have an reoccurring
thought, about another, about a past ‘insult, or injury,’ or about something they did to another,
even, that is a sign you need to go back, and work on forgiveness. These things are not sent to
you as a nuisance. They are sent to you as a: ‘heads-up;’ ‘you need to take care of this;’ ‘there’s
a spot on your garment.’ And others see it!
“If you will address the thoughts as they come to you, one by one, you will be free. And once
you have freed yourself, once you have forgiven all things, you know forgiveness, and it is
yours. It is given, when you give it, because you cannot give it, without knowing it; therefore,
once this is accomplished, forgiveness is totally yours.
“Another gift... which comes with giving forgiveness, and compassion, and understanding, is...
you free yourself of the burden, of frustration, and anger. It will be totally gone, because there is
nothing to be angry about. Living in the flowing rivers of forgiveness there is no anger;
therefore, if there is no anger, there is no sickness, as it is the energy that is the major cause of
illness and stress!
“Take these words to heart, because it is time to start. The first step, the first step to learning the
dance, is to forgive all things, which come to you, with a genuine wholeness, which is thorough,
and true. The more you forgive, the easier it is to do. And when you have practiced the ‘art of
forgiveness,’ enough, you will be looking around for more of it to do, because it is so fulfilling.
You will feel your heart growing, opening, expanding. You will feel as if you are walking above
the Earth, rather than upon the Earth. And I say this to you... it is on that day... that you will
totally understand... what it means to be... ‘in the world, but not of the world.’
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“Do not look to others for your example. Look to Me. Look to Me, and I will guide you, where
those of the world will not. When they lament, and cry-out... be the light of God, and forgive the
lamenting, and the crying. When they raise their fists in anger... be the light of God, and forgive
their anger. When they wander around lost in confusion, and chaos... be the light of God, and
forgive the confusion, and chaos.
“The world needs such beings. The world needs forgiveness. Let it be your intention this day,
that, that which the world needs, will be provided by you.”
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October 21, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
You Will Find Wisdom, And Perfection, Unfolding In The Sacred Peace, Of Quiet
“I AM with you. I AM with you as surely, as light cuts through the darkness of
night. I AM with you, and I come to say unto you, you are the light!
“You are God’s perfection: unfolding; walking over the Earth; existing, in the world created, by
humans, out of necessity. But the world does not teach you, The Way of light and love; the
world teaches you ‘of separation,’ and the importance of providing for yourself, first. The world
teaches you... to take care of yourself, first... so the world is jagged, and separated, and torn
asunder.
“I say to you, reach-out to others, first; and all the miraculous things occurring, when you reachout to another, will be your support, your food, your shelter; for when you are isolated, you are
separated, and that is when you feel alone. This is what the world teaches you, but it is not the
truth. In truth we are all one, connected; and whatever one particular person does... it has an
effect... on all. It might not appear so at first, but I can assure you, it does.
“You will find... your peace, you will find... your wisdom, and you will find... your perfection, if
you will set yourself aside, and be still! Feel the quiet. Breathe... as if you know... you are one...
of all around you; you are ‘of, The One.’ Let your breathing reflect this. Feel all around you
move into your body as you breathe, and then release your breath, as a blessing upon all around
you; for every breath you take will be a prayer then; as you breathe-in, you say, ‘I accept all
around me,’ and you hold it within yourself, and you bless it; and as you release your breath, you
say, ‘I bless all around me. I am here, so that I might be, an instrument, of God’s intention, of a
most glorious, and eternal presence, knowing every experience of an eternal life, waking to the
possibilities, existing in the world, yet divinely living!’ This is what you are intended to do, to
understand that all around is a piece of you! So you can reject it, or curse it; or you can accept it,
and: love it... bless it... know it... as your earthly experience.
“Very few understand something that I said, reported in The Scriptures, thousands of years ago.
I do not try to remember the exact words, I simply tell you, that at one time, I was speaking ‘of
light,’ trying to deliver a message, so all around Me would understand it. You’ve heard it said,
‘Your eyes are the windows of your soul.’ I say, ‘Your eyes show the light! You are the light!’
It is within you, no matter how brightly shining, or how dim it might be. You are the light!
Look into another’s eyes, and you will see... light; or possibly, if they have given their light
away... you will see darkness. If you give your light... to the darkness... how great the darkness
shall be.
“Very few understood what I was saying; but what I meant was you have the power of God
within you, you have the light, of God, within you. But if you turn from the light, if you distance
yourself from the light, if you let it be covered-over, if you surrender your light and wrap
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yourself in darkness, that is what shines through.’ It might take you a while to think upon this, or
ask for guidance on how to understand it; but you will know the difference.
“Some of the most powerful beings... who came to Earth... to be the strongest form of God’s
power and light... turned from the light... and these beings, who intended to be the light of God,
became the villains of your history, using the power, in the opposite way, making a choice... to
use darkness... as their light and power.
“But when one, filled with the light of God, gazes into the eyes of one who has been consumed
by darkness, verily I say unto you, the darkness will be peeled away... and the light... will wash
the shadow, and a resurrection of light will occur! No matter how dark, if you go in and find
even the flicker of the light, the darkness will be consumed, in the light, once hidden from sight.
“And so some of you are saying, ‘I will be ‘the instrument,’ of God’s will. I will do the will of
God this week, because I understand in doing this, it is doing my will, because I intended to be
‘the perfection of God upon Earth,’ before I came. My plan... is to work... with the divine,
eternal plan.’
“To help you understand this, and to do this, I will say, when you are thinking of ‘an
instrument,’ choose ‘a baton,’ the baton of a conductor. If the conductor sets the baton aside, it
does not move, it does not inspire the orchestra, it sits still. The majesty, of the baton, comes
only, when the hands of the conductor reach-out, and lift-it-up, moving it, blessing it. And in the
hands of the conductor, the baton touches the members of the orchestra, and summons forth the
most magnificent sound. It is an extension... of the conductor; it brings forth amazing beauty,
and power, sweetness... all different, all songs, brought forth by God, using an instrument... that
cannot do anything, left on its own.
“This is what you are! Left alone, you are the baton, sitting on the desk. In God’s hands, you
move, and there is music: sometimes powerful, and strong; sometimes sweet, and serene;
sometimes majestic, calling people to sing, or dance, or march; other times tender, calling people
to love; but you... are the baton.
“Remember this... understand... be at peace... be still... and: in the quiet... you will come to
know, wisdom! In the quiet... you will come to see... that you are... The Perfection of God,
unfolding, upon Earth... in front of everyone who will look, upon you!
“This is your time. You are upon the Earth. It is your opportunity. The orchestra... of
humanity... is assembled... the lights have gone-up... and the hand of The Conductor... is
reaching for you. It is your time!
“Be at peace!”
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October 14, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Let There Be Peace, And Let It Begin Within You
“I AM with you. I sit with you. I walk with you. I play with you. I work with
you. I have many things to share with you; and in truth, you and I have shared many
things, already. Sometimes you talk, and I listen. Sometimes I talk, and you listen.
And in those moments, we are drawn together, knowing each other, loving each other.
“You cannot experience peace, without first being at peace within. You cannot become
frustrated by the way things turn-out, in the world, no matter what the situation, and be at peace
within. For if you are, in deed, at peace, from within your being, the situations, and everyday
occurrences, happening all around you, and possibly involving you, will not be disruptive, will
not bring you to a point of frustration, or confusion. Inner peace is something that cannot be
taken from you.
“Look around you. Who do you see, who is exhibiting the qualities of inner peace? Very few, I
AM sure, will come to mind; however, those few, who do come to your mind, will amaze you,
with the ability to be at peace, when everything around them seems to be falling apart. Why is
this? It is because they know what is important. They know the difference between reality, and
illusion. They are connected with God, and they are at peace.
“If you are at peace, you do not become rattled, or upset; it is not important. What is important
to you is your connection with God and maintaining that connection. And it is to this end, that
we have talked, many times, about the new teachings, that I brought over two thousand years
ago. And you might smile when you hear ‘new teachings,’ that are over two thousand years old.
But they have barely been looked at. They have been read, but they have not been put into
practice.
“Now, when I said the words, which have been repeated down through the ages, they seemed
rather precise. ‘Turn the other cheek.’ This is the reference, ‘... if someone slaps you on the
right cheek, give them the other.’ And many people know this, or some form of the, statement.
But I want you to look at it in a different way. Very few people are going to walk up to you, and
slap you in the face. And if that happened, you might remember, ‘... turn the other cheek, don’t
engage.’ But what I would like you to look at, in this particular situation, is that many people...
will slap you... with words, or some action, or some gossip they are spreading about you, or
something that they do not intend to do, but rather ‘back into,’ an insult. The slightest thing can
bring you to a point of temptation. Just a glance from another, with their eyes, can be a
temptation to respond. And if you extend the old statement to cover all of these things, the
smallest of slights, and the greatest of gossip, you will understand that you can use this every
day. Turn the other cheek; do not engage in this energy, which will bring you down.
“Begin to look at the old sayings in a new light... and transfer the meaning to something less...
than what is presented in The Scriptures, because those statements were to cover the greatest.
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Therefore, if you are expected to turn the other cheek when someone slaps you, you are expected
to turn the other cheek when someone baits you into an argument. Turn the other cheek when
someone is simply annoying. Do not engage in the energy. If you can begin to apply the
guidelines given to you, for the most grievance offense, to the least offense, then you will begin
to live a different life. And you will begin to discover you are at peace, because you are not
being torn to pieces, going into other people’s energies. You would be solidly in your own
energy, in a sphere of peace, unaffected by what is going on around you, because your intention
is to do the will of God, which is to be at peace.
“The same is true for the other things that I said regarding behavior, social responses. If
someone is willing to argue about something, be still, do not engage. Give them your peace, and
give them more of your peace, until they too are quiet, and no longer caught-up in the energy,
which is disturbing them.
“As you make your way through this coming week, ask for guidance, as you review the old
things you’ve either heard, passed down through generations in stories, or that you have read
yourself from The Scriptures, and begin to apply them, in a slightly different way. You do not
have to be nailed to a cross to forgive all things. That is not your mission. It is not marking The
Way of your journey. It is ‘the extreme picture.’ Apply it to all things, of a lesser nature, and
you will begin to see, with the eyes of wisdom, and you will begin to live in peace, from within.
“In the coming years... there is the possibility... for Earth... to realize peace! But that peace will
not be dictated, or mandated. It will be springing forth from the core of the human beings, who
reside upon Earth. If there is to be peace, upon the Earth, then let it begin with you, from within.
This is where it will come from. This is where it will start. And it will be so helpful to you, if
you will begin to apply these guidelines, the statements about turning the other cheek, and
giving, and loving your enemies, about walking a mile, if you are asked to just walk a few steps
with another. All of the things that you’ve heard, and some more, would probably come to your
mind. Apply these things... to what happens in your everyday existence... within your everyday
existence, around your everyday existence, and you will begin to see that people, who are
frustrated, angry, cold, fearful, doubtful, will begin to lose these bonds, that are tying them down,
constraining and restraining them, when they are in your presence, because, when they are
around you, they will understand the power of a peaceful presence.
“Your inner peace... will bring you health... and happiness... and the glory of God will shine
about you. This I promise you!
“For the coming week, concentrate, give your thoughts to peace, let your words be filled with
peace, and let your deeds bring forth the peace of God onto the Earth. Be a peacemaker. Create
peace. Establish peace within your being. Let there be peace, and let it begin with you.”
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October 7, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Achieving Perfection, Being: The Instrument Of God’s Love; The Vessel Of God’s Light
“I AM with you. I reach-out, and you feel My presence; because you are seeking,
you feel My presence. I wish to share something else with you today, another piece, of
the puzzle, another key, to unlock the mystery.
“You and I have shared some moments together. Sometimes I have talked to you: about the
importance of loving all, without qualification; about loving your enemies, loving those who
persecute you; loving, lettering God’s love flow into you, and through you, onto all things of
Earth. I have talked to you about giving, giving freely, and when you are asked for something to
give even more. This too, is letting God’s love flow into, and through you, onto all the things of
Earth, without qualification, without compensation. I have talked to you about the importance of
maintaining a peaceful presence, even to the degree that, if someone wishes to take you to court
over something, you stop, before you get involved in that energy, and give them what they are
asking for.
“Now, if you take each of these situations, and look at them, through the eyes of the world, they
do not make sense. Carrying through with each ideal plan, would probably make you look
foolish in the eyes of some. The understanding of these things only comes when you no longer
are locked in the third dimension: of ‘this for that;’ of maintaining your position, of ‘being right;’
of being ‘locked’ in rigidity. These things cause the human body sickness. You tighten-up over
things, and you feel pain. You lock yourself into a position, and your body reacts, because your
body wants to be free, to move, to stretch, to stretch beyond even the limits that you can imagine.
“By confining yourself to the things of the world: you imprison yourself, you are no longer free,
you are locked into place; but the minute you release, and you free yourself, through acts of
forgiveness, and kindness, and generosity, in the face of mean-spirited people, you begin to
understand; just one step... leads you into a promised land... that you could not imagine... before.
“So this is why, God does not let the sun shine on just the good. The sun shines on all things,
whether they are good, or bad, or indifferent. The sun is doing perfectly... what it is created to
do... without qualification, without thinking who is doing what to whom. The sun shines, and its
brilliance touches all. This is perfection!
“The rain does not fall on the field of the man who is kind, and not fall on the field of the man
who is unjust. The rain falls on all things, and this is perfection, doing, what it is intended to do.
And this My brothers and sisters, is wherein you too, will be perfect, as God is perfect.
“Leave things as they are. Do not try to move this or that or the other. Just be perfect, as
God created you to be ! Let the love of God flow through you onto all, without regard,
without qualification, without seeking compensation. Just be, the love of God. Just be,
the light of God. And no matter what is happening around you, when the light flows through
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you onto Earth, they feel it. And the rain of generosity: when it flows into you, and through you,
onto all around you, no matter what their position, they feel the rain of generosity. They feel the
light of God’s love, and you are perfection!
“When you read the Scriptures, talking about giving, and turning the other cheek, when you read
them again, understanding what I meant, by saying, ‘Be ye perfect as God is perfect,’ you
will be enlightened; for God does not hold love from anyone, God does not hold grace from
anyone, it flows equally to all. The only difference... is some accept it, and some reject it, and
some block it, with barriers and obstacles... but God is perfection... in letting the love flow, and
the light flow. This is what it means to be perfect. Therefore let this love of God flow
through you unhindered. Do not set boundaries. Do not build walls, so that your love touches
one, and not another, because it is not about what they are doing to you, it’s about your
willingness to do what God intended you to do: to be an instrument of God love; to be a
vessel of God’s light; to move, as God would have you move over the Earth, blessing
all things. And once you begin to do this, you will feel as if you are floating, over Earth; and,
in truth, you will be. You will no longer be bound, or locked into place, by heavier energies;
and, as you move, you will be releasing others, other things, other parts of Earth, to the
freedom of God’s light and love, to the wisdom of peace, to the gift of generosity, to
the perfection of God.
“This week, even if you remember for only a few minutes a day, it will make a difference...
‘Open, and let God’s love flow through you, without making any judgment about whom
it is falling upon. Just let it flow through you; and if you do it once, you will desire
it; and these moments, these precious moments, will turn into hours, and soon you will
spend days, being the pure vessel of the love of God. Let the sun shine through you
onto all things, all peoples, all places. Let the rain fall through you onto all fields, of
all countries, of all peoples; and there will be a great harvest, and there will be no
hunger, and the light of God will fill all things you touch ... perfection ... through you!”
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September 30, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Come To Know, And Use, The Energies Which Have Eternal Significance
“I AM with you. I bring you news! I wish to speak with you, so that you too,
might remember, and know, the wisdom of God; for the wisdom of God is not like the
knowledge, or the habits, or the traits, of the world. The wisdom of God is: eternal;
unchanging; holding true from age, to age, to age, with no alteration, or modification.
At the core of wisdom: you will find love, patience, understanding; you will find a
feeling of wholeness, completeness, oneness. These are the things which have eternal
significance.
“There is no material possession upon Earth which has eternal significance. The home in which
you live... is nothing. The love created within the home... has eternal significance; it will live
forever. The home, no matter how grand, or how humble, will eventually fall to disrepair, or be
torn down; but the love created within the walls of the home, be it a castle, or a modest cabin,
will live forever. The material gifts you give, one to the other, no matter how grand or
expensive, or small and inexpensive, they might be, they are nothing. The love... which brought
about the purchase or the making of the gift... has eternal significance. The love, created in the
giving, and the receiving, this love, has eternal significance. The gift will be lost, or broken, or
tarnished, or after a while completely fall into a state of disrepair; but the love created... wanting
to give something to someone... will live forever... it has... eternal... significance.
“Once you begin to understand, and can differentiate between, ‘possessions, of the world,’ and
‘gifts, which are of eternal significance,’ you will be able to read The Scriptures with new eyes,
with ‘the eyes of wisdom.’ You will begin to understand the passages, which did not make much
sense to you before. Let us refer to the passage, where I was speaking to other people, and I said,
‘...if someone asks you for something, give them more; give them that which they ask for, and
more.’ You will begin to understand that, that which is changing hands, is nothing; but the
compassion, or understanding, kindness, and love, created in the giving of it, has eternal
significance, and that is what is important. You will begin to understand where it is said, in fact,
where I did say, ‘...if someone is willing to take you to Court for a possession, let us say a tunic
or a cloak, then give them the tunic or the cloak, and give them something else as well.’ This
does not make sense ‘in the ways of the world;’ but if you look at it, searching for that which has
‘eternal significance,’ you will understand the passage better; it’s the energy created within the
thought, the word, or the deed. If you can alter the energy exchange immediately: you are saving
the energies of Earth, you are acting, as if you ‘know,’ what you are doing. You are protecting
Earth, you are stopping the energies of greed, or anger; and with you, there is created the
understanding, and the compassion, the tolerance. With you it goes no further. You change all
things, and you create something that has eternal significance.
“If you read... My words... you will begin to comprehend that which you could not understand
before, reading them with this new wisdom, searching for the energy that has eternal
significance, which will live forever. You will not find this in hatred, for love eventually will
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inundate the energy of hatred, and it will be no more. Love will be eternal. The energy of greed
will be inundated by the energy of generosity, and compassion. Greed will live no more; but
generosity, and compassion, will hold eternal significance. All things of darkness and shadow...
will fall... and there will be light.
“Take the time to look, and to see! Take the time to be mindful of what you are thinking, and
saying, and doing! This week, take the time to seek, and to use, the things, which have eternal
significance; and in a matter of days, you will be seeing through the eyes of God, you will be
living in wisdom, and your days will be blessed, with love, and light, and peace!”
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September 23, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Working Your Way Through The Course Of Energy, Rejecting Retaliation
“I AM with you. I reach-out, and knock, on the door, and when you open the door:
you see Me, you hear Me, and you feel Me, more intensely, than ever before.
“I always seek communion with you, know this! Keep the corridors and the hallways clear, so
we might be together. As I speak... God also speaks with you... but you must be willing to be
still, to unclog the passageways, so that you might feel the presence of God with you. It is
necessary for you to keep the energy around you clear, and balanced, in harmony with all things
created by God, and you will feel God with you, all of the time! And here we are again,
speaking once more... of energy!
“Many of you have been working with energy, especially in the last few weeks. You have heard
The Word, and tried it. You have tried mastering energy, and some of you have been very
successful; others, have been mildly successful; and some, while not completely there, are still
working, knowing within, it is working. Do not give up the desire to master the energy around
you to use only the tools of The Holy Spirit because it is in this Way: that you maintain an
atmosphere of peace, and harmony; that it is easy for you to hear, or feel, or know the presence
with you; and, it is in this way that you are ‘living in the world, but not of the world. You are
living in the world, but you know you are of God.’
“You are beginning to understand the wisdom in ‘...turn the other cheek,’ because you see, it is
all about energy; it is more important to maintain the energy, to stop the flow of negativity, than
it is to join in it, and to retaliate, because the energy of retaliation leads you right back into the
cesspool of: animosity, and greed, and envy, anger. It leads you right back to the creation of an
energy that is not ‘of God,’ it is ‘of the world.’ Therefore, to ascend, to rise above, this energy,
requires a desire to do the will of God first, not caring what the world sees, knowing what you’re
doing, for the glory of God. This was the main objective of changing the old energy of, ‘...an
eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth,’ for the energy of love, for the energy of the wise,
stopping the negative energy with you, and dedicating your work, for the glory of God.
“I celebrate that some of you are seeing this wisdom, as it is difficult to see, through the eyes of
the world, as it appears that you weak, that you do not stand-up for yourself. But I tell you, it is
more important to do the work of God, than to ‘while away your days,’ complying, with the
ways of the world... ... ... .... I pause here to see, and it is a pleasure to see, the energy, of those
of you, who have tried, and see; therefore, you know, the wisdom of turning the other cheek. No
one can replace the confidence that you feel, in the ways of God, once you have been able to turn
the other cheek. It is as if someone is placing a crown upon you head at that moment, because
you see, at last, what God is trying to tell you, and the ways of the world are no longer important
at all. Winning the argument seems foolish, almost trite. You have grown into the mature being,
mastering the energy, and doing it, for the glory of God.
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“Just as many could see no sense, when they heard, ‘...turn the other cheek,’ they surely, could
not follow Me, when I said, ‘...if there is one who is going to take you to the law, for your tunic,
give them your cloak, as well.’ This might surprise you, many of you, those of you who are
hearing these words, or reading these words; for you say, ‘Why does this make sense? If there is
one who is going to take me to court, over that which is mine, why should I give them more?
Will that just not create a situation where they demand more and more and more?’ And I say,
listen to Me. This too follows... the course... of energy: if there is one who desires your tunic, to
the point of being willing to go to court over possession of the tunic, give them the tunic, give
them your cloak. Do anything you have to do, that is of the world, to stop the energy there. If
you will think upon it, sitting in prayer, praying for illumination from The Holy Spirit, you will
see, the tunic, the cloak, are possessions of the world. When you say, ‘...these things no longer
matter to me, here let us stop this energy here with me,’ you have drawn the line, differentiating
between the world, and The Kingdom of God, for they are opposite.
“If someone asks for something, give them that which they ask for, and a measure more; it is
understanding, possessions of the world have no eternal significance at all; but what you are
willing to do for the glory of God is eternal. If you will go back into the scriptures, and read the
accounts, concerning the, ‘...turn the other cheek,’ or ‘...to give your garment,’ or, ‘...to walk an
extra mile,’ you will begin to see, it is a story... in the course of energy... knowing what you are
doing... bringing The Kingdom of God onto the Earth through you, through your thoughts, and
words, and deeds.
“Take this into the week with you; work with it; begin to understand, and you will grow in
confidence, as you ‘know, about energy,’ as you ‘master, the energy,’ because in so doing... The
Kingdom of God is with you... it is within you... and it is upon the Earth through you... as you
work your Way, through The Course of Energy.”
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September 16, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
A Course ‘In Energy,’ Comprehending Energy, And Becoming A Master, Of Energy
“I AM with you. I AM with you, in-Spirit, which, in reality, is closer than being
together, in human form. I AM not confined, to a distance, which I can walk, or travel,
by some means of transportation. I AM not limited, by a choice of language. I AM
not prohibited, by social laws, regarding touch, or presence, or garb. I come to you inSpirit, and settle near and within you, and whisper quietly to you, and you feel The
Presence, as we are One.
“It was not meant, for those of Earth: to be in chaos; to hold hatred upon their heart; to seek
retaliation; to be stubborn; to be mean; to be at war; to be in arguments; to deny one, or another,
certain rights, or comforts. Earth is meant to be The Garden, a place of beauty, a place of
amazement and wonder; and the only way it can return to its intended state of creation by God,
is for just one of you to be willing to: listen to the messages I brought, now, well over two
thousand years ago; listen, with the intention to do, as you hear; for if you read My words, and
hear My words, as recorded in The Scriptures, what good do they do, what changes are made? If
you read the words and memorize the words, if you say them every day, what good are they?
How can it make a difference, unless you are willing to live the words? I tell you I did not
mindlessly utter foolish statements. I carefully repeated the words of God, the words of God for
a new time. And as I said them, I reminded all around Me, this is for now... this... is what God
wants you to do... now! But very little has been changed, even in My coming, and saying the
words. Who is living them, amongst you, now?
“Other than being a message from God, about how the course of Earth was to change, in the
new time, most of My new direction, new guidance, new laws, had to do with comprehending
‘Energy,’ how it all really works. So we will start with just one message today, repeating it,
reiterating... past messages. It is necessary, because few are even attempting to try and see what
happens; and this is not because of a stubborn attitude; it is not because of defiance; it is because
of a lack of understanding ‘of energy,’ how it moves, and the course it takes, depending on the
choice each of you makes.
“So let us revisit this one that is: easy to see; difficult to understand, without this knowledge of
energy. You will find it in The Scriptures. The words might be slightly different; but the
meaning is exactly the same. You will find a place, where I say to those gathered, ‘...you might
have heard it said, ‘... an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth,’ but I tell you, I bring a new law.
If someone strikes you on the cheek, do not resist. Turn the other to them. Offer them another
cheek.’
“I pause... for you to think... on these words.
“I want you to understand something. If someone is so bold, and so filled with the spirit of
meanness, or the spirit of revenge, or retaliation, or holding a grudge, or some ancient family
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anger against you, if they are that bold, as to come-up, and insult you with words, or strike your
face, the energy they are using is not good; it is shadow; it is darkness. They are using the tools
of evil to tempt you. And when they strike, whether it is a physical force, or a force of words,
they are using a dark energy. And at that moment, you either join the energy they are using, by
striking back, or you resist, the evil, outright, standing in the light of God, knowing exactly what
you are doing. You are changing, altering, the course of the energy of darkness and shadow. It
stops there. And even more important, you give them the opportunity to free themselves, at that
moment. If you offer no resistance, if you refuse to go into that energy, by reacting, then the
energy stops. It does not build. It does not get stronger. In fact, the opposite happens. Because
you choose to stand in the light of God, and use the power of God, at that time, to stand in the
light, the energy is slowed. The progress it would make, moving into another, or further out into
the Earth, is halted!
“You must see these things as a course of energy to give yourself the impetus to do it, because
it is so ingrained, in the ways of the world that one should retaliate, and is justly right for doing
so, are difficult to override, at first. But when you see the results, and know what you are doing,
they are no longer difficult. In fact, you look forward to the opportunity, to be the master of such
energy, to be the savior of the Earth.
“If one comes to you, with such anger, or just being out-of-balance, cursing you, speaking words
which you know are not true, they are bringing the energies of darkness and shadow; and at that
moment, you either join in their energy, or stand in the light of God, and master the energy right
there. The ways of the world would tell you: ‘Stand-up for yourself.’ ‘Are you going to let
someone speak to you that way?’ Defend yourself.’ But I say to you, ‘Save Earth!’
“If you engage in arguments, heated, or rather subtle, you continue that energy, and the results
are carried within all who take part, spreading the energy, farther and farther, wider and wider,
letting it move over the Earth, letting it clog, your corridors, the inner pathways, your connection
with God, making it difficult to hear God, making it difficult to be light, making it difficult to
live in the light.
“When two people engage in an argument, they part, and they go away from each other, still
cursing each other, still wishing the other ill. But if there is one willing... to stand in the face, of
one in anger, or hatred, without joining that argument... that energy stops, right there. You have
mastered it. It goes no farther. And at that point, when it looks as if you are ‘weak,’ to the ways
of the world, in the eyes of the world, you actually ascend to a place, to sit in the lap of God, and
to look at the situation through the eyes of God, and see what the power of God can do.
“This is how it is done. In fact, I tell you, it is ‘the only way, peace will come to the Earth, the
only way.’
“So you might wonder, ‘Why are there not armies of people, willing to stand-up, and say, ‘Let’s
try it this way. Let’s see if it works.’ And the answer is, because, the ways of the world teach,
that it is most important, to: ‘be right,’ ‘win an argument,’ ‘stand-up for yourself.’ And there is
total rejection of looking to see, where this has gotten anyone.
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“So for two thousand years, My message is read. Many people know the words. Some people
repeat the words. But I dare say, there might be a handful of people who are willing to live the
words. But I was not speaking lightly. I was not joking. I was delivering a message, from God!
I was saying, this covenant, this covenant of ‘an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth,’ is done!
It is fulfilled. Now I say to you, those wishing to follow Me, when someone strikes you, whether
it is a physical force, or the force of words, do not resist, do not retaliate, turn the other cheek!
“Pray and ask for guidance, as to how you can understand this phenomenon, of energy; and, if
you are willing to stand completely in the light of God, and let the power of God, be that... which
moves you... then, turn the other cheek, and you will begin to understand the power of God, and
how the force of the world is weak, and will crumble in the light, and the glory, of The Creator
of All Things. It is all about understanding energy, and how it moves. It is about knowing the
difference between the force of darkness and shadow, and the power of God. It is being willing
to use the gifts of The Holy Spirit, first, and foremost. And working in this way, will bring you
peace, as you slowly become ‘A Master of Energy’.”
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September 9, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Action Vs. Reaction, A Matter of Choice, A Matter of Practice
“I AM with you. I AM with you in a special way. I come to you. I come to you... often, to
tell you things, to share with you, to give you keys to unlock the doorways, to assist you in
cleaning-up the debris. I come to you, so that you, too, might know The Way.
“I could speak... to you, My brothers and sisters... for years, on the topic of ‘judgment,’ and it
still would remain. This is true. But I tell you, the power of forgiveness and comprehension,
compassion and understanding, will soon begin to erode the force, of judgment.
“I could speak to you for years about... choosing to act in the light of God... rather than reacting.
But it would be difficult to find more than one or two, willing... to work... on these energies, to
such a degree that they are mastered completely. And because I have received questions, just on
this topic, I address it again today; for: there are those, seeking to do the will of God, first, and
foremost; there are those, seeking to set ego aside, and act in the light and the love of God. And
those of you, who have been questioning this ‘action,’ versus reaction, I answer today, because
you are so precious, because you are working, because you are on The Way. And I explain to
you, in a similar fashion, as I have already done today, to one I love very much.
“The question came, from a loving heart, a heart willing to do ‘the will of God.’ And the
question... was this, ‘How can you say ‘choose’ to act in the light of God, when reaction comes
so fast, you’re not even aware that you are ‘choosing’ to react? It is like a sub-conscious
reaction, it is upon you, before you know what is happening, without making a conscious
choice.’ A sincere question, coming from a sincere heart!
“And My answer... just as sincere, was this, ‘While you are ‘practicing,’ on this, while you are
trying to ‘choose to act in the light of God, rather than react to something, a situation, or an
individual,’ you are perfecting this, you are preparing, you are practicing. Don’t give up. Even
the question indicates you are trying.’
“And as an example... the comparison came... using the game of basketball. It is fast paced,
much of the time you do not choose what you are going to do. You are running up and down the
court, flowing with the game, and it comes naturally, it is ingrained within you. You don’t have
time to think, ‘Am I going to use this type of shot, or action, or that one, or the other?’ But when
the game is not afoot, when there is practice to be done, you work on a new shot, or play, or
other action. You work for hours. Sometimes, you are in the gym alone, shooting the ball at the
basket: one hundred, two hundred, three hundred times, perfecting your new shot. Still, in the
midst of a game, when the ball comes to you, you often revert to an old shot. But one day during
the game, when the ball comes your way, the natural thing to do is to use that shot, or action, that
you have been practicing, because it has become a part of you. And you score, and all watching
are amazed. But it would not have been accomplished, had you not been willing to practice,
hour after hour, until the new shot, or action, replaced the old, reactionary shot, or action.
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“And this is the same with your spiritual practice. Do not expect to be able to go out, and ‘act in
the light of God,’ all the time, because the ways of the world are firmly ingrained within you,
and you will find you will trip, and react with ‘human standards,’ many times. But the beauty
and the glory in it... is... you will ‘recognize,’ what you are doing. And you will practice; and
you will practice more; and one day, you will realize... that you are no longer ‘reacting,’ you are
using the shot or action you have perfected in practice; you are ‘acting, in the light of God!’
“This is a perfect topic for this day, because the message of God was... ‘Do not judge, it is a
slippery slope, into negativity, into darkness and shadow.’ And it is easy in these times, when
you fall into reacting, to judge yourself, to be harsh on yourself. And I say: ‘Do not do that, do
not go there. Celebrate in the reality that you see, and know, and desire, to act in the light of
God, to do the will of God. You are on your way. You are practicing, alone, in that gym,
shooting the basketball, over, and over, and over again, practicing the shot, until it is ingrained
within you. And one day, you will not react at all, because your practice will yield perfection.’
“So today, refuse to judge yourself. Stand-up, and say, ‘I am practicing this, and soon, as
perfection unfolds, I will be able to deliver, the shot, the one learned in practice. And I will be
acting totally, in the light of God, ‘choosing’ to practice, until it is perfect.’
“My brothers and sisters, this morning, this day, or whenever you are hearing or reading these
words, you are benefiting from a question, asked by a loving heart. The answer has been given
to you. Now, go and practice the shot.”
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September 2, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
The Next Step Beyond Non-Judgment And Forgiveness, Resolving Unsettled Matters By Being
The Living Word
“I AM with you. I understand how it is when you are upon Earth when you are
walking, into worldly ways, for I have done so. Therefore, I come to you often I
answer every call and I say, I AM with you.
“It is God’s intention, that you experience Earth, with all its beautiful creation: the birds, the
trees, the rain and the sun, and the stars and the moon, the glory in the flowers, rushing waters,
wide open seas, the beauty of a desert at night, and many, many more things; and it is possible,
for you to be upon the Earth, and not be affected by the ways of the world, as the old saying
goes, ‘... to be in the world, but not of the world.’
“Í have brought you many messages, and one of the most important messages, is about
forgiveness, not judging, and freedom; for you cannot live freely, while you judge, even the
smallest thing. You cannot live freely, when there is still something that needs to be forgiven,
even the smallest thing. But I tell you, even as you practice non-judgment, even as you practice
forgiveness, there is yet another step, which must be taken. And this step requires faith, and a
desire to do the will of God far beyond the desire to do your own will. It requires, wearing the
cloak of humility, and doing so, as a child of God. For you see, what seems to be a cloak of
humility upon the Earth, is actually a royal robe, showing you are of Heaven.
“You will know those who wear this robe, because it is obvious, even through the eyes of the
world: they walk with sacred dignity, not pompous arrogance; they serve others, rather than
demanding to be served or have their own way; their purpose is to do the will of God; and it is
obvious in the way they live and the things they say and do... are testament. They need no
words, they are the living word.
“To reach this state, of being the living word, requires humility, and a desire to take care of
unsettled matters, and situations, because these too, like holding an unforgiving heart, or being
quick to judgment, weigh you down. And pretty soon one or two or three unresolved issues or
matters, or situations, begin to weigh heavy upon you, the chains hold you in place, and you find,
you cannot move through the day, without seeing the face, or hearing words, which remind you
of something, which has happened, which is ‘unresolved,’ which remains ‘in chaos and
confusion;’ This is not freedom!
“If past situations, issues, or matters, come to your mind... that is a sign... to rise-up, and resolve
these things! Each of you, hearing My words or reading My words, experiences during a day,
thinking about someone, or something. Sometimes the situation was so strong, and packed with
energy, that you can hear the words, or sometimes just remember that which was said. It comes
to you, over and over again. This is a sign! It needs resolution! It needs determination! Before
you step forward to do the work of God, stop, be still, and go resolve the issues, the situation,
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and the matters, which come to you, over and over again. Once you take the step, and you are
willing to go where others might not go, to step into a place, where you might be accused, where
another might find fault with what you are doing, requires... that you love God... above all things.
But once you are willing to do this, once you are willing to say, I’m going, the words I will use...
will be... ‘I did not understand or know what I was doing, and I did not understand or know what
you were doing; but let us resolve this matter, together, in the lap of God, so it is settled forever.’
“I want you to know, the minute you do this, you feel lighter. And having the courage, to
resolve unsettled matters, will bring you to a place of freedom you could not even imagine,
because these things weigh you down! And as I said, if they come to you, it’s a sign, they need
resolution. For soon, as you take care of every issue, every matter, resolving it in the light of
God, you walk into a new day, free, at last, having mastered: resolving issues; dissolving chaos
and confusion; freely forgiving all things; and setting it in your mind you will not judge another,
anymore, because you pay the price for judgment, every minute.
“My brothers and sisters this is The Way to freedom. A man or woman sitting behind bars, can
be free, if they have freed themselves, of all matters and situations, forgiven all things, and do
not judge. They can be free while those walking around, not locked behind bars, can be
imprisoned, within themselves.
“In the last few weeks, we have talked about, gaining your freedom... through non-judgment and
forgiveness; and today... I give you another step. Some of you might say it will be a bitter pill.
But I tell you, if you set ego aside, and decide the will of God is more important... then... you
will take the step, make the move. You don’t even have to wonder what to do! Most of you
have already experienced the sign, once or twice this day, what has popped into your head that
was unsettling? Each of you ‘knows,’ what it is for yourself. Some are on a grand scale, and
some are small. But no matter whether they are small or large, they are a piece, of the puzzle.
“If you want to know freedom, go today, settle, and resolve, the matters, the issues, the
situations, in the light of God, without accusation, without judging... yourself... or others. And
soon you will find balance and harmony. Soon you will walk free, and in this state, you will find
you are healthy, you are happy, and you are whole.
“This is as God intended it to be, the children of God, walking Earth: seeing, knowing, loving,
happy, and in balance. Go today. It is The Way.”
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August 26, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
I Speak To You Regarding Judgment, Forgiveness, And Freedom
“I AM with you. I bring the peace, of Heaven to you. I
reach-out My hand, and touch you, with the grace of God. As I move closer, you feel
The Wind, moving, encircling you, lifting-you-up. I AM with you!
“Today I speak to you, regarding: judgment, forgiveness, and freedom.
“Regarding judgment...
It is written in scripture, ‘Judge not, lest ye be judged.’ It could not be clearer. The words could
not be plainer. It is stated exactly. For if we are all ‘in each other,’ what we do to one another,
we do to ourselves. And you can tell the level of respect, one has for oneself, by how they treat
others. If you do not wish to be judged, then you should not judge.
“There is a difference between ‘knowing,’ and ‘judging.’ In knowing, there is wisdom. In
judging, there is bondage.
“You will find that... in judging another, you not only condemn them... you bind yourself.
“The one... who judges... wears the cloak... of chains; and these chains... bind you... to the seat
of judgment. The one who knows, sits on the throne of wisdom, and sees, with the eyes of God,
eternally, sight... not limited... to one issue, one occurrence, one individual.
“For the one who ‘chooses judgment,’ their life upon the Earth is difficult, because they carry
the chains, they are bound to the chair, and with each judgment, they are locked, more firmly,
into place, unable to escape.
“Choose knowing, over judgment, and you will free-yourself, and you will deliver grace.
“With regard to forgiveness...
“The heart which refuses... to forgive another... is hard. It is heavy. It does not know love. It
does not give love. It does not receive love. Forgiveness is a ‘key,’ to freeing yourself, from
previous, or present, judgments.
“To be forgiving, forgiving from ‘the heart,’ not just in words, requires that ‘you choose,’ to do
so. And it is not limited to situations wherein another comes to you and says, ‘... oh, I did this. I
need your forgiveness, please.’ for that is often, easy, one is humbling themselves before you,
and you extend your heart, and forgive. The times when forgiving rises to a special, unique, and
glorious place, is when you find it possible, and you choose to forgive, those who are not seeking
forgiveness: forgiving, someone who speaks harshly of you; forgiving, someone who takes from
you; forgiving, someone who causes you bodily pain; forgiving, someone who twists your heart.
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In these times, when you rise to this place of nobility, you are forgiving those, who do not know,
what they are doing. And I can assure you, those who cause pain and injury, by whatever means,
do not know what they are doing. They are bound-up, in the energies of fear, or anger, or
frustration, greed, jealousy, the list goes on and on. But you can be sure, that they are not held in
the light; therefore they are in darkness and shadow; and therefore, they do not know what they
are doing. But if you will be still, and seek guidance from the light of God, you will know, what
you are doing, and you will remember My words. And they will become your words, ‘Forgive
them, they do not know what they are doing.’ And just saying these words... will free you...
because you have chosen forgiveness.
“Regarding freedom...
“You cannot be free, while you are chained to the seat of judgment. It is impossible. And the
more you judge, the more firmly you are locked in place, for all to see: where you are, what you
do, what you believe.
“With a simple act of forgiveness, you unlock the chains, binding you, and free yourself. You
free yourself from past judgments, and you free all those you judged. Freedom, from anger, is
yours. For in forgiveness, you break the chains of judgment, and you are not angry, you are free.
You no longer hold animosity, or hatred, within you, all is forgiven... judgments turned into
knowing. You are free. You no longer are the host for frustration, dissatisfaction, you are free,
because you have forgiven, and you know, rather than choosing to judge.
“Freedom! You will know freedom, when you choose forgiveness. You will know freedom,
when you reject the temptation to judge. It is that simple.
“This week, practice! Choose knowing, over judgment; choose forgiveness, and you will
choose freedom, for yourself, and others. It is in the choosing, and the choosing is yours.
“This week, choose wisely, and know freedom.”
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August 19, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Be Quick To Forgive, Refuse To Judge
“I AM with you. I bring you good news.
guidance. And I touch you, with love.

I bring you direction.

I bring you

“I speak to you today, of ‘the noble act, of forgiveness.’
“When it is your intention to forgive, you are surely ‘perfection unfolding.’ You are ‘God-like.’
“When it is your intention to forgive, in the single act of forgiveness, you are using the energy
of almost every gift of The Holy Spirit of God, because: you cannot forgive without loving; you
cannot forgive without understanding and compassion; you cannot forgive without patience and
tolerance; you cannot forgive without knowing that it is God’s will for you to do so.
“Forgiveness... it is sweet; it is rich; it is a nectar holding, heavenly ingredients; it is a healing
elixir; and, ‘the act of forgiveness,’ is sacred, holy, and divine, for in forgiveness, you move
closer to God; and the more you forgive, you begin to understand the teachings, and the lessons
of God. The more you forgive, you become eager to do it, over and over again.
“Forgiveness... the world needs this, for there are: too many, demanding, exacting equal
measure, still living ‘an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth,’ when the new law is ‘turn the
other cheek;’ too many, screaming-out in anger, when the world needs quiet; too many, shaking
their fist, when the world needs open hands and arms.
“If you find you are moved to forgive, this is wonderful. Begin the practice of forgiveness, and
begin it soon, because it is needed. But do not be ‘tempted,’ in the act of forgiveness, to
question, asking, ‘Why did you do this? How many times have you done this? What made you
act in such a way?’ This type of chiding, and judgment, belittles forgiveness.
“Be quick to forgive, refuse to judge.
“The greatest example, of forgiveness, is the father image, and if you wish, you can use the
image of a parent, for it can be a mother as well as a father, in some case it is a grandparent, but
it is a ‘parental figure,’ represented in the parable of the prodigal son. And this parent figure is
representative of God and how God treats the children upon Earth. The parent figure in the
parable of the prodigal son, does not question the son, when he asks for that which he thinks is
due him. He gives it to him, knowing full well what is on the mind of his son. He does not bar
the door to keep him in place. He sends him on his way to experience life. He does not chase
him down or drag him back. He does not wag his finger, or point his finger. He does not raise
his voice. He does not threaten with punishment. He sits patiently, waiting. And when the son
returns, the father does not say, ‘Where did you go? What did you do?’ The father prepares a
feast, in celebration.
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“This story has many lessons, and at each, and different times of your life, it means something
new. But today, I would like each of you to see it ‘as forgiveness, perfected’ because, in the
parable of the prodigal son, the father does not have to forgive. The father never judged at all!
In wisdom, the father knew, and practiced: love, compassion, kindness, patience, tolerance. And
in the practice, in the using of these gifts, the father was rewarded with the son returned home.
And the son, at last, had peace of mind, back in the lap, of the one, who created him.
“Forgiveness does, what most things cannot do: it mends, and restores, and makes whole, that
which appeared to be broken to pieces, and each one of you can do it. The only requirement is
that you love God more than: your position; your attitude; what you think should happen. It
requires that you release, and let go, of perceived injustices, hurts, and pain, and do what God
wants you to do.
“In many cases, this will require practice. But I promise you, with the first forgiveness will
come grace, that will lead you to more and more, because as you are upon the Earth, within each
of you, there are many things, waiting... to be forgiven, waiting... for one, willing to forgive.”
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August 12, 2012

Jesus Teaches On:
Choose Wisely, Be The Light, Not The Judge
“I AM with you. I whisper... to you... and the words settle upon your ears, as a
sweet song, so welcome, so loving, so nourishing, so nurturing. This is My intention,
to whisper words of guidance, so you might be filled with peace, and move into the
new day, the new week, the new time.
“You are explorers upon the Earth, going forth every day, continuing God’s creation...
in what you think, and do, and say. You are continuing the work of God... by what
you do!
“This morning, I speak briefly to each of you. There has come a time where those of you who
are willing to awaken, to the word, to the stirring within you, to stand-up, to rise-up, to move
over the Earth with new wisdom, taking responsibility for what you are creating, and for the
energies you are using, without regard to what others are doing, or saying, or thinking. It is time
for the children of God to take responsibility, for what you do, individually, without pointing the
finger of blame to another situation, or certain individuals. And today I bring you a key, on how
you can accomplish this state of peace, and do the work of God upon Earth; for the work of God
upon Earth... is to create peace... where there is chaos, and confusion, and anger, and hatred.
There is no greater work, than to allow the power of God to flow onto the Earth through you, for
that is how God has chosen it to be.
“If it was the will of God: God would crack open the heavens, and direct immediate response,
commanding that all bow-down, commanding this, or commanding that; but God is love, and
God is determined that the best way the children, upon Earth, can understand and grow in love is
to be love. Let the love of God pour through you, so you might come to ‘know love.’ God is
determined the Earth will be flooded with love, through the children. It is your birthright. God
has created you; God has created love; God has created Earth; but God will send His power, of
love, to Earth, through each of you, and that is the miracle!
“But, to be able to do this, to deliver this full power of God to Earth, you must free yourself of
all that is clogging-you-up, anything that is keeping you, from allowing God’s love to flow freely
through you. These things must be moved, so that you are whole, complete, emanating the
divine light of God. It is possible, and that is what you are being called to do; for when you are
the light, those who are seeking the light will be drawn to you, and then there is nothing you
need to do except let the love of God flow onto whoever is called to you. It is that simple. It is
that sacred. It is that sweet.
“To reach that place, requires work. It requires that you know how to use the gifts of The Holy
Spirit; for from the gifts of The Holy Spirit, there will come the fruit. And it is time, to use the
gifts, and bear the fruit.
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“Each of you today, probably many times today, and continuing into the week, will encounter,
certain situations, or individuals, which will present an opportunity, an opportunity for you to
‘choose,’ what energy you are going to use. In each scenario, you will have the option, to choose
to use a gift of The Holy Spirit of God, such as patience or tolerance or understanding; or you
will choose to use the energies of shadow and darkness, anger, frustration. But make no mistake,
you will choose; and in so doing, it is necessary to accept the responsibility, of that which you
choose to use.
“Let Me present this example. There could be many, but this is the easiest. You are sitting on a
bench, in a park, a most pleasant day, watching people ride bicycles, walk, children laughing and
playing, all seems right with the world. And then an acquaintance walks-up, sits down, and
begins telling you a story, about what Jack, or Jane, or Sue, said about you. And the more they
talk, the more uncomfortable the situation; and you find yourself, growing impatient, aggravated,
angry, as the story unfolds, more and more disturbing, and distressing. But if you stop, for a
minute, and realize, as the story began, there was the opportunity, and you chose an energy. It
was your decision. You could choose patience. You could choose tolerance. You could choose
to stand in the light of God, and ‘act,’ with the love of God, rather than ‘reacting,’ to negative
energy. But the ways of the world have taught this procedure: if someone brings you this tale,
this story, this gossip, you ‘choose,’ to get angry. And if you get angry, the next step is to say, ‘I
am angry, because Joe, or Sue, or Jack, did this to me.’ That step has led you, to the perspective,
that Joe or Jack or Sue, has made you a victim, by something that you perceive they perpetrated
against you, so now you have moved to the role of ‘victim.’ And in your state of victimhood,
you excuse the behavior you have chosen to use, because of your blame, your fault-finding, your
judgment. You have come to the place where you are not responsible, for your actions, because
you are the victim, of something perpetrated by another; so your use of the negative energies, of
anger, and frustration, hatred, and confusion, you feel are justified.
“This is the way of the world. And when you look back on it, think about how many times, you
have placed yourself in the role of the victim, to excuse a behavior, which you say was caused by
another. But I say to you this day, no one can make you angry! At a point, you have the
opportunity, to choose patience, or tolerance, or understanding, or whatever is available on the
table, arrayed with the gifts of The Holy Spirit of God. There is that option. But there is another
option, on another table, and it filled, with shadowy energies. It is dominated by energies of
darkness.
“Each of you walking upon Earth faces these choices, sometimes hourly, sometimes by the
minute, and it is important that you begin to see what you are doing, because if you are not
creating light, where there is shadow and darkness, you are adding to the shadow and darkness.
So I give you this key today. Many of you are really trying to overcome your dependency on
‘reacting,’ in anger, or frustration, or impatience. And your prayer to God is usually, ‘I am so
angry, help me. I do not want to be angry. I am so upset, because ‘so-and-so-and-so-and so’ did
this, or that, or the other.’ I say to you today, change your prayer. Ask for wisdom, and make it
clear. ‘Why have I ‘chosen,’ anger?’ You see, this changes everything. If you say, ‘Why am I
angry?’ You will quickly go back down the road of, ‘I am angry, because so-and-so did this to
me,’ creating a victimhood again, and you’re back in the same old place. But if you change your
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prayer, to, ‘...why did I choose?’ whether it’s anger or frustration, or just being impatient, or
short, or brusque. Take that step to add, ‘Why did I ‘choose,’ anger?’ And you will begin to get
answers, which will surprise you; but the most important thing is you will begin to understand,
that you ‘chose it,’ it was not dumped on you. And in the maturing, coming to understand that
you have ‘chosen,’ the energy you are experiencing, you will begin to look-over the table of
gifts, and you will decide, ‘...why did I choose that? I don’t want to choose that. I want to
choose patience. I want to choose tolerance.’ And you will begin to move over the table of gifts,
wanting to experience... the grace of God.
“This week, when you encounter situations, instead of following the way of the world, and
placing yourself in a state of victimhood, choose the gifts of The Holy Spirit, and place yourself
in the state of empowerment, for the good of God, for the glory of God. Act in such a way that
you are praising the creation of God, by knowing what you are doing, by making an effort to
choose... wisely!
“The table is set for you. The cups are filled to overflowing. There is not one thing you will
encounter this week, which cannot be blessed, by using, by choosing, the gifts of The Holy
Spirit. And as you move through the week, you will become more confident in your ability to
make the right choice; but it takes practice, and it takes one willing to say, ‘Why did I choose
anger?’
“In this simple step... you begin to accept the responsibility... for what you are thinking, and
saying, and doing. It will bring peace, where there is chaos. And it will bring light, where there
is darkness. And this will be possible, because one, of the children of God, made the decision, to
choose wisely!”
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August 5, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
You Choose The Energies You Use, And They Determine How You Feel, Choose Wisely,
Choose From The Gifts Of The Holy Spirit, And Ride The Wind
“I AM with you. And you feel My presence. It is as if I have draped My arm
over your shoulder, and pulled you closer, so you might know Me better.
“There is not one amongst you, whether you are hearing these words or reading these words,
whom cannot hear Me, or feel Me, or know Me. The dimensions do not restrain My movement.
I AM with you now. My eternal presence is with you. I guide you. I show you The Way. And
it is easier, and you feel lighter, when the directions are clear, and the path is open.
“I repeat, a message today, because as often as I say it, there are still many, of you, who find it
difficult to do. There can be ‘an excuse,’ that the patterns, the things you have done all your life,
are heavy, and you feel more comfortable, using what you know; but I say to you, that is an
excuse!
“Your lifetime upon Earth is but a blip, a snap of the fingers, compared to the eternal life you
live. Do not be mistaken, you live forever! Remember it, and do not just ‘say it,’ begin to
‘understand,’ the dynamics, of living forever! And then you will not reject the idea, of
something new, and you will embrace the challenge... rather than refusing to face... a struggle.
“When some of you were very young, you were given a bicycle, and at first it was difficult, very
difficult to ride, without falling. However, the more you practiced, you grew in confidence, and
soon you were riding... the wind in your hair, and you were free... to go where you could not go
before. The boundaries of your world, as you knew it, before you could ride, were no longer
there. You could travel blocks, and see things. The adventure was sweeter, the journey quicker.
“And it is the same, when you embrace the gifts of The Holy Spirit. At first you will have to
practice to stay upright, but soon, you will find you are riding the wind, going to places you’ve
never been, because your boundaries have been widen, the places you know, your experiences,
getting broader and broader, riding The Wind.
“But these experiences can be limited, by your choices. If you choose anger or frustration,
retaliation, judgment, that is where you will be. And it is heavy. It is like being caught in a
tornado. And once you choose these energies, and the tornado begins to spin, nothing seems as it
is. Words get caught-up in the energy, and never seem to land in the right place. No matter what
you are trying to say, it seems incoherent. And the same is true, for what you are trying to listen
to, for what is being said to you, the words go into this vortex of heavy energy, and spin around,
and are dumped at your feet, in quite a mess. This is struggle.
“But when you choose, one of the tools, the gifts of The Holy Spirit of God, to use in a situation,
the outcome is different. Sure, there is a challenge, to practice, and learn, how to use the gift. It
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does not come easily: to stand in the face of one raising their voice; to stand in the face of anger;
to stand in the face of accusation. But once you begin to practice, employing love and
understanding and compassion, in the face of ridicule or anger, you begin to see the power of
God working. And it brings you a sense of completeness, a wholeness of being, which you have
never known before. You walk away from the situation... glad, happy, fulfilled, and satisfied,
that you were the presence of God, in the face of confusion, frustration, or anger. And you
stopped the heavy energy there! It did not go further, it did not travel farther, it stopped with
you. The more you practice this, the quicker you will find, you are riding on The Wind, and
nothing disturbs you. This is important. The time upon the Earth has come when there should
be many, standing-up, ready to do that, which God wants you to do, to be as you truly are, in
your great magnificence, an eternal being, upon Earth, blessing, rather than cursing!
“This week, practice, more. I realize that this lesson is a repetition, a message I deliver over,
and over again. But I tell you, if I repeated this message a hundred times, a hundred Sundays, it
would not be enough. I remind you; I encourage you; you will each face a situation, an incident,
or an individual, within the day, and you will be given ‘the opportunity, to choose.’ Which
energy will you use? The choice is yours. Choose wisely, and you will ride The Wind, going to
places you have never been, and your life will be a magnificent journey, with no boundaries!”
The
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July 29, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
The Key To Your Freedom, To Living Your Life Upon Earth, As It Was Intended To Be, Is
Forgiveness
“I AM with you.

I AM there next to you.

I AM all around you, for we are one.

“Breathe deeply, and fill your lungs, with the air, of Earth; and then breathe deeply, of your
spirit, understanding the eternal birth, you have experienced. Since you are... right now, you are
forever... living. Life cannot be taken from you. It has been given to you, and the gift comes,
from God.
“In your natural state, your true presence, you are perfection, the light of God, living, being,
experiencing. Right now, feel the air around you. Every second that ticks by is a piece, of
eternity, and the peace, in which you exist, during that passing second, is how it is meant to be.
The only thing that can change the peaceful presence is... for you to introduce, by freewill
choice... lesser energies.
“You can enhance the light of God, the piece of perfection that is you, by noble thoughts,
thoughts of understanding and compassion, kindness, love. You can enhance the light further, by
speaking words of understanding, and compassion, kindness, and love. And this state of
perfection can be further enhanced, by deeds of understanding, compassion, kindness and love.
And you reach this place, where you can think, and speak, and do, in the light of God, by
forgiving all you have experienced, that deals with shadow and darkness.
“For you see, once it is created, it does not matter who created the shadow, or who created the
darkness, what matters is who will be the one to clean-up the shadow, and darkness, and deliver
the light! This is the only way Earth will be rid of heavy energies, as one-by-one, there are those
willing to set ego aside, to set aside their desire to be right, and to go into the world, holding the
light of God, delivering understanding and compassion, kindness and love, through total
forgiveness... for all things. You cannot be whole; you cannot be fully healed, if you are
carrying things within you, needing to be forgiven. No matter how small, or great, if there is
something needing to be forgiven, you are carrying the burden; it has the ability to bring shadow
to the brightest day; you’ll be having fun, perhaps playing with your children, or just standing in
the sun, under a blue sky, a perfect day in every way, except the shadow comes upon you, with
memories, of that which needs to be ‘forgiven.’ And the hold is great, and it keeps you from
your glory. In fact, it will rob you, of your glory.
“Today, take some time to sit with whatever is a piece of your shadow or darkness. Be still, and
visit the time, whether it be sadness and sorrow, or anger and pain, or frustration and confusion,
or any other combination of heavy energies, be willing to look at it, and know it, and forgive it,
so it might be the lesson, of your freedom.
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“It is your choice, and you can choose. Your right to choose will never be taken from you. But
when you choose forgiveness, you choose life, as God meant it to be. There is nothing that has
occurred in your lifetime upon Earth... that can be worse than my final days upon Earth. Yet, I
gave you the example, the only way I could free Myself, and in so doing free all of the children
of God, was to be willing to say, ‘Father, forgive them, for they do not know what they are
doing.’
“Comprehending forgiveness at this level... requires that you understand... you are to forgive,
even those who do not think they need forgiving, who think they stand in the right, who think,
and believe, their actions are justified. Your forgiveness, of any transgression, makes it possible,
for that one individual, to experience a lighter presence. And every time you forgive the
transgression, repeating it, until it is done, that individual experiences a lightness of being
they’ve never had before. In fact, they finally get to a place, where they, too, can begin
forgiving. It will help you to remember that it is really not between you and another individual,
or individuals. It’s between you and God. What are you willing to do, for God?
“The mess, the shadow and darkness, it’s all there, you see it. Do not close your eyes to it, any
longer. If you will make the decision today to just clear-up, or bring the light, to one incident of
shadow or darkness, you will personally, within your being, feel lighter. And it will be the
impetus that will spur you on, to do it again. And as you do it, again and again, that chain upon
you, which has kept you from forgiving before, will break, when you find... it is wonderful... to
be the one forgiving.
“Do not be stiff-necked. Do not be too strident. Do not stand firmly, locked into your place,
where, from your perspective, you are standing in ‘the light of righteousness;’ because as you
stand there, stiffened, your body reacts to your spiritual inability to move, and you develop back
pain, and neck pain, and shoulder pain. You find it difficult to climb steps, or to go down steps.
You are ‘locked, into place,’ standing in perceived righteousness.
“I give you the key to freedom, and the key has a word written upon it, and the word is
‘Forgiveness.’ One deed of forgiveness every day, and you will be at peace, very soon. Know
this: ‘Your freedom... is achieved... by unlocking the bonds, and the chains, and the restraints,
which are holding you in place, by using ‘The Key, of Forgiveness’.”
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July 22, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Choose Well, And You Will Be At Peace, Standing Directly In The Light Of God
“I AM with you.
you... wisdom.

I come, to sit, with you, to speak to you, to share wisdom with

“I begin with a question. ‘How many of you, hearing My words, or reading My
words, this day, are at peace?’
“Those of you, who say, ‘Yes, I am in peace.’ are living life as it is meant to be lived upon
Earth. Those of you, who are trying to find an answer, an answer which best suits your situation,
but clearly delivering the message that you are ‘not in peace,’ are living in chaos and confusion;
and it takes its toll, it has a measure, it is exhausting, debilitating, and devastating.
“I say this to you, because if you are not in peace as much as you will protest I say that it is ‘of
your own choosing.’ If you are not ‘in peace,’ it is ‘the situation, that you have chosen.’
“Be still, and take a deep breath. Listen to the sounds around you. Feel the air around you.
Everything that you are experiencing right now, in this moment ‘of stillness, is what is,’
occurring. The minute you introduce ‘judgment, frustration, anger,’ or any other of the ‘heavier
energies,’ you begin to ‘feel out-of-balance; you are listing, from one side to the other, and it is
disruptive.’ The resolution to this situation stands directly behind your ability to accept that, that
which you are experiencing is ‘of your own choosing.’ And for most of you that will take...
some real soul-searching. It will take a desire to set old patterns aside, and accept, that which is
being told to you. You always have a choice! There is no excuse: you choose to be at peace... or
you choose to go into chaos; you choose to be at peace... or you choose judgment, you choose to
be at peace... or you choose anger and retaliation; but choose you do... and your choice... makes
all the difference.
“As I say these words to you this morning I realize, that some of you will say, ‘No that is not
true.’ But for the few of you, willing to accept, that your choice is what is making the difference,
I celebrate; because as you accept, and change, and ascend, and do the work of God holding
peace, Earth changes, ascends, and reflects the work of God.
“It is that simple... yet it requires ‘determination... to do the will of God.’ Come to Me this
week, speak to Me, for I will tell you. I walked upon Earth, I know ‘the temptations;’ but I will
be truthful with you, and I will say, ‘Choose God! Choose light! Choose love and
understanding and compassion!’
“Do not be deterred, if at first you are not as successful as you might hope to be, because: you
are breaking the barriers, the boundaries, the restraints; you are breaking the mold; you are
creating new energy, rejecting the old; you are saying, ‘Yes, I will go into this new time, doing
the will of God.’
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“And as you practice, you are doing it! Even if the desire is there, and you fall short, over and
over again, the desire carries you through, and creates an energy, a new energy, which lifts the
Earth.
“Remembering that all things are connected, we are all One, will help, because then you will see
that every action, every intention, is actually lifting you. And there will come many, knocking
on your door, tempting you; but know this: another cannot make you unhappy... you choose
unhappiness, over the light of God; another cannot make you angry... you choose anger, over the
light of God. I could go on and on, but you do get what I am trying to say to you. I am saying it
simply, so that you might understand it... ‘You choose that which you experience!’
“I leave you with this. When you walk outside, in a clear place, a lot, a field, a pasture, and you
stand there, when the sun is directly overhead, the light falls upon you. No matter where you
look, you do not see a shadow, because you are ‘directly in the light.’ The light is upon you.
The light is flowing over you. The light is permeating your body, and there is no shadow; but
once you step out of the light, you see the difference, you cast a shadow. And the shadow grows,
or diminishes, depending on the position of the light, and where you are standing at the time.
“This week, stand directly in the light of God! Make sure, as you look around, you see no
shadow. Choose the light! These things are your choice. Choose well, and you will be at peace,
standing directly... in the light of God.”
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July 15, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Take The Word Of God Into Your Heart, Be The Living Word
“I AM with you. For those of you willing to be still... and open your heart to the possibility
of My presence, with you... you will feel Me, and you will know Me, and we will be, as one.
“For those ready to rise-up and answer the call, no force is necessary, no coercion is necessary,
no threat is necessary; for when it is upon your heart, to do the will of God, to take that which
has been given to you, and bring it to life upon Earth, you rise-up, and you walk in the light of
God, and therein you realize the meaning of ‘power,’ for within a peaceful presence, resides the
power of God. Wisdom is with you there as well.
“With an open heart you hear the words, or you read the words, pages and pages of scripture,
wherein that which God has spoken to the children is recorded, where you will find My words
too. But these words, these pieces of divine guidance, these pearls of wisdom, have little value,
if you but hear them, and then stuff them in a pocket, or put them in a drawer, and pull them out
only when they are handy to repeat to suite the occasion. True wisdom comes to those who are
willing to open their heart, and let the words of God reside there, magnifying that which God
gives to you, with your own power, with your own energy, with your own intention; and, when
God’s power flows to your heart, and you release it upon the Earth, God lives upon the Earth,
through you.
“Right now, the prevailing energies upon the Earth, within the world, are harsh, unkind,
unsympathetic; there is very little compassion and understanding. It seems that everyone is
trying to force their will to be done. But true power resides in a peaceful presence, because when
you are a peaceful presence... you are trusting... in God. You are not clinging to this promise or
that promise made to you by another human being, you are embracing the eternal promise... of
God.
“This week, listen with your heart, take the words of God to heart, and you will feel your heart
open, grow more compassionate, more kind, more understanding. You will not try to force
another, or bend them to your will. You will let them feel the power of God, flowing through
you to them; and all will be as it is to be, because as the hand of God moves, it is done. This
week, let the hand of God move you. Let it be done through you, no matter what is said or done
to you, stand within the light of God, and you will know ‘power,’ power beyond what the world
represents; the eternal power... of God.”
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July 8, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Reject Worry, Reject Judgment, Be Kind, And You Will Bring The Kingdom Of God Onto Earth
“I AM with you, and you recognize Me. I draw near to you, and the memory is
sweet. We know each other, and I AM here for you. I AM here, so that you might be
free, of concern, and worry. I AM here, so that you might not get caught-up in the act of judging
yourself or others. I AM here to support you, in your journey. I AM here to remind you to be
kind, and thoughtful, and considerate. And as I say these things to you, as I support you in what
you do, as I remind you gently, of the course you wish to take, as I show you The Way, you feel
Me, you remember Me, and you begin to know, Earth, as a piece of Heaven. You bring The
Kingdom of God onto Earth in a most fulfilling way, when you reject worry, and judgment, and
you are kind.
“Worry... is destructive. Nothing comes from worry, except sickness, disease, frustration. You
cannot worry about a situation, and produce a resolution. It is as if you have jumped into a pot of
simmering negativity, and cannot get out.
“Many of you hearing these words or reading these words, might look back, and recall a time, a
situation, an encounter possibly, when you were tempted to worry, or perhaps jumped right into
that pot, worrying about how something would be fixed, mended, or repaired. And probably at
that time, the situation was serious, dark, showing no possibility of light, or promise. Yet, here
you are today, the situation, the encounter, far behind you: you’re standing on your two feet, the
sun still rises and sets, and the moon blesses the Earth with its light. There is nothing... that
comes to you... that does not move from you. The difference is... in how you accept... that which
comes to you.
“When you are ‘tempted to worry about something,’ I ask you to remember, if you are
worrying... you are not using the gift of The Holy Spirit... ‘trust.’ Replace your worry, with trust,
knowing, that if it has come to you, it is yours to do. And if it is yours to do, you have the tools,
within you, to do it. The resolution is yours to bring about, and the directions are written upon
your heart by the finger of God. If you will trust, in this ‘truth,’ you will worry no longer, for
worry will drag you down, and keep you from resolution. When the testing comes, trust!
“Yes, trust, and move forward, using that which God gives to you! Trust will help you move
through... every challenge. It will help you move easily around every obstacle, and you will
quickly be at the other side, looking back upon the trial, and more confident than ever, that God
showed you The Way, that God was with you, that God had given you all you needed, and the
only thing that the testing and the trial did... was bring you strength, and confidence.
“Replace worry, with trust! And once you have reached this place, it will be easier for you to
reject judgment, for what is judgment? Judgment is calling another’s trial foolish. Judgment is
making another’s challenge more difficult. Piling judgment, upon judgment of yourself or
another, who is going through a trial, or a test, is not productive; it makes the going more
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difficult. Once you see this, you would not judge yourself or others. You would choose to be
encouraging; you would choose to support another, possibly even walking alongside, saying,
‘You can do this; trust, and you’ll get through it.’ You can help another by being the light. Go
forth into the world, and be the light, not the judge!
“There is no place for judgment, when your intention is to support, and encourage. And this
assistance, this direction I AM giving you, is for yourself, as well as another. Your week ahead...
will be totally different: if you set worry aside, and pick-up trust; if you set judgment aside, and
pick-up compassion, encouraging others, and yourself, supporting others, and yourself. It does
not matter how someone got into a situation, what matters is, are you willing to support them in a
positive way?
“Be kind. The world is filled with people who read and read and read, and in the reading can
recite words, and paragraphs, can commit things to memory, and seem to have the appropriate
word for the situation, readily available. The world is filled with: those who can run faster, jump
higher, and those who are quick to deliver the most recent piece of information, a bit of
knowledge about something that has just been discovered, but will soon change. There are
those... who can... ‘think on their feet;’ and, there will always be one who can recite, sing, dance,
jump, run, better. But what the world needs... most... is kindness, one who is still, one who is
strong and powerful... in peace. Be kind... that is what the world needs!
“If you will concentrate... on setting worry aside... if you will set your intention... not to judge
yourself or another... if you will make it your plan to be kind, no matter what happens, at the end
of the coming week, you will... have lived Heaven upon Earth... because that is what you will
deliver. The Kingdom of God will be around you in a most magnificent way, because you are
being godlike, because you are being perfect in your trust, you are being steadfast within the
energy of compassion and understanding, you are supporting and encouraging, and therefore you
are calling forth the light within each one you encounter. And as you work on these things, the
direct result is kindness.
“Be kind! It is what the world needs. Be kind, and you will be as a flowing fountain, where all
come to drink. Be kind, and you will be as an abundant garden, producing more and more, able
to feed all who come, who are hungry, for kindness.
“Be kind... and you will be... the living word of God, upon Earth; and you will recognize
Heaven, upon Earth; and you will realize... that you are delivering... The Kingdom of God... to
Earth!”
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July 1, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Today: Be Kind, Be Love, Be Gentle, Be Perfect; Today, Forgive, All Things
“I AM with you! You do not need to open your eyes, or to look around, as you feel My
presence. Because you are willing to believe, you are raised-up, to a place of knowing, where
there is growth, and all things are possible. I sit with you and I share that which I know, of living
upon the Earth. And when I speak to you, of living upon the Earth, I know, because I did, in the
physical form, taking the body of a human being, just as you elected to do.
“It seems most people think that they know My mission; they talk about why I came to Earth,
and what I was to do, as I walked amongst you; however, very few recall, in their present state of
humanness, that theirs is a mission: just a wonderful, just as grand, just as magnificent, as was
Mine; for each piece has purpose, and glory; each piece has the respect of The Creator; each
piece has the support of The Creator; for the creation is not whole, if there is one piece missing.
Therefore, each piece is of value, and without each piece, it is not one, whole, complete.
“I say this to you, because I want you to understand... the importance... of being connected... to
God! Because when you are connected to God, and when you are ‘open,’ as wide as you can
open, what God knows, you know. God lives upon the Earth, through you; and in your
willingness to open, and experience God’s power, you move over the Earth differently; blessing
rather than taking; creating, continuing the creation story, putting into place that which you are to
put into place; supporting your brothers and sisters; being kind, loving, generous, when the world
would teach you other ways, expect you to act otherwise.
“This week ponder, consider, and ask to be guided into the wisdom of kindness, moving into
situations where you have the opportunity: not to best another, but to reach-out your hand, and
lift-another-up; not to curse another, or to laugh at another, but to support and encourage another;
not to strike back, in retaliation, but to come to understand the wisdom... of turning the other
cheek. Seeking wisdom... to understanding... will lead you... to knowing.
“Most of you hearing these words, or reading these words, have lived upon Earth long enough to
witness acts of retaliation, acts of force and coercion. And, you possibly have come to the
conclusion that you cannot force another to be kind, or just, or loving; but you can... be the living
example... of that which you feel within your being, that is placed there by God. Live
understanding... and compassion... and let that energy be more important than being right about:
this, or that, or the other. Live love... and let that energy be more important than: getting even;
retaliation; being right; having the last word; winning the race; wearing better clothing.
“Each of you, hearing these words or reading these words probably have experienced something
similar to what I am going to describe to you this moment. In your mind’s eye, I want you to see
a race, a foot race, where people are running in a large circle, racing to see who can be the first at
the finish line. They’re making the final turn, and all of the runners are coming down the last
stretch, the portion of the course set right before you. It is pretty obvious who will win, when all
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of a sudden that person bends over, as if they are in pain, and falls to the ground. And surprise,
upon surprise, there is one, in the race, who stops, goes to the one who is injured, tends to them,
lifts-them-up, and assists them to complete the race. An act of kindness... that everyone is
seeing... yet, it is not for show, at the moment, you know, what is on the heart of the one willing:
to stop the race; to give-up the win; to stoop so another might begin to rise-up, and complete that
which they started together. At such a time, it is... possible... that you no longer remember who
won the race. What you carry in your heart... and see... for a long time, is that one was willing to
lift-another-up. And although it appears they did not win the race, they did, in reality... win... in
the rising-up!
“Now the examples that you carry with you, might be different, but they will all be similar, in
that there was one willing to give-up glory, and fame, and sometimes monetary reward, to stop,
short of the goal, and help another. This is what living upon Earth should look like. This is what
living on Earth should be, willingness to be: kind, compassionate, and understanding; and this
will become easier, as you begin to remember that you are eternal.
“The body you are in right now is temporary, something you chose to do a mission upon the
Earth, more like a space suit is to an astronaut, than what is real. The space suit allows the
astronaut to experience travel into space, to be able to accomplish a certain task; but, it is not the
astronaut who is inside, it is a garment that permits mobility. And that is what your earthly body
is, a garment that permits mobility upon Earth.
“Remember who you are. Remember what you are doing. Be kind... in the face of anger or
hatred. Be compassionate... when there is an opportunity for retaliation. Hold your tongue...
when you can speak the last word, win the argument, appear smarter, brighter, quicker of mind.
And the more you practice this, the more you will find, creating the energy of The Divine... is
more important... than winning a race, or having a last word. This week... be kind.”
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June 24, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
The First Step To Clean-Up Earth, Learn Jesus’ Lesson... It Was Said, An Eye For An Eye... But
I Bring You A New Law, Turn The Other Cheek
“I AM with you! I AM with you: to speak words of encouragement; to let you know I
support you on your journey; to guide you in the right direction, so that you might
understand the mysteries, and in the understanding, be less tempted to move into
energies, which do not feed you, but feed on you.
“I exhort you... to seek-out... and use: the gifts of The Holy Spirit; the energies, of
light; the tools, of the holy.
“It is important for you to ‘know, what you are doing’.... If you walk into a room, that is
disheveled, debris all around, trash on the floor, everything hanging here and there, and you
intend to clean-it-up, and make the room livable, once again, filled with light, and a joy to
behold, you do not go into the room, and magnify the mess, add to the debris. If your intention is
to clean-up the room, you do not go along with what has been done, you alter the course, and you
clean-it-up. You stoop to pick-up something that was thrown down by another, without
questioning ‘who did it.’ You take cloth, and water, and soap, and wash the walls, where another
wrote, and marked, and defaced, without questioning who did it, for your ‘intention,’ is to restore
the beauty of the room; therefore, you do not continue in the same pattern. You mark your
course, with the intention, to go against the grain, and you restore the beauty, and it becomes
livable, and a joy for all who enter.
“Although this is not a remarkable example, it does turn your head to look and see... the first
step to cleaning-up Earth... to bring it to the full glory and joy God intended it to be; for if you
stand upon the Earth, and insist others pick-up their own mess, it will not happen. The garden
will begin to grow and flourish, when there is one willing to bend, or stoop, and undo that which
has been done by another. It is important that you understand the very basic and simplistic
meaning, of the first step you should take, if your desire is: to assist in restoring The Garden, to
bring forth the beauty, and to remove the debris.
“Two thousand years ago, and a bit more, I delivered a message from God, regarding retaliation,
addressing confrontation and aggression. You might say My entire life upon Earth was living
that message. It was not understood, nor was it embraced. It has gone ‘unlearned’ by the
children, living upon Earth. And I say to you, you cannot advance to a new understanding, a
higher knowing, until you learn this lesson! And at first you might say, ‘There is too much sting
and bitterness to that lesson. I will love God, but I cannot address this lesson.’ And I say to you,
‘If you want to know, better, the ways of The Kingdom of God, if you want to take active part in
delivering The Kingdom of God to Earth more fully, you must study, and know, this lesson! For
if others attack you, you must not magnify that energy, no matter how tempting it is, no matter
how skilled you might be: in the ways of the world, or the sword, or the pen, or the spoken word.
It is time for those energies to be put down, to be inundated, by the light. And the only way this
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will happen, is if there are children upon the Earth willing to stand-up, and remember the
message I delivered. For I said, without changing the laws of the past, I said, ‘There are those of
you who remember, it was said, an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth.’ And every time I said
that... I paused... so they would recall, ‘...Yes, that is the law. It was said.’ And then I said to
them, ‘...but I bring you a new law. If one strikes your cheek, turn the other cheek to them. If
one desires to take you to court, regarding your tunic, on the way to court give them your cloak
as well. If one presses you into service to do certain things, go beyond.’ And this week I ask
you... to sit, and pray, and meditate, and ask for guidance, and wisdom, regarding this lesson; it
has everything to do... with balancing energy; it has everything to do... with changing the course
of the world; it has everything to do... with being willing to appear weak.
“You see, if you study, and look, at what you know of My life upon Earth, based upon the facts
that are written, seeing it from the eyes of those who felt I was a criminal, that I was a heretic,
then you will see... that I appeared to be a failure. Those who were ‘after Me,’ felt they were
justified, as I hung upon the cross. Crucifixion was common, painful, and an outward sign, of
one who had ‘done wrong,’ and was punished. There was not one thing that appeared glorious,
about My life to most people, at that point. Yet, it was at the point, that the glory of God was
brought to Earth, in such abundance, that there were many willing to follow. The Spirit was set
free! All of the retaliation and aggression was wiped away, by My blessing and forgiving! It is
one of the reasons there were so many willing to follow, in mass they began to follow, and it
changed the course of the world.
“If it had not been for My forgiveness, My death would have been... the end.... But because I
was willing to use the situation, not to magnify the heavy energies, but to bring The Kingdom of
God to Earth, millions of people, today, know Me; and it had everything to do, with the simple,
and single, act, of turning the other cheek, because at that point, I was willing to do the work of
God, paying no attention to who created the mess.
“I was willing to stoop, and bend, and in the stooping, and in the bending, I was raised-up, in the
light of God. What are you willing to do? The ‘temptation,’ will be to have a moment of
gratification, besting another; but that will only magnify, the predominant energies of the world.
True strength, and power, comes in the stooping, and the bending, to clean-up the debris of
another.
“I ask any who care, or who are stirred at their heart... to bear this...! Pray for wisdom, and
understanding regarding this lesson, because Earth is ready, and waiting, to receive those who
are willing to bring forth The Kingdom of God upon Earth!”
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June 17, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Look To The Light, The Kingdom Of Heaven Will Be Revealed Unto You
“I AM with you! I AM eager to spend time with you to teach you, concerning the
mysteries, and to show you The Way; therefore, I AM with you. When you are still, and you call
Me, I AM with you, in a most profound way, and it is then, that you say, ‘I feel you, I know you,
and I know you are with Me.’
“It is all so simple, yet to understand, requires faith: faith, that what you are being told is right;
faith, that what is being revealed to you, is true; faith... in Me. If you are hearing these words, or
reading these words, at the very least, you are interested in Me, interested in My presence, with
you; and the pathway, from being interested, leads into knowing better; and knowing better,
leads to faith, in what you have come to know.
“Come, and sit with Me, for I wish to tell you something, which will assist you in coming to a
place of great faith, in God, in Me, in The Holy Spirit. Ultimately, you will come to know Me,
just as you will come to know God, and The Great Spirit, for you are already on the pathway, out
of interest, into seeking; and, those who seek, will find, that which they are seeking.
“I tell you Heaven... is with you... right now! As you hear these words, or read these words,
Heaven is with you! All you have to do – to realize the glory of Heaven – with you, right now, is
believe; for it is true! For a brief moment, be still. Close your eyes, and say, ‘Heaven is with
me, right now.’ Now, close your eyes again, and say the same thing, except – once you say the
words, breathe-in deeply, fully, expanding your lungs, until they are full – silently, repeat the
words again, ‘Heaven is with me... right now.’ Then, slowly, release the breath you have been
holding, within you. How do you feel?
“Most of you will say you feel as if you have moved a step closer to something which has
eluded you for a long time. Some of you will say, you feel as if you now have a piece of the
mystery, regarding Heaven and Earth; and, are eager for more. A few of you will find, you can
sincerely say, ‘I ‘know,’ Heaven is with me, right now!’ I tell you, if this were not so, there
would be no miracles, no visions, no messages; for miracles come from God, visions are gifts, a
glimpse into Heaven, and messages are carried, on The Wind, to those who will listen, and hear.
“Once you can accept that Earth is held within The Kingdom of Heaven, all things are possible!
If you do not question how you can speak to a parent who happens to be on the other side of the
world, why do you question that you can speak to your Eternal Parent, who happens to be on
another side of Earth, just a dimension away? God is not distant from you; God is near, and with
you. Just because you may not be able to see The Heavenly Kingdom right now, does not mean
that it is not near to you. Some things are with you, yet invisible to the eye... until you are in the
light, seeing within the light... until they are revealed in the light. And then, when you are
willing to see, within the light, the light reveals things, you did not know, were right next to you.
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“Have you ever been walking outside, believing you were seeing everything there was to see,
when all of a sudden, you looked, and saw swarming insects, revealed in the light of the sun?
Before the revelation of the light, you did not know the insects were around you, near to you.
Yet, held within the revelation of light, you did see, that which you had not seen... before... the
light.
“I tell you, it is the same with The Kingdom of Heaven, The Kingdom of Perfection. It is with
you. It is near to you. All you have to do is look, and see, what is revealed to you, in The Light!
“It is time for a better understanding of Heaven. If you are interested, you are already on the
pathway. And the pathway, from being interested, leads into knowing better; and, knowing
better, leads to faith; and faith will lead you into a better understanding of Heaven, and God, and
Me, and The Holy Spirit. There is an entire Kingdom, near to you, and it will be revealed to you,
if you are willing to look, into The Light!”
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June 10, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Shine! You Are The Light, Of God, Upon The Earth
“I AM with you! I reach-out and I touch you, yet you feel Me, before I draw near
to you, for that which you experience is My light. My light precedes Me. You feel it.
You know it, before you see Me.
“It is the same with each of you. People feel your light, before they really see you. The light,
that you carry, that each one of you carries, within you, is illuminated, in the eyes; you can peer
into the soul, through the eyes.
“No matter who you are, what you have done, what you are doing, or what you intend to do; no
matter what others have done to you, are doing to do, or might possibly do to you in the future,
each and every one of you walking upon Earth is The Light of God, at the core of your being.
“Some of you... know this. Some of you... guard your light, trying to maintain your light.
Others... feel they are in shadow and darkness, for their light is but an ember, glowing faintly,
beneath the shadows and darkness; but no matter what the condition of your light might be at this
time, the eternal truth is, it is within you.
“You are The Light, of God! But it is important that you stay connected with God first, and
foremost, because God is The One, who will sustain your light, and maintain your light, as you
free the passageways, move the obstacles, the challenges, and make straight, The Way of The
Lord, God’s Light will pour into you, it will stoke the furnace, and the flame will leap higher,
and they will see you, and know you, by The Light of God within you, permeating your body,
glowing from you!
“Do not look to the world... as the source... of maintaining your light. Trust in God to maintain
your light. This is a connection that is very important. Look into the eyes of those you
encounter during the day, and you will begin to notice, varying degrees of light: sometimes, so
faint, it is difficult to find it; in some cases, so difficult to see, that the faith you have, in God’s
presence within them, is all that you can count on, to know The Light is there.
“For any of you who will acknowledge The Light, it is important to know, that part of your
assignment... is to be The Light! And for a very few of you, your assignment is to be consumed
by The Light... so others will see and know The Way through you; for this is how some will
come to know The Light; in fact, this is the only way some will come to know The Light, by
seeing it within you, for in their shadow and darkness, they have forgotten, they carry The Light,
until they see one glowing... until they see one knowing... of The Light. And this sight of one
walking upon Earth, being The Light of God, beckons to them; and as they draw near, their light
is called forth.
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“When you understand, that you are possibly, the only source of light they will see... it becomes
more important... to be The Light: in the face of anger, in the face of hatred, in the face of greed;
because at that point, you understand what you are doing for God; it has nothing to do with the
other person; but it has everything to do, with you, and God. What are you willing to do for
God? If you are willing to be The Light, be The Light! And if you are willing to do this, you
will understand, that the being before you, whether it is a woman, or a child, or a man, whoever
they are, if they are caught in the grasp of a mean spirit, if they are being controlled by anger, or
pride, or frustration or confusion, they are in the possession, of an energy. They are acting-out...
what that particular energy... is instigating within them. And you can shine The Light, without
saying a word. You can bless them, without saying a word. You can hear what they’re saying,
and mark it, as a cry for help. And you can bless, for them. Do not be surprised, if those you
find it necessary to ‘bless for,’ return to you, over and over again. Do not be tempted to think,
‘Oh no, here they come again. I could do without this visit. I really do not have time for this
today.’ Connect with God, and understand, it is The Light of God they are seeking, and the only
place they are finding it is, within you. When you look at it that way, it is an honor for them to
come to you; for, at that point in eternity, God has chosen you... to be the portal, of light... which
will shine on them for a moment, or for the brief time they are in your presence.
“I do not tell you this is easy! At first, it will be difficult; but every time you have an encounter,
and determine you will be The Light of God, it becomes easier, and easier; because you see your
function, as necessary, you see yourself as an extension of God, and it no longer is between you,
and that person. The only thing remaining is, ‘I will use my light... for the glory... of God.’
“So this is how you maintain your light, as you walk into the world, you trust and believe that
God will fill you, and fulfill you, and sustain and maintain the glory of your light, that is the
extension of The Breath of God! You will move into the world, knowing... that your power, and
the brightness of The Light, has nothing to do with the world, or the things, or the people around,
it has everything to do with your connection with God.
“Shine! Shine brightly, as God wishes to touch many, through you. Be The Light. It is fueled
by The Breath of God, and they will know you, by your light, through your eyes, and they will
be blessed!”
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June 3, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Stay Connected With God, Choose The Ways of God, Over The Ways Of The World
“I AM with you! I place My hand upon your shoulder, I draw you unto Me, so that
you might hear clearly, what I AM saying. I whisper, yet the tone and vibration of the
words I AM speaking, are heard, miles and miles away, because I AM speaking to your
heart, from within you, touching you with wisdom, not the wisdom of the world, but the
wisdom of the eternal Kingdom of God.
“Every day you make choices. And the choices you make are outward signs. You choose... to
store-up, and save, and hold dear, the things of the world; or you choose... to store-up, and hold,
as sacred, the things of eternity; it is impossible to serve two masters. You either serve the ways
of the world, or you serve the ways of God.
“When you serve the ways of the world... first, it is very difficult to accomplish your goal,
serving the ways of God, as well; but when your choice is to serve the ways of God, first and
foremost, the result is, that you are blessing the world and Earth, with your presence, and the
power and the light of God. So put that way, whom amongst you would choose the ways of the
world, over the ways of God? Yet, you do it, every day... without thinking... of what you do, or
say.
“When one comes to you in anger, frustration, or chaos, when another’s actions, or words, seem
to be the root of your problems, you are not to enter into that energy. There is no excuse: for
retaliation; for exchanging angry words, for angry words; because when you do this, you are
fighting... arguing with... and cursing... yourself.
“We are one!
“In interpersonal relationships, the choice of the children of God upon Earth to argue, to be
angry, and to retaliate, is toxic; and there is no escaping it! It does no good, except to bolster the
ego, and divide, and separate, and injure, and hurt. There is no winner... in an argument. There
is no glory... in defeating the purpose of another.
“When you understand what is going on: you would not choose anger, over love; you would not
choose retaliation, over compassion. When you understand energy, and know what is really
going on, you deliver God’s love; usually you do this in silence; and this requires that you cutout ego, from yourself, and see yourself, as one, united; for, when you hate another, you actually
hate yourself, and when you hate yourself, you hate the piece of God, that is within you.
“I choose this day to say these things to you, because, where you are upon the Earth, you are
coming into a month that is considered the coming of summer: a time of freedom, and flowers,
and sun; a time of fun. But there can be no flowers, no summer, no fun, when you are locked in
combat with another, choosing to feed ego, rather than serving God. So you ask God, often, you
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say, ‘God, what is it you want me to do, what can I do for You today?’ And I tell you, what
God, The Creator of All Things, will always say to you, ‘Love.’
“Choose your communion, your relationship, with God, over all things, and you will no longer
be tempted into... trivial arguments... or major differences... because they will not matter. When
you know what you’re doing, what matters most, is that you deliver the love of God, and the
light of God, to every situation. When you are concentrating on your connection with God no
matter what another says to you; then, you begin to understand the power of God’s love. You
begin to understand that life upon the Earth is temporary and fleeting, but you will live forever.
What you do not say, becomes more important than what you do say; and the interpersonal
relationships, which have been a thorn in your side, will no longer be an issue, because you are
no longer interested... in what another is saying to you... you are more interested in serving God,
and delivering the love of God, to that person, no matter what they do; and you declare to God,
to eternity, and all who will look and see, what your choice, for that moment, is to be.
“This is every important, because each of you encounters this type of issue every day. The
message I AM bringing to you is not just for one, or two, or a few. It is for each and every one
of you, hearing My words, or reading My words this day. Can you stand in the face of one who
is angry, who is yelling, who is putting you down, who possibly is pushing-you-around,
physically? Can you stand in the face of this behavior, and deliver the love of God; choosing, of
your own free will to do this? Can you do this? I will tell you, if you do it once, you will
understand what true power is; because it is an outward sign, you are no longer choosing anger,
and retaliation, over God. At that moment, when the decision is made, all eternity sees and
knows, you have chosen God, over anger and retaliation, and the results are miraculous. But to
do this, you must know... what you’re doing... ‘You are saving the world, in which you
live. You are saving a brother or a sister. You are saving yourself. You are
delivering love, rather than choosing anger. And you see, this is The Way, this is The
Way of eternity, of The Kingdom of God, you focus on what is important!’
“When the words or actions of another, seem to be the source of your anger or frustration, know
this: it is ego, and it is your choosing; and at that moment, that moment of retaliation, you choose
to continue the energies of another, and this type of relationship is toxic. To run from it, will not
cure it, for it will live forever; yes, forever! But if you choose to serve God, and you stand,
firmly, in the light of God, you will dispense the power of God: and you will be blessing, rather
than continuing; you will be cleansing, rather than continuing, the energy.
“The choice is yours! And the choice is important! Which will you serve?
“If you choose the ways of the world, the ways of separation, the ways of anger and retaliation,
you will not be fully in the light of God; and this course leads to destruction, and illness, disease,
and a pox on all humanity; the poison of it, even sinks into the Earth, itself.
“But if you can take a deep breath, and set your intention to serve God, to do what God would
have you do, you will know ‘Power!’ For... true power... is not in anger; it is never found in
retaliation. The Power of God is yours, and it is real, and it is potent. Bring The Power of God
to every relationship. Love... beyond... what you can love; love, with the love of God. Detach...
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and feel The Power of God... flowing into you, and through you. Focus it on the one whom
brings the test, the challenge, the golden opportunity, for you to choose, once again, to be in the
service of God, The Creator of All Things, The Bringer of Peace.”
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May 27, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Do All Things While You Are Connected To God
“I AM with you! I hasten to your side. I move through the veil. I speak, and you
hear Me... ... .... Be still. Open to the love, to the powerful presence, of God. Open
more. Open wider, so that you might more fully, embrace... the sweet presence of
God... with you. Breathe-in deeply, and fill your lungs. Be still, open, and fill your
spirit, with that which is yours, a gift, a gift of eternal life... unending... presence!
“Once you... come to understand... this beautiful state of being – being connected to God – is the
first thing you will endeavor: to do, to maintain, to sustain. For once you experience, even a
fleeting moment, of this connection with God, while you are walking upon the Earth, you
recognize perfection, God’s presence within you; therein, is your perfection. No matter how
fleeting the moment might be, you recognize it, and it is peace. Sometimes, you are distracted;
your attention is drawn away from that peace, by things that are occurring around you. And it is
then, that you focus on the things of the world, and leave the sweet lap of peace. But I tell you,
you do not have to do that. All that is going on around you, will go on around you, whether you
interfere, or join-in, or are drawn into that circle; it is better... to stay connected to God... so that
you might hear... and know... and be taught... to grow!
“It is during these times, of connection to God, that new teachings will come to you! And it is
within this close communion with God, that you receive ‘the courage,’ to be a risk-taker, to be
boldly confident... in the new teaching... in the new way... in the new time... in the new day.
“This is why The Holy Spirit is with each of you: to whisper within the new teaching, as you are
ready to accept it, as you are ready to embrace it, as you are ready to be confident in it.
“When I walked upon the Earth I delivered new teachings, and they were quite radical. The
laws had been set in place, laws to live by, laws from God; but yet there was... more... for those
who were willing, and ready, to hear, and know.
“Some of the most astounding teachings, which I was given, at the hand of The Father, The
Creator, The God of All Things, were teachings such as: ‘turn the other cheek;’ ‘give to
whomever asks;’ ‘be kind and loving to your enemies’, these things were radical, ‘if someone
asks you for your shirt, or your jacket, give them more.’ These things were quite unusual; but
you see, what made these things possible, was that, if there were those who were willing to
reconnect, to know the sweet presence of God within them, to know the power of the presence,
they would be willing: to give, as God gives; to love, as God loves; to be at peace, as God is at
peace; to move through the world, yet not be... of the world; to remember, they’re of Heaven...
first.
“The state of peace is what you are seeking, and it is found, in great abundance, when you stay
connected to God. You will not be tempted, toward any lesser, when you are fully connected
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with God. You will look upon those, who at one time might have caused you anguish, or anger,
or pain, or disappointment, with the eyes of God; calming their anger, bringing them peace,
without saying a word.
“I say unto you today, do not be distracted, from your connection with God, for it is the source
of courage: to be willing to embrace new teachings, given unto you by The Holy Spirit of God;
to be a risk taker, and put these new teachings into action, even when the world says they are
foolish... ‘not practical.’
“This connection with of God will sustain, and maintain, you, as you boldly go, into the world,
carrying the confidence of God with you. And if you look around, you will notice there are
others too: walking the streets, driving along the highways, attending town meetings, going to
school. You will notice them, because you can see the radiance about them. They are connected
with God, and the things of the world, do not confuse or baffle them, because they are confident,
in that which they are receiving at the hand of God; because what they receive at the hand of
God, is what they are ready to hear, and know.
“This week, set your intention... to walk, connected to God... to breathe, to speak, and to act, yet
remain connected to God, and you will truly... have a glorious week... doing all things... while
you are... connected to God.”
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May 20, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
This Week, Try This Simple Way Of Living, Reach-out And Bless Others, With The Presence
Of The Love Of God
“I AM with you! I reach-out My hand, and I bless you. I open My arms, and
welcome you. I anoint you, with the sacred sweetness, of peace. And as I do this unto
you, I ask you to do it unto others. The world needs: such blessing; such welcoming;
such sacred sweetness... of peace.
“This week I encourage you, to go-out into the world, and touch another, with a blessing,
holding your tongue, listening, more than speaking; for in so doing, you will be blessing another,
and you will be receiving gifts, through the power of God flowing through you. Wisdom will
settle within you. And you will begin to understand, the importance of: reaching-out and
blessing, listening, rather than speaking.
“This week I ask you to open your arms, welcoming those who come to you, gathering the
sheep, dispelling fear and doubt, by the presence of God within you. There will be no need to
speak, for it will all be said: within your gathering arms, within your tender presence, within the
love of God.
“This peaceful presence... will be the balm... of sacred sweetness, and the world needs it...
much. You do not have to walk too far, to hear many people pronouncing and announcing and
proclaiming, what someone else should think, or say, or do. Release and reject the temptation to
do this, for you will sound preachy, and the teachings will be empty. Resist the temptation to tell
others what they should think, or say, or do. Rather, when they come to you, or you encounter
another, let the experience be... one... ‘of God’s presence, with you, blessing, loving, welcoming,
and peaceful.’
“Many of you have taken instruction such as this to heart, and you have been trying: to listen
rather than speak, to love rather than curse, to bless others. And today, I come to you to
encourage you to continue, because in the practicing, you are doing it. Practice; and, you will
begin to live, live fully, live completely. If your desire is to do something, you are already doing
it, you are trying, you are practicing.
“I come to some of you to encourage you to try this week, ‘Try this simple way of living.’ Now,
as you begin, you might fall to the temptation, of disappointment, or believing that it is not
possible; but the more you try, the more you are willing to hold your tongue, and open your ears,
you will find the gift is wisdom, you will find the gifts is knowing what is on another’s heart.
And it is more important for you to know what is on another’s heart, than try to convince
someone, of what you believe, or you think, or you feel, or what you think... you know.
“I will stop here. I could go farther. I could say more, but this is the important part of the
lesson. How will you do, how will you fare? Remember, reach-out with a blessing, open your
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arms, welcoming, and the sweet presence, of the love of God, will permeate the air, the
encounter, the situation. This is what the world needs. It is time, and those of you who have the
desire to do this, are the ones who are chosen to fulfill it. It was part of My mission, and I will
guide you through it, as I lived through it, as well.
“Today, make some time to walk with another, and as you walk, walk slowly. Today, make
some time to dance with another, and quicken your pace, so the dance will be filled with glory...
and fun... and joy!
“You have this time upon the Earth, make the best of it. Bless the Earth!
“I AM with you, let us go forth together, to reach-out, to welcome, to bless!”
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May 13, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Mother’s Day, Today, Celebrate The Gift Of Life You Have Been Given
“I AM with you! I come to you this day, because I was born; I experienced birth...
into an eternal presence... at the will of My Heavenly Parent, therefore I live eternally;
and, I come to you today, to remind you also, that I was born... into an earthly
presence... passing through My mother, through the gates, thereby receiving the gift... of
earthly life.
“There are various ways that a good many of you will be celebrating Mother's Day today.
Some of you have purchased cards, or flowers, or other gifts. Some of you have gathered
memories, or photographs, recalling earlier days, when you were young. Whatever the
memories, or the gifts, or the cards say, is a reflection of your feelings, your emotions,
expressing gratitude for the gift of life; for, when you break it down to its simplest form, a
mother: gives life... sustains life... supports life. This is the same, regardless of the relationship
between the child or children, and the mother, the mother is one who gives life, or one who
sustains the life given, and supports the life in progress.
“It is the gift, so sacred, that most do not stop to think about it, beyond the purchasing of a card,
or the making of a card, or the gifts, or the flowers, or the telephone calls; but if you will take
some time today, to sit in quiet, and understand the gift you have been given, your heart will be
filled to overflowing with gratitude, because without the gift, your earthly experience would not
be. That, in and of itself, is enough for celebration, it is worthy of a thankful heart, no matter
what your situation.
“There are many attributes, which each of you could write down, which you would attribute to a
mother; and, it may surprise you to know, that most of you would have a similar, yet different,
list. Maybe the order would be different. Maybe the personality of the mother would bring
forth, ‘song and dance,’ in one list of attributes, when another list would contain, ‘serene,
tranquil, and in-balance;’ yet many of the attributes would be the same.
“What I would like for you to do today, is make some time, to sit down, and write the word,
‘Mother,’ and list the attributes which you connect, with the giver of your earthly life. Many of
you will have to limit your list; but, do so, because this is the purpose, this is the reason I AM
asking you to do this... just as people say, about their land of birth, ‘...this is my motherland, my
mother country. It is where I come from. It tells you a bit about me, my background, my
history. It has taken care of me, and I love the place of my birth.’ You will hear words,
containing, ‘mother,’ that describe, a ‘mother lode,’ a great find, something rich and full.
“I want to focus your attention on words that you associate with, ‘mother,’ because I AM going
to ask you: to be those words; to mother; to sustain, and support, the life of those around you; to
be kind and considerate; to be filled with wisdom; to be understanding and compassionate; to
have arms which will embrace all, having room to hold all who come, having patience to listen,
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when others have grown weary of the tales. You can provide, for all those around you, what they
appear to be missing. You can fill-up the bottle marked, ‘lack,’ and provide. You can sustain
life. You can support life. You can be the mother lode of all the desires, the needs, the hopes,
the prayers, of all around you.
“Today, especially if your relationship with your mother seems more ‘a work in progress, than
something to sing about,’ turn toward what you can do to provide for another, what seems to be
‘missing in your own life.’ In that way, you will not only ‘experience,’ what you are seeking,
you will be ‘the source,’ of what you are seeking.
“This day, be grateful for the gift of life... and let that be enough! Let that be enough to carry
you into a new day, wherein: you support life; you sustain life, all around you; for, in this Way,
the gift you have been given, years ago, will blossom, and grow, and the experience of birth, and
living upon Earth, will be the glory it is meant to be.
“Be at peace this day, and remember... to be grateful... for the one who gave birth, and moved
from being a woman, to a mother!”
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May 6, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
You Can Talk To God, And Hear God Too, Guiding You Along The Way Into Every Day
Miracles
“I AM with you! I walk with you. I sit with you. I talk with you.
we do, together . . . so we might know one another . . . better!

These things

“I bring you ‘Keys,” to unlock mysteries. I bring words... to soothe your soul. I deliver the
love of God, as you walk upon the Earth; but I say unto each of you: you can speak with God;
you can hear God talking to you, directing you, showing you The Way! These things, you can
do, on your own, as I did them, while I walked upon the Earth! I did them, for a reason, as
an outward sign, to everyone... who would hear, and know, what I was doing!
“You are not upon the Earth to stumble, and fall... you are upon the Earth to rise above all
things... so that you might call... anyone who will hear you, to hear... that which God wants them
to hear, to do... that which God wants them to do... and when you do these things, you see
miraculous occurrences... you participate... in miracles.
“Once you understand that God’s love flows to you... and through you... unimpeded, you realize
the importance of keeping yourself ‘clean,’ so that you might realize, and deliver, the full glory,
and the full power, of God... touched... and kissed... and magnified... by your own gifts!
“Today I want you to sit, and think, for just a little while, about the difference, your presence
might make, if you freed yourself of the pebbles, and the boulders, and the dams, that you have
constructed, and erected, within your being, by taking part in shadowy energies. Actions,
thoughts, or words, dripping with greed, or barely touching it, block The Way. Angry words,
angry deeds, block The Way. Thoughts of disappointment, or sorrow, or grief, block The Way.
Pride, blocks The Way. And we could go on and on, reciting words, which describe thoughts,
words, or deeds, which are not ‘of the light,’ which were not created within The Kingdom of
God; and every time you take part in, using these energies... in some way... you put a block... in
The Way.
“Now, just as you put the blocks there, it is just as easy to pick them up... to dissolve them... to
resolve them... to bless them... and forgive them... and once you begin to do this, you will feel
The Presence of God, within you, more profoundly! This is when you will begin to notice... that
miracles... are happening all around you. And in truth, what is happening, all around you, are...
the outward signs of The Presence of God... flowing upon the Earth... through you! People are
drawn to you; people sing in your presence; there is ‘light,’ wherever you go, because you are
living upon the Earth, in such a way, that God is living upon the Earth, every day, through you!
People can see God, through you; people can hear God, through you; and people will better
know God, through you; but to deliver the full impact... you must set aside... all of these things...
that are blocking... The Way.
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“I will say something to you that might be surprising, yet it is true, keeping yourself pure, and
open, to the glory of God, will change everything; trees will glow; flowers will sing; birds will
dance on the wing. And to take part in this miracle... of living upon the Earth every day... you
must understand that, even if you wake-up a little sad, or grouchy, or grumpy, this is something
that needs to be tended to immediately, or it will bring a shadow, it will cast a shadow, over the
day.
“Once you understand this, then you can begin to practice, and with every day that you practice,
being The Light of God, you will have more, and more, and greater success; and you will find...
that miracles... are the everyday... Ways... of God!
“You have the ability, within you, to bring others peace, when they are in chaos; and delivering
that peace, and resolving the chaos, is a miracle! You have the ability to bring joy, and
happiness, to one who is caught in misery and despair; and resolving, and dissolving, the misery
and despair is a miracle! You have the ability to take the hand and walk awhile, with one who is
alone, and feeling rejected and dejected; and dissolving, and resolving, the loneliness and the
power of rejection, is a miracle! You have the ability to deliver a gift to one who feels lacking;
and dissolving, and resolving, lack and need, is a miracle!
“You have The Power of God... within you... deliver it... and be... the miracle!”
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April 29, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
How To: Walk The Way... On Earth; Know, And Serve God, Better
“I AM with you! I come to you today... to tell you something of monumental importance...
to help you, walk along The Way, unimpeded by obstacles... within, so that you might truly be a
light, of wisdom, to those all around you. And what I’m going to say, while it is of great
significance, is very simple at the core. A child can accomplish it. It only takes determination,
and desire, to walk upon the Earth as God intended you to walk upon the Earth; and all it takes,
to do it, is the desire to do so.
“If you will, for a moment close your eyes, and envision five human beings. Keep in mind,
while you are setting these examples of humanity into place, that every human being, walking
upon the Earth, has its origin in Heaven, the dimension of perfection, where all is right, with
eternity. With this remembrance, set within you, now see five noble human beings; and see them
walking, upon the Earth, with a tube, going into their head and coming out of their feet. See
them, moving with grace, gliding rather than struggling. See them aglow, just moving;
sometimes fast, sometimes slow. See them interacting in a way which shows respect, moving...
always aglow.
“Now I want you to stop the action of these individual beings, and put them in a row. And you
see they are still connected from above and below. See God’s love, and God’s power, flowing
into them, bringing light and love.
Now... what happens to impede this flow that’s there naturally? God does not give all love to
some, and no love to others. God does not decide, ‘this one is deserving, and that one is not;
therefore, that which I give unto them, will be measured.’ No. Each human being has the ability
to accept, and to know, the complete love and power of God. The only thing that can impede
this... flow... from the dimension of perfection, this gift of Heaven, is by what is inserted within
the portion of these connecting tubes, within the body of the human being; within the mind,
within the thoughts, within the words, within the deeds.
“If you have your five beings, standing in a row, now picture something. Picture other human
beings, coming to each one. Let us say, they come up and say something... oh, of mean spirit, or
do something, or gossip. Each time, envision the tube of the person, the human being you have
in a row, being impeded with a slight pebble, or maybe a boulder. Every contact with another
human being offers the possibility of making the dam, holding back the flow of love and power,
more substantial, or less substantial.
“If you understand what I AM trying to say to this point, you are beginning to see... as it is
meant to be... what can you do, to assist your brothers and sisters, in unblocking a dam,
removing the residue? Imagine this, and you will begin to see the power, and the glory, of:
prayer, and of blessing, forgiving.
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“See this same line of beings, standing there with God’s power and love, flowing through them,
and you will begin to see now that some are still aglow, and the brightness of some is
diminished. This is not because of what God is pouring into that tube into each one. It is
because of what each one is experiencing in their existence upon the Earth.
“Step one, to assisting, is this: ‘Imagine, that there are one or two or three willing to take the
love and the power that is flowing into them, from God, and send it... to another human being...
magnifying the love and the power of God, with their own intention to love that person, to bless
that person, possibly even to forgive that person, using the power and the love of God. See this.
See those beings, standing in a row right now, and one, or two, or three people gathering, to use
the love and the power of God, to focus it onto that person. And now you begin to understand
how God’s power, God’s love, can be magnified, and used, for the greater good of all. You are
giving more than they would ever get on their own, by channeling that which God has given to
you, to another. This can be done without words. You see, it’s all set in place, by the hand of
God, by the intention of God, by the creation of God. What we do upon the Earth determines
how much love, and how much power, flows onto the Earth, through the inhabitants of the Earth.
“If you have a good picture of this, if you are beginning to see the importance... of blessing
another, see this... see a group of people, approaching the five beings you have in a row, saying,
and doing, deeds of kindness. Just by a kind word, your brother or sister can remove a pebble, or
a little rock from the dam, impeding that life-giving flow that power which makes you grow.
Sometimes, the right words of support, and love, and understanding, and compassion, are the
impetus, for that human being to touch the stone, which will tumble the dam, and miraculously
make The Way clear, for that one to know, more fully, The Great I AM.
“Although these examples have been rather simplistic in form, it is My understanding, that each
of you, hearing My words, or reading My words, can better visualize, the power of blessing
another, of being kind, and loving, and supporting of another.
“This week, make it your intention: to be the source of additional love and power, coming from
God; to be that which is necessary for another to remove a pebble, or a rock, or a boulder, from
the dam they have constructed, so that they might live, in the free-flowing river of God’s love
and power.
“Every word you say... is important. Choose your words wisely. You will find, as you attempt
to deliver grace and blessings: you will say less, and love more; you will say less, and deliver
more; in truth, you will say... less.”
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April 22, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
This Week, Be Kind, Be Compassionate, Simple Steps Marking The Way To Perfection
“I AM with you! Let us sit, in The Garden together. Let us watch as the day
begins, unfolds, and then gives way to night. Let us study together, the importance, and
the great quality, in kindness and compassion. Let us think on these things, as we sit,
and pray.
“When it is your desire, when it is your intention, to follow The Way, at the moment
the desire, springs forth in your heart, and the moment the intention is set within you,
you choose the road less traveled, the pathway with fewer who cross over it.
“The followers of The Way are marked; the sign... is the words; the sign... is the
deeds; the sign... is ‘of God.’
“I want to speak to you, today, about the importance of the words you say, and the things you
do; for they mark you; but the most important thing is that the blessings of words, or the
blessings of deeds, hold great significance, create Heaven... upon Earth... for those who ‘know,
what they are doing!’
“In kindness... you come to find joy. In compassion... you come to find peace. For, when you
measure your words, speaking only words which seem as the gift of God to world-weary ears,
you bless the Earth, and you bless all things around you; but the greatest blessing is within you,
because at the moment you choose the words of kindness, God’s power and light and love flow
through you, and you are the source, of kindness! And whenever you measure your deeds, so
that they are the deeds ‘of God,’ you realize peace; you are at peace with yourself, with those
around you... and the most important thing is... you are at peace with God, Our Father.
“Kindness and compassion deliver peace, they deliver joy. Wherever you find kindness and
compassion: you find laughter, smiles, dancing; you find those who know the glory of God,
through ‘the gift,’ they give to each other.
“Sometimes, as you walk upon the Earth, you find that certain things are more suitable to certain
age groups, or they’re more suitable, or appear to be more suitable, for a woman, or for a man, or
for a child; but delivering ‘kindness,’ and being ‘of compassion,’ does not know an age: it is
appropriate for any age, for a man, woman, or child; it does not require book learning; it does not
require that you come from a certain part of the world, or a country, or even a certain part of
town; the only requirement... is that you make the decision... and you set your intention... to be
kind, and compassionate.
“So, hopefully, now you say to yourself, ‘That is what I am going to be. This coming week
especially, I‘m going to begin, I’m going to be kind, I’m going to be compassionate.’ But then
My brothers and sisters, to walk The Way, you must take it one step further; for what good will it
do, you to be kind or compassionate to those who are kind and compassionate to you? The true
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sign of walking The Way, is that: you decide you will be kindness; you will be compassion,
without restriction, without qualification, without limitation. Your kindness, and your
compassion, will know no boundary. And then, My brothers and sisters, with this decision, with
this intention, your kindness will fall, as a gentle spring rain, touching all, no matter what their
disposition. And your compassion will come, as the sweet warmth of the sun, touching all
around you. And then, you will be perfect... in this way... as God is perfect! These are the steps
to perfection... this is The Way... for: God does not limit the rain to fall on only the just, the rain
falls on all; God does not limit who feels the rays of the sun, or sees the beautiful twinkling stars
in the dark sky, these things are set in place, and they are, and they bless all, because they are...
the creation of God... rain, and sun, and stars.
“Think on this, this week. Do not save or reserve your kindness, for those who have been kind
to you. Expand the circle of kindness. Let it ring, through all that you do. Have compassion for
those who seem to have none for others. Be kindness. Be compassion. And you will be as the
rain, and the sun, and stars, to those of Earth. And they will say, as you go by, ‘There, that one
walking, he is a man of God. Look, see the woman coming, the glory of God shines about her.
The little child, running there, is an example for all to see, the gift of God.’
“The gift will come, through you, to those of Earth, the minute you decide to be... kindness...
and compassion.”
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April 15, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
A Simple Way, To Alter The Course Of The Ways Of The World, Toward The Garden
“I AM with you! Feel My presence with you. Feel My peace, grow stronger and
stronger, as you know I approach. I come to you, along the corridors of all times. I
AM not limited, I reach-out to you, and I AM there. It is the eternal truth, all that is
existing right now is a piece of eternity, a valuable piece of eternity; and it will
continue; and it will grow; and it will return, until life is born anew; it is the eternal
circle; and it is within you.
“I speak... and those of you... hearing My words or reading My words, know Me...
better. And if today you are hearing My words, or reading My words... you are a
seeker... of the light, of the truth, you are awakening, to the truth... within you; and
there are those of you, who already are in the light, know the light, and are seeking
closer relationship with The Eternal Parent, as you begin to see... and know... the
amazing miracle, of life... eternal life!
“If you are one who is seeking the light, or if you are one who has already found the light, and
your intention is... to grow within the light... I say these words to you today, because it is a
simple way, to make... a magnificent change... to alter the course of the ways of the world,
sending it back... toward the pathway to The Garden.
“As I say this to you, as I give you this example, as I exhort you, to make every attempt to try, to
do, what I AM going to suggest, it is important for you to realize, that as simple as it is to say it,
it requires determination, and resolve, to do it. Yet, it is one of the most important ways to begin
‘The Great Change.’
“You know change comes from within. You know this to be true. You cannot teach what will
not be heard, or embraced. You cannot dictate... or demand... love. You cannot force this or
that, for the power of force will hold certain beings in place for a while, but soon they will break
free. The one guiding power, which does not limit or restrain, but is the source of growth, is the
source of life, is the power of God, which is love, and light, which is the particle of creation.
“Having said that, I will say exactly what I mean to say today, and those of you who have ears
to hear Me, will hear, and know, and do...
“I want you to understand, that every word that is spoken, is spoken forever. It is
created within your thought, and animated on your breath, and delivered, unto all time,
through your lips, over your tongue. Once it is said, it cannot be unsaid; and so
somewhere in eternity... every word ever spoken... is living now!
“It might assist you in understanding the concept of ‘words living eternally,’ to know that every
radio broadcast from Earth, 60, 70, or even 100 years ago; can be heard traveling through space
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far from Earth, so if you were far enough away from Earth, and you had a radio, you could hear,
as if for the first time, “The war in Europe is ended!” or, “The President of The United States has
just been short!” And as you hear the words, and feel the energy in which they were created and
given life, you experience the energy of another time, you experience words... living... in
eternity.
“It may take you a while, sitting in peaceful quiet, perhaps under a tree, to even grasp what has
just been told to you. But it is the truth. And it is time... for the words of anger and hatred, of
greed and intolerance, of all of the heavy energies, to cease fouling the eternal airwaves!
“It is time for the change to begin, and this is how, those of you who are awakened, can do it...
“Refuse to enter into debate or arguments. Refuse to try to convince someone to, ‘see
the light.’ Take it upon yourself – to be ‘a sacred confessor.’ When someone is
speaking, and they are using words which heap insult on certain people, places, or
things; or, they are insulting to this sex or that sex, this sect or that sect, this thing or
that thing, realize the words that are coming forth, are eternal. And then, take it upon
yourself, rather than entering into debate and joining that energy, to take seriously your
responsibility... to bless, and clean-up, and pardon, and pour grace upon, every word that
is being uttered... so that as it flows from the lips in hatred, or anger, or disgust, or
misery, you are blessing it, and cleaning it, and covering it with grace, before it goes
forth into the world, and into the eternal circle.
“It is more important for you to do this, than to try to, ‘set the person right,’ to make a
correction, to teach, or to show, because as time has shown, that does not succeed. The only
success will come, when a few stand-up, who are willing to set their egos aside, forget that which
they know from book-learning, as they have grown upon the Earth, and take it upon themselves
to do the work of God... to be quiet, and clean-up that which is being spilled upon the Earth.
“Although this sounds very simple, you will find, as you go into the week, and you encounter
such people, that you are more tempted to either join-in, agreeing with what is being said about
this person or that person, this place or that place, this thing or that thing; or you are tempted to
tell them ‘what you think is right, where they are wrong, what they should do.’ You will be
surprised, how you must endure against that temptation. But once you begin the work, of being a
sacred confessor: listening, hearing, or seeing; but doing the most important things: blessing,
forgiving, endowing with grace, you will see, the glory of it all, the peace of it all. You will not
be pulled into another’s energy. You will be providing the power of God, of light, of love, of
grace. And in this way, the world, and the eternal circle, will be saved from contamination, from
debris. And in this Way, you can make a difference.
“The great difference is between debate and oratory. How often have you seen, or attended, a
debate, let’s say a political debate? And pretty soon everyone is talking at the same time: this
one debating that, that one debating this; it is confusion; and it is chaos; and it is ego piled upon
ego; and when the great debate is done, no one has changed from one side to the other, but they
are more firmly entrenched in their own position. Nothing is accomplished, except that the
present piece of eternity is fouled, and sometimes debased. It is time to see that this does not
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make any difference. It adds fuel to the fire, of the difference in opinions. And the energy
doesn’t feel good, or productive. It’s heavy. And it is this type of energy that you can begin
cleaning; as you are there in the present time you can catch each word, each syllable, every
nuance, that is borne on the lips of a man, or woman, or child, and bless it, and cover it with
grace, before it moves from the place. This is the work of a master. And you will not receive
gratitude from those around you, because those of the world will not know, or recognize, what
you are doing. But the hand of God will touch you, and the breath of The Holy Spirit will fill
your sails, and you will move from one place to the other, and you will leave them better, for the
coming and the going.
“There will be times, when you are asked to speak to people, when you are asked your opinion,
in a non-debate situation, more a place of oratory, speaking, delivering the truth of God, giving
your tongue the voice of God, and blessing the Earth, with the words.
“I will be with you this week, as you try, as you do. Just remember the words, ‘Do Bless:’ ‘D’
for debate, ‘O’ for oratory, Do bless. Everyone who comes to you will be better for the blessing.
Everyone who comes to you will be better for the grace. Everyone who comes to you will see
your face, glowing with the light of God. And the more you practice, the better you will become,
and you will truly be doing something miraculous. You will gain confidence, and you will move
over the Earth as a child of God, knowing who you are, and what you are doing: cleaning,
removing debris, as it is born, you will bless it and set it free; this, I ask you... to do!
“I will be with you. Call on Me when necessary, and I will show you... The Way.”
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April 8, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Rise-up, Follow Me, And Deliver The Kingdom Of God To Earth
“I AM with you! Feel My presence with you. I come to you as I came to those
disciples and apostles. I walk through closed doors, and locked windows, and stand
with you. I will find you, and I will touch you, and the sorrow and the hurt and the
disappointment you carry will be healed. As I live, you too shall live. It is The
Promise. It is your heritage. It is... that which is real, and true. It is life abundant,
flowing to you, from God. And this flowing water of life... does not stop... has no
end... delivers forever!
“I walked upon the Earth, born through woman. I laughed. I loved. I grew. I tasted
the things of the good Earth. I drank of the wines of the fruit on the vine. I
experienced Earth, as intended by God. And as I walked upon the Earth, I was taught
by God.
“Today I wish to remind you, as I was born, you too were born. As I walked upon
the Earth, you too walk upon the Earth. As I saw need and want, you too see need
and want. As the time of My physical death approached, I was concerned, until
seeking the wisdom of The Father, and then, all was right. As the time of your
physical death approaches, you too will seek the wisdom of The Father, and all will be
right; for death, of the physical body, is not the end: it is the doorway back Home; it is
the threshold to eternal life; it is the completion of the course, the time upon Earth;
and, when it is done, you rise-up!
“Many
‘...these
tongue,
This is

of you hearing these words or reading these words, will remember, often I said,
words are not Mine, they are the words of The Father,’ because I held my
until the hand of God loosed it, and the words of God filled it... with wisdom.
what you are to do. Speak, when God moves you to speak!

“My path was directed by the finger of God. And as directed, I walked. In this way,
I encountered all I was to encounter. And this you can do as well! Ask for direction,
in prayer, and then, follow it, with care, moving, one step at a time, making sure you
are there, where you are to be.
“If The Father said unto Me, ‘Reach-out Your hand, and touch that one, so they might
be healed, through My power flowing through You.’ I did so. Now hear Me, and
‘know, you can do this too; but you must be connected with God in such a way, that
the power of God flows through you... every day, unimpeded... by: doubt, anger,
frustration, hurt, misery, sorrow. The time for these things is passed. It passes, when
you recognize, and realize, that you are the eternal child of God, and you have purpose
to your presence upon the Earth. And ‘in The Father, you will know your purpose;’ and
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‘through the power of The Father, you will complete the mission;’ and ‘through the love
of The Father you will be blessed, and bless all you encounter upon Earth.’
“As you celebrate My resurrection, and continued life in The Kingdom of God, on this
day, I say to you, ‘Rise-up, and follow Me...
“From the rubble of despair, want, and need, you will rise-up, and the resurrection will
be in compassion. From the rubble of poverty, you will rise-up, and the resurrection
will be the deliverance of understanding, and generosity. From the rubble of chaos and
confusion, you will rise-up, and the resurrection will be the deliverance of the wisdom
of God. From the death of shadow, and darkness, you will rise-up, and the resurrection
will be the deliverance of love, and peace, and light, and the eternal life in The
Kingdom of God. For I say unto you, ‘The Kingdom of God is with you. For, if I
AM in you, and, if you are in Me, and, if we are in The Father, where else can The
Kingdom be, but in the present with you.’ All beings, you encounter, will experience
Heaven upon Earth, if you will deliver, that which is flowing to you from God Our
Father.
“Turn your head from anger, for it is the sword of death. Turn your head from greed,
for it too follows, surely leading to death. Turn your head from judgment; it is the
dagger of death. Refuse to take part, in the dance of shadows and darkness; rather, be
the deliverer of light. There is no excuse; for if I walked in light, you too can walk in
light. If I was led by the hand of God, you too can be led by the hand of God. If I
delivered the miracles of God, you too can deliver the miracles of God. The only thing
required... is the desire... to do the will of God!
“This day, I say to you, ‘Rise-up. It is time. Follow Me, and we will walk The
Kingdom of God together, hand-in-hand, one, united with Our Father, forever! Amen!’”
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April 1, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Come, Walk With Me, Let Us Sing A Song Of Celebration
“I AM with you! I come to you today, to take your cheeks, in My hands, to turn your head,
toward the light and the promise, toward the new day. Do not be tempted to look away, and peer
into shadows and darkness. For today, I desire to turn your head toward the light, where you see
the truth, embodied in all that is beautiful and precious and holy, in all that is created by God.
Today I wish to turn your head... toward the light.
“Sing a song of celebration. Sing a song of joy. Sing a song of anticipation. Sing a song of
completion, fulfillment. Sing a song of creation, and beauty. Sing a song, of all that you see, of
light.
“Today I ask each one of you, to set aside anything that seems to be a challenge. Some of you
might be facing one challenge; some of you might be facing two or three; and others still, a
multitude, beyond what you can see. But today I ask you, to set yourself free, and come and sit
with Me. For today, I want you to look... and see... the beauty of Earth.
“God, The Creator of All Things, intended Earth to be the sacred, holy Garden, a place of
exploration and joy. Today I wish for you to look at a tree... and see... more. I did not say
glance at the tree, or halfway notice it. I want you to look intently, upon the things of nature.
Study them. Look, and see. See what God has created. See the ability of the tree – to change
with the seasons: quiet in the winter, singing in the spring, amazing in the summer, glorious in
the fall. I want you to look at the grasses, and the gentle green shoots of plants, and bushes, and
shrubs. I want you to walk into nature, leaving your cares and your challenges behind you. I
want you to sit with Me and be refueled, so that you can sing, in anticipation, of the completion
of the task, rather than, dwelling in sorrow, on the work involved, the challenge it presents, the
difficult nature of those you might encounter along the way. I want you to know, that every
single challenge – will be completed, one way or the other. And today I exhort you, to sing in
celebration of that which is yours to do, anticipating guidance, of how to do it, and then doing it
with a song in your heart, knowing it shall be done, and soon you will be on your way. This is
what I wish for each of you to do today. So, I invite you, to come and sit with Me.
“For in the walking into nature, and in the looking at the trees, you will hear My whisper: in the
call of the birds; or, the sound of the breeze. I will be with you, and reveal Myself to you in
many ways; but first, you must set aside... the challenges, for just today... and come, and walk
with Me.
“Many times while I walked the Earth, especially after meeting with crowds of people, blessing
them, or even being the vehicle and instrument of miracles, from Heaven, I would say to those
who followed Me, ‘Come. Let us go into the hills. Come and walk with Me awhile. Let us be
refueled, nourished, so that we might find joy, in what we are doing.’ Therefore I ask this of you
today, ‘Come with Me. Let us walk into the hills. Let us sit quietly. Let us be thrilled, by the
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song of the stream. Let us find joy, in a plant unfolding before us. Let us fill our hearts with the
song of spring. Come; let us sing a song of celebration.’”
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March 25, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
The Prayer Of Heaven: It Is Time To Restore The Unity, And Beauty, In The Relationship
Between God, And The Children Of Earth; Reconnect With God, Let His Power Flow Through
You, And Onto The Earth
“I AM with you! Sit quietly, and feel My presence. I reach-out to you: to comfort
you; to bring you the truth; to speak words of wisdom; to assist you; as you walk
along The Way.
“I AM with you, so that you will know, you are not alone. I AM with you, so you will
understand, you do not need to explain the experiences, at hand. There is no need to describe
that which you are encountering, each day, this is what I see, and know, it is your lifetime upon
the Earth, playing-out, one scenario at a time, as you move along The Way; and for each minute,
of every day, I AM with you, ready: to tell you things, to show you things, to reveal, to bring you
new wisdom, so that you might be enlightened, as you walk over the Earth.
“Many of you, who have reached a point in your life, where you know what God wants you to
do, experience challenges and obstacles. Some of them distract you temporarily, some distract
you momentarily, but I AM with you, to assist you, in moving the obstacles, to seeing the lesson.
I say to you, today, all inhabitants, of the Kingdom of Heaven, are supporting you in what you
are doing. You are upon the Earth for a very important mission, assigned to Earth, by the hand
of God, and thereby your heart... holds instructions... on what you are to do each day.
“The most important thing you can do, every day, is to stay connected to God, to stay so
connected to God that you feel the presence of God within you! And then... as you feel the
presence of God within you... you will begin to understand... and comprehend... that the power of
God is within you! And once this ‘knowing,’ settles into the fiber of your being, the power of
God works through you! It is sacred. It is beautiful. It is miraculous. And it is time, for each of
you, hearing My words, or reading My words, to remember, your mission is not to become
embroiled, or entangled, in the energies of others, because that is the distraction, of the moment.
Your assignment is to stay connected to God... in such a way... that you feel the power... moving,
into and through you! This is what is intended to be.
“The intention of God is not to demand, and force, those of Earth to do, as commanded. The
intention of God is for each individual being upon Earth to experience the great love of God, in
such a way, as to let it flow freely through them onto the Earth, blessing the Earth, every day,
rejecting all temptations to be distracted, using coarser energies.
“This is the prayer of Heaven... that those of Earth will awaken, to such a degree, that they
cannot see, anything, but the light of God, flowing around them, moving around them, bringing
life to Earth in a different way, bringing Earth to life, in a different way.
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“God’s power is with you, but for it to flow freely, you must be willing to clean the corridors,
open the doors, and say, ‘God, Thy will be done.’
“Once you accept the power of God... and the intention is made... to do the will of God... you
will experience Heaven upon Earth! Miracles will abound... all around you... and you will bless
the Earth... in the name of God. This, My brothers and sisters, is what I ask of you... especially
this week... do this simple thing...
“Reconnect with God, and feel the presence of God with you. Let the power of God flow
through you, and it shall be done, according to the will of God, because of you!
“Amen I say to you, when you are in this state, you will truly be at peace, not just for the
minute, not just for the hour, not just for the day. You will experience peace, in every way. You
will breathe peace. You will sleep in peace. You will work in peace. You will create peace.
You will be... the piece of God... upon the Earth.
“I AM with you. Be at peace.”
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March 18, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Take The Time And Make The Effort To Walk The Pathway Of Forgiveness, And Live
“I AM with you! I come to you to celebrate with you, to celebrate the dawn of a
new day, as you rise-up, and see... night is over, day begins. I sit with you and await
the arrival of another springtime, where The Spirit of God can be seen: in the flowers,
and the trees, and the grasses, and the stream, singing once again, and the river, rolling,
slowly along. Springtime, it represents: life, rebirth, joy, celebration; it’s a time when
that which you have planted as a seed, bursts forth from the soil; it is a time of
fulfillment.
“Many of you hearing these words, or reading these words, reside in climates where it is now
known, as the planting time, for many things, as winter releases its hold, upon the Earth, and
spring provides warmer days, plentiful showers and rain, and the soil warms, in the light of the
sun. Small garden plots, and large fields, alike, are tilled, and turned, and fertilized, preparing:
for the planting; for the coming forth, of an abundant crop; for the harvest, of good things. But I
say to you as you prepare... or think about... letting your fingers move into the soil of Earth, think
about planting, or moving little pots, that once were only soil and seed, now bearing shots,
possibly even small plants. Thoughts are upon ‘life, and fulfillment.’ But think about this, you
do not prepare the garden, to accept the seed that will bring forth sustaining life, by leaving,
within the dirt, and its boundaries, all the old debris, from last year, and years before. You
carefully rake and clean, removing old roots, possibly some type of trash, cans or paper have
found their way into your garden area. The wise gardener... cleans the debris away... all that
clutter, from last year, and years before, so that the seed, which is the promise of the plant, has
room to grow, unencumbered, by: the things, of years before; the trash, of another day, another
time.
“Along the same lines... you do not prepare to take a great journey, the journey of a lifetime, by
filling your suitcases with dirty clothes, smashed in with all the clean. You pack your suitcase
with clean, fresh clothing, and you put the dirty clothes into the washer, and then the dryer; but
you do not mix-them-up together, and carry them on your journey.
“I say these things to you, because... it is very difficult to have a relationship, with your Eternal
Parent... if you are carrying around the debris, and the trash, of the old energies: anger, hatred,
frustration, confusion, hurt, disappointment, even dismay; for these things... impede your
progress; they slow your approach to the table to sit with God.
“Just as you rake the debris from the garden, before you plant the new crop, and just as you
wash the clothing, rather than carry dirty clothing mixed with new, on a journey... you should
take the time, to free yourself, of all the clutter, and the baggage, you’re carrying around, which
impedes your progress along The Way, and keeps you from hearing with clarity, what God has to
say.
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“It is difficult to hear... what someone is saying... when you have your head in a basket, or your
ears are closed. These things are very important... if you wish to hear, with clarity... you must be
a clear vessel. I say these things to you now, because it is especially important, to hear them,
when the flowers are bursting forth, and life is beginning anew; there is rebirth, and birth leads to
fulfillment of the seed.
“This week, take some time to sit alone with God. Make a list. It does not matter whether it is
mental, or written down. What does matter is that you ‘take the time, to recognize the things,
and the people, needing forgiveness, and include yourself in that group.’ Begin in earnest to
forgive the things of the past. Say it, every day, ‘Today I will forgive. Tomorrow I will forgive
more, and the next day, I will forgive even more.’
“If you will do this, taking time every day, taking a step into the world of forgiveness, by next
Sunday you will be lighter. You will make your way along the path, to the chamber of God,
within you, with ease, because you will have cleared The Way. You will not be stumbling over
old resentments or hurts. You will not be bound-up, or restricted, by hatreds and angers of the
past. And you will hear, with clarity, the words of God!
“For those of you who garden this will be easy, because as you prepare your garden, these words
will come to you, again and again, and you will see... and know... what you are doing. Those of
you who are preparing for a trip, maybe a spring vacation, in the packing, you will hear these
words again, and you will know, as you look at your suitcase, and see the clothing, folded,
placed so that the trip will be less of a burden, and more of a joy.
“And those of you, who are willing to take the time, and make the effort, to walk the pathway of
forgiveness, you will find, that life on Earth... is heavenly... and God is with you... because you
can hear, with clarity. Do not hesitate... begin today...
“Forgive, and live.”
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March 11, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
The Greatest Gift You Can Give Your Children, Is The Gift Of Love, The Seed Of Confidence
“I AM with you! I reach-out to take your hand, so that you know, I AM with you.
I reach-out, and call your name, so you hear that I know you. And it is a joyous day,
when we walk together, knowing each other well!
“It is a miracle that you believe, that you believe, I can touch you through the corridors of time,
that there is nothing to keep Me from you, or to keep you from Me. The only things that will
impede our friendship, our eternal connection, are the walls and the locked-doors and the
obstacles, you might choose to place in The Way, such as ‘doubt,’ that you can hear Me, or
‘confusion,’ about what the world says, especially when they say, ‘You are not worthy to speak
to Jesus.’ ‘You are not holy enough - to hear - the voice of God.’
“Do not doubt! You hear Me! Sometimes you hear with a knowing. Sometimes you hear with
the sense of balance and harmony, when you are at peace, with all things. Hearing can be done
in many different ways, but the result is the same, a closer connection with Me, and an
unchanging confidence, in knowing, you are a child of God, God who created all things. And
knowing this, will keep you, in balance and harmony, and you will be able to complete your
mission, with a sense of confidence, going, where you are to go, and doing, what you are to do.
The love of God provides this confidence in you, when you open to it, and let it flow through
you.
“Love is the seed of confidence. It provides an atmosphere in which all things seem possible.
And living, in an environment of love, provides an earthly experience, beyond anything you can
imagine.
“Knowing the importance of love, and how it enhances your existence, will lead you into
comprehending the importance, of loving, without hesitation, all of your children: whether they
are your biological children; or children you have embraced, and taken in your home to love and
care for; or the children of the town in which you live, or the state in which you abide, or the
country which you call your own, or the world, which is yours.
“The most precious gift, you can give a child, is to love them, in such a way, that they have a
sense of confidence, in the love you are giving to them! More can be done, in an environment of
love, than in any other atmosphere you might desire to create.
“Resist the temptation to push or prompt your child into this, or that, or the other, hoping they
will excel beyond all other children, pushing them into reading, or writing, or math, or some type
of physical activity. Begin... with love... and then, whisper to them every day... ‘I support you,
in what you want to do, in what God is directing you to do, upon the Earth. I love you, and I
support you, and I will always be here... for you. Nothing will alter my love for you!’ Saying
this repeatedly, just as God says it to you, will give the children of Earth the confidence to do,
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what is written on their heart to do. It will free them from the chains of: performing; going into a
career or profession that is the desire of the parents, or grandparents, or society. Once you free
your child, of these chains of confinement and restraint, they will soar to places you cannot
imagine, because they will be sailing into uncharted seas, walking confidently into unknown
territory, led by the hand of God; but to do this, they must begin with a sense of love, for
confidence, which springs forth from love, will not be shaken.
“There is a parable, in The Book; it speaks of a father, with children. The story is entitled, The
Parable of the Prodigal Son; but it is, actually, a parable about perfect love, how to love, as God
loves! The father in the story... loves... loves beyond all things, loves to the point where he can
give his son, all that he is asking for, knowing what the son intends to do; yet, having the
understanding, and compassion, and wisdom, to realize that the path the son is to walk, is his to
walk. That father does not run after the son, or try to stop the son, when he makes his intention
known, to leave home, to take his fortune, and go away. The wisdom... of the father... is strong,
and pure, and filled with light, knowing ‘all will be right, in the end.’
“Read the story, and you will see, as the son returns, he is not chastised by the father, his actions
are not called into question, he is not judged, nor treated less kindly, nor is he placed in a lowly
position. He is embraced... as a warrior... coming back from the great battle! What that son
learned - in his journey into the world - cannot be taught by words, yet the love that he received
at the beginning of his life gave him the confidence to return home, knowing full well, he would
be embraced. This is the confidence you want to build in your children, and it can be erected
within them, only through love! Let them know that they can go forth from you, and journey
into the world, and experience the things ‘of the world;’ but they can always, in confidence, and
without hesitation, come home, and taste the love again!
“Read the parable, and take it as your own. See the father... as God. See the prodigal son... as
you... and your children... and all the children upon the Earth. And understand, what God is
asking of you; be God-like, in your love of your children! As you let them go forth from you,
they will return to you, with confidence... for they carry the seed of your great... constant...
love!”
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March 4, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
The Old Testament Fulfilled, The New Testament Revealed, The Living Testament Of The Holy
Spirit, Of God, Within
“I AM with you! I AM with you, eternally. When you focus your attention more
on your soul and spirit, than you do on your body, you will come to know Me better,
for the body is fleeting, an outward sign of a limited time, you spend upon the Earth, as
the person... you know... now... today... in the present piece of eternity. But you are
not limited, restrained, or confined, to the solitary identity to which you cling. It is time
to know your soul, and your spirit, and in this way, you will bring the wisdom of
God... to your present day... to your present piece, of eternity.
“Creation lives, moves, changes. It is not stagnant. Do not confine yourself, and limit
your growth, open... to that which is... and creation will continue within you. It is
important to know the time of each thing, the time of each man, the time of each
woman, and child, and understand... the beginning and the end, of certain times... are
really not the beginning and end of anything, except a particular piece of eternity, a
piece that is significant.
“It is similar to the clothing you wear, when you are two or three, it is significant. If the
clothing is not torn or tattered, you do not throw the clothing away, which you wore when you
were two, or three, or four. It is usually set aside, to give to someone else, of the appropriate
size, or age, as you move on, to a larger garment, one more appropriate, for where you are, at the
time.
“When I came to Earth, from the heavenly kingdom, I had a purpose, a mission. It was blessed
and sacred, beyond what many can even comprehend, for I was the living word of God,
announcing that the old times... are over, the new times... beginning. Yet there were many who
were not prepared to accept the new day, nor were they willing to accept Me, and the new way.
They did not understand. It was not My intention to abolish the law or the prophets of the Old
Testament. It was My destiny: to fulfill, the word, of the prophets; to fulfill, the letter of the law;
to close the door, to one time; and, to be the threshold to the new, to be a living door, through
which all would pass into the new age, walking into the New Testament, going, through Me, to
the new time.
“I brought a new law, a law which was simple... love. And in this environment: each one was to
be a prophet, following the guidance of The Holy Spirit, from within; everyone, being taught by
God, in such a perfect way, that they could understand, and comprehend... that which God was
saying... to them.
“It was a situation very much like the clothing of the young child. The clothing was not to be
torn asunder, or trampled upon. The clothing, of the Old Testament, was set aside, with honor,
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while the new time, that which is referred to as the New Testament, was the garment of the new
age, of each man, woman, and child, showing growth, showing a living creation.
“For you see, honoring your past should not restrict you, or confine you, to live in your past, it
should give you the confidence to walk through the doorway, into a new day.
“I brought the new law, in one hand, as I fulfilled the words of the prophets and every letter of
the old law, in the other. And so it was accomplished, and those of Earth could move on,
learning new things, growing... as the children... of God.
“But there is, within you, often, the temptation, to make rules and regulations, to keep people in
line, to have them conform... to the law... as you see it. But I tell you, the most important law...
is the law of love! It is more important to deliver ‘love,’ than to ‘memorize the law,’ because a
loving heart will never lead you against God. You will be in good standing. You will be happy,
confident, and in-balance, with All That Is.
“Knowing this... knowing the importance of the commandment of love, will serve you well.
Knowing who you are, knowing you are a child of God, will serve you well. If you will focus,
on being the living word of God, on being the loving word of God, there is no need to focus on
anything else... because it will all fall into place.
“Many of you right now, by custom, or the ways of those around you, are observing a period
you entitle Lent, a period of forty days, which, should be, a time when you get to know Me,
better! A good way to observe the period of Lent, the forty days, would be speaking to Me,
setting yourself aside, so I might sit with you, and speak with you, a time when you would ask
Me, ‘What was it like living, when you lived upon the Earth? What would you like to tell me, as
I live upon the Earth today?’ This is ‘the type of thing,’ that you can do, that would enhance
your present piece of eternity; constructive, positive. But many of you are spending this period
of Lent, denying yourself certain things; but I want you to think on this... ‘What good is it to
deny yourself chocolate, when you are unkind to others? Would it not be better to focus on
purposefully being kind to those around you, to opening your heart, to being love? What good is
served by denying yourself, reading a book, or watching a movie, when your daily actions are in
the company of the spirit of meanness? Wouldn’t it be better... to free yourself, of the spirits of
shadow and darkness... and open your heart to love?’
“Sometimes, concentration on denying yourself something, for a period of time, bolsters the
ego. You feel you have accomplished something, at the end of the forty days, and you are ready
to celebrate My resurrection. But this is not quite the way it should be. You see, if you wish to
celebrate My resurrection, on Easter Sunday, spend the time of Lent, preparing The Way:
walking as I would walk; loving all who come to you; loving your enemies; loving those who
hate you; giving, what you are asked to give, and then giving more; walking, with the one who
says, ‘Walk with me,’ and then going ten steps more; turning your cheek, when you are insulted.
If you will spend Lent, in this positive form of following Me, you will truly be ready to celebrate
Easter morning.
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“It might not seem to fit, into the words I AM saying to you today, but I AM going to say this
anyway, and you can deal with it as you wish. Many of you, speak often, of words I said, as I
walked upon the Earth, thousands of years ago. And it is often reported that: if you ask, for a
new car, in the name of Jesus, and have faith and trust, you will receive it; if you ask for a new
house, or pockets filled with money, in the name of Jesus, you will receive it. I say to you, that
is not... the way... it should be, that is not what I meant.
“If you will take yourself back, thousands of years ago, and imagine, walking, in a group of
people, heading to hear Me speak, you will look around, and see what life was like. You were
not driving your car, a few miles across town, to enter an air-conditioned building, and on the
way in, possibly stopping to buy souvenirs or food, then taking your comfortable seat in the
auditorium, to listen to what I would say. If you were walking, when I walked, your day was
often difficult. You were dirty, from the dust of the thoroughfares, the roads. You were hungry,
because there was not enough food. You were concerned that the soldiers might come and take
your land, or the few coins that you had saved, or possibly one of your own children to press into
service until your debt was paid. There was disease, and life was short, and difficult. Therefore,
when I said to those around Me, ‘Ask in My name, and you shall receive it,’ I was referring more
to asking for the food to sustain your spirit, your soul, and your body, asking for things necessary
to survive. But My words have been twisted and turned. Pleas and prayers have turned into
requests for luxury items and comfort, rather than prayers for support to stand erect, to feel the
sun on your face. Try to understand the time, and walk a bit in the sandals, of those to whom I
said the words. My words were not ‘Ask for anything you would like to have, and you will get
it.’ My direction was ‘Ask for what you need to sustain you through difficult times... .’ and I
was speaking more ‘of soul and spirit,’ than ‘of body.’
“Do not forget My Message... concentrate on the commandment that I brought, focus your
attention on the letter ... of the law ... of love. It is meant that all of the children of God: be
prophets, be the living word, be The Way. Take the forty days of Lent, and do something
positive. Open your heart..., to the guidance of The Holy Spirit..., and you will truly be ready to
celebrate a resurrection... beyond anything you can imagine... today...
“Be at peace.”
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February 26, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
I Remind You Who You Are, And Why You Are Upon The Earth, So The World Might See
God, In You
“I AM with you! I come to you this day, and I enthusiastically say, ‘I love you! I
Am with you! I support you on your journey! I encourage the completion of your
mission, upon the Earth! I AM with you!’
“For those of you, who are thinking, or wondering, what you might do, today, to make a
difference in the world, I say, ‘Wonder no more!’ To those of you who are asking, ‘When will
my life upon Earth get better? What can I do to make my life better?’ I say, ‘Worry no longer!’
For today, I remind you... who you are... and what you are doing.
“Each of you, hearing My words or reading My words, are upon the Earth right now; and you
are upon the Earth, through the authority of God, God the Father, God the Creator of All Things.
You have come from the heavenly kingdom to perform a mission... a mission for God; and many
of you have forgotten. You have gotten wrapped-up in the things of the world. You’ve gotten
tied-up, bound, restricted, confined, to the worries, and the workings, of the world; but wonder...
and worry... no longer... for I AM here to set you free!
“You have come into the world, so that the world might see the light of God through you,
through your deeds. If you are wondering what you can do to make the world better, the next
person you meet, show them kindness, the next opportunity you have to be angry, be in love with
God, the next chance you have to give to another, give as though there is no ending to the
bounty. Be the love of God, one deed at a time, and in that Way, all will see the glory of God the
Father, in the good deeds you perform, one... at a time.
“For those of you who feel your life could be better, I say unto you, make the life of another
better, and your life will be instantly improved; for you cannot give unto another, without
receiving; for we are all one in God. This day I tell you, miracles will appear before your eyes, if
you will think only, of good deeds. Let the light of God shine, in all that you do, and then
everyone around you will see the glory of the Father, in what you are doing upon the Earth. The
light of God will shine, in your deeds.
“You will be as the city set upon the mountain. You cannot hide... a city... set atop a mountain.
You will be the light... unto the world. You cannot hide... one candle... glowing in the darkness.
“Think about this. Give, love, and be the light of God!
“The city set atop the mountain, beckons to you, in its very presence. It does not proclaim, the
greatness of God, in words. It is, the greatness of God, in its presence. It does not proclaim its
greatness, for the greatness of God shines through it, needing no proclamation, needing no word.
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“The light shining in the darkness beckons you. It gives you comfort. It shows you The Way
home to safety. The light, shining in the darkness, does not proclaim, in words, the greatness of
God. It is the greatness of God in its presence. The light, shining in the darkness, does not
proclaim its own greatness in words, because its greatness is the greatness of God, shining
through it.
“When you are doing the work of God, the Word lives, there is no need to speak, only to be, and
do, and love, for the glory of God.
“Let your light shine in the world this day, performing deeds of kindness, and the glory of God
the Father will shine through you for all the world to see and know.
“You see, this is what I meant, when I said, ‘When you see Me, you see the Father. When you
know Me, you know the Father.’
“And so it should be with you, as well. When your brothers and sisters see you, they should be
able to see the power of God’s light, shining in you. And when your brothers and sisters come to
know you, they should be able to see... God... in what you think, and say, and do.
“This unravels the mystery, and it is eternally true, they shall know God, through you!”
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February 19, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Your Mission: Bring The Kingdom Of Heaven To Earth, Be The Living Word Of God
“I AM with you! I come to you, I move down the corridors, of all time, the
corridors of no time, the corridors which hold past, present, and future, all converging in
one place, the eternal place, the eternal present; for this, is truly how it is.
“When you are a child: you focus on something you want to do, or a gift you wish to receive;
the days are long, sometimes seeming as if your birthday will never arrive, Christmas Day is far
in the future; you see things, with limited vision. But the parent, watching over you, sees into
the future, sees the importance of the present moment that you are experiencing, yet is not
limited to that one minute in the life of a child; but broadens the scope into adolescence, and
adulthood, and sees into the future, in the mist, of dreams and hopes and prayers.
“While living as human beings upon Earth, you are as children, able to see, on a limited basis,
that which is before you; but your Eternal Parent, watching over the sacred moment you are
experiencing, is not limited but sees the great scope of all eternity, sees how things merge, and
mingle, and mix, sees the importance of experience, yet comprehends the eternal present. This is
truly, how it is.
“My brothers and sisters, once you comprehend the significance of the eternal present, you will
glimpse eternity; and with that glimpse, you will grasp a thread, and hold it, and that thread will
lead you, into the Divine Tapestry, the story of eternity, all precious moments, coming together,
merging, as one. It is not beyond your comprehension. It is simply a different way of looking at
what you are experiencing.
“When the seamstress is creating a garment, it is important to focus attention, on the detail of the
garment, stitching it together in just the right way. Yet, somewhere in the mind, there is a hope
or a prayer for the way it will turn-out, the complete garment to be worn. And it is the same with
the eternal tapestry. No matter where your piece, your section, your thread, is being woven, it is
important; for without that stitch that is you, the tapestry is not complete; it does not hold all that
it is to hold. It does not matter if your stitch is one, or twenty-one, or a thousand and twenty-one,
every stitch is important.
“Those of us who have passed through the veil, and are seeing things in a heavenly, delightful
dimension, see... beyond the limitations and boundaries of where you are upon the Earth; but I
tell you, it is not impossible for you to see, and know, and feel, Heaven, as you walk upon the
Earth. This is done every time you connect with your Eternal Parent, with God. When you let
God flow through you, when you let the power of God move you, over the Earth, when you let
the words of God roll from your tongue, when you let the deeds of God be done, through you,
you are no longer limited; you are the living word of God.
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“This my brothers and sisters, is how Earth will be restored to its rightful place, to its seat of
glory. The world will not ‘know peace,’ by the hand of force; the world will not be kind and
considerate, by legislation and law; the things that will alter the course of the world, will come
from the spirit, and the soul, and the heart, of every being walking upon the Earth. The change
must come from within, on how you see things, how your brother sees things, how your sister
sees things. And all this is possible, because within you, there is The Holy Spirit of God, and
when it is time, the Spirit will rise-up, and the world will begin to change, not from force, not
from war, not from legislation, not from social demands, it will come forth from the heart, and
the soul and the spirit. This is the Divine Plan of God. If you look for it, if you are discerning
and open your eyes, you find it in the pages of the Bible. Verily I say unto you, you will find it
in the pages of every sacred scripture penned by the hand of man; for it is true, The Counselor is
within you! It was set in place, the decision was made... ‘They will be lost, unless We send One
to guide them, from within.’
“Each one of you, hearing My words, or reading My words, this day, will come to know in a
very special way, with the passing of a very few days, that you hold the wisdom of God, within
you! But, for this wisdom to move upon the Earth, you must give God permission to work
through you. Hearing these words, you might say, ‘That sounds, unholy, blasphemous possibly,
to many.’ But it is the truth. God is waiting to work the miracles through you; but first, you
must give permission... for what God can do... through you!
“The time has come, the winds have changed, and nothing will stop what is to be, for the threads
are being woven in a new section of the tapestry. The time is now. Let your heart speak to you,
let your soul lift-you-up, and let the fires of your spirit be rekindled, for it is time!”
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February 12, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Blessed Are They Who Are Kind, Who Show Mercy, They Who Are Patient, Blessed Are
The Pure OF Heart
“I AM with you! I touch you, and you feel My presence, a presence that is eternal,
just as you... are eternal. I come to you, and I tell you things, bring you messages of
wisdom, lessons from The Heavenly Kingdom. And they fill you with joy and light,
and they encourage you: to do the right thing; to be as God; to be patient, and kind,
and considerate; to understand that waiting, in sacred silence, is a gift to all time,
because you do not create negative energy by coercion, manipulation, or force to do
what you think is the right thing to do; you sit, patiently waiting, ‘knowing,’ that
eternity... is a long time... and, in the end, all will be fine!
“I speak to you today, of ‘understanding the importance, of being kind, showing mercy,
being patient.’ As I walked upon the Earth, I said many things to individuals, and to small, or
large, groups gathered around Me. Some of things were put together in what is almost a prayer...
‘Blessed are they....’ If you read these words, contained in the Bible, you will find that I did not
say, ‘Blessed are those who judge others;’ ‘Blessed are those who criticize others.’ I did not say,
‘Blessed are those who gossip, or bring bad news, about another.’ I said, ‘Blessed are those who
hunger and thirst, for righteousness,’ for the right thing to be done, longing for the right thing to
be done. I said, ‘Blessed are the merciful,’ because they will be kind until the right thing is done.
I said, ‘Blessed are the pure of heart,’ because within them they will refuse to take part in
judgment, criticism, chiding, or gossip. These things are important!
“In the world today, the world in which you live, at the present time, it seems it is considered
‘news,’ to speak ill of another, to carry gossip from this place to that, to let another’s private life
be torn apart on a public screen or stage. This does no one good. It brings all who take part... to
a lesser position... into shadow. You never feel ‘clean,’ when tearing another apart; and it is
quite easy to do, living in your world today.
“I ask you to pay attention to what you are thinking, saying, and doing, especially this week. If
you will pay attention to what others say to you, or what you choose to say to others, you will
notice, that ‘judgment, criticism, and gossip,’ have become the majority of the exchange between
individuals, living on Earth, at the present time. There is very little exchange about... noble
thoughts and ideas.
“Now you might ask, ‘Well, what should I do about this? What can I do about it?’ And I say,
first, do not criticize, chide, or try to correct another, when they are taking part in gossip, or
judgment, or criticizing others. The way that you can make the difference, is when another
comes to you this week, during the course of the day, bringing a story, or a statement, or a
criticism of another, change the subject, immediately. You might have to do this three or four
times before the message is clearly received. In a rather indirect, but most positive way, the
message will be: I don’t choose that topic; I choose for you to look over there and see the sun
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setting; I choose for you to hear the song of the bird; I choose for you to drink-in the aroma of
this beautiful flower. In this way, you are substituting light for shadow, without criticizing,
without judging; you are simply redirecting the topic of conversation.
“I also ask for you to remember, and prepare you not to be surprised or shocked, when you
realize that ‘it is very difficult not to take part in gossip, or judgment, or criticism.’ In fact at
some times, it will feel as if it wants to burst from you. The temptation is great, but once you
‘master the practice, of speaking, thinking, and acting, only in the light of God.’ You will find
the rewards, the results, well worth the effort. You will be living, and operating, in the light of
God. And you will be, by your actions, thoughts, and words, reducing the negative energy that is
created upon the Earth, especially within ‘the things, of the world.’
“This week, say often, say many times, to yourself, or sing it aloud, ‘Blessed are those who
hunger and thirst for righteousness!’ for you see, in this search for righteousness, they will do the
right thing, and they will do the right thing unto others.
“Say often, and sing it aloud, ‘Blessed are the merciful.’ It is a precious gift when one is
merciful to you; it is priceless, when you are merciful to another.
“And study, the Words, ‘Blessed are those who are pure of heart,’ for that is what you will
become by the end of the week, if you refuse to go into the energies of judgment, and criticism,
chiding, and gossip. You will feel good, and you will know it was worth the effort; but do not be
surprised at the effort it takes, because these energies permeate, the atmosphere, created in the
world.
“I stay with you this week. I walk with you, and we will bless the world together. We will
touch Earth with peace, and mercy, and kindness, and compassion. Together we will refuse to be
pulled into the energies... which bring us to a lesser place... than what we were created... to
understand... and to live in.
“It is time, for The Glory, of The Human Being, to shine beyond anything anyone thought
possible; it is time to reach beyond: your skin, your bones, your body, your blood vessels; it is
time to let that which glows within, shine–out, into the world.
“Blessed are the merciful. Go forth, this week, and ‘Be kind... patient... merciful... and you will
truly ‘know... a pure heart... is within... you!’”
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February 5, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Live In The Present, Practice Patience For With Patience All Things Are Possible
“I AM with you! I AM always with you!
you will hear Me... for I will answer!

If you will be still... and call to Me...

“When you live in the present, when you live in the eternal present, you are at peace,
with all the pieces, of eternity. There is no anxiety or concern, there is living, and
being, in the present.
“If you are worried about
present peace, of eternity!
experiencing eternity: there
it is the peaceful presence,
now!

the past, or fearful of the future, you cannot live, in the
But if you are living, in the eternal present, you are
is no anxiety; there is no worry, or frustration, or concern;
of eternity; and it is possible, for you to experience it...

“One of the ways to experience this peace, this presence of eternity now, is to practice being
patient, being patient with yourself, as well as others. And once you begin to practice, it will
become second nature to you. A ‘knowing,’ will settle within you, that there is a time for
everything, and sometimes some things take time and practice to master. But with a lack of
patience, the things that require time, and practice, are set aside, and never learned, never used.
“It takes patience to teach a child how to button a shirt, or tie their shoes. When there is lack of
patience, the child runs away in frustration, and will not learn. It takes patience to learn how to
throw a ball, or hit a ball, or ride a bicycle, or swim. Anything requiring attention... and
practice... requires patience... a willingness to work, until it is accomplished... ‘Patience.’
“Patience works well in relationship, too. If you are patient with another, they will finally
accomplish that which they are trying to master, or you will finally accomplish: being tolerant,
and kind, and understanding; being compassionate.
“Patience provides an atmosphere in which one learns, and lives, and grows. It is the fertile
garden, in which all things are possible to grow. They grow quickly, in the light of the sun. The
garden of patience is almost grown, before the day is done. It is an atmosphere: wherein life is
rich, and full; where all things are possible; where there is no doubt or fear or anxiety; where
there is only possibility of a new day, and what you will do.
“Spend some time this week, cultivating patience within yourself. Give the gift of patience, to
yourself, when you believe you are ‘falling short of the mark, you set.’ Be patient, for in trying
to reach a goal, you are already on your way to the goal; it is a process. Be patient with yourself,
and be patient with others. In the atmosphere of patience, is found the courage to keep trying, to
keep going, to keep living!
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“If you will practice patience this week, you will see a change all around you and you will feel a
change, within you; because with the practice of patience, you give yourself permission to live,
in the present, to experience the present piece of eternity, and therein live in peace, and harmony,
and balance. Do not be distracted by frustration, or chaos, or confusion. Focus on being patient
this week, and your reward, will be a rich garden, wherein there is life, and growth, and a bounty
beyond anything you can imagine... because with patience... all things are possible!”
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January 29, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
You Can Do Everything I Do; Open, And Let The Power, Of God, Flow Through You
“I AM with you! I walked, in a physical form, upon the Earth, thousands of years ago. I
delivered the covenant of love. I fulfilled the prophecy, so that one covenant would be closed,
and as the one covenant closed, the other opened, opened to all the possibilities of the new time,
the new age, the new dawn.
“I came to show The Way, for the children of God upon Earth need signs, so that they might
stay the course, walk The Way, and live The Way, changing, evolving every day, into the perfect
child of God.
“God is love. God has talked, and sent direction, to those of Earth forever, teaching them: in
dark times, and difficult times; how to sustain themselves; how to build-up a strong nation; how
to be peacemakers, peacemakers in the new covenant of love.
“It takes a long time to establish a good garden. Sometimes it is possible to go-out, and clean
the surface of the soil, and have it look very clean and neat and orderly. But if you throw the
seeds upon that soil, the birds will come and eat it. They will eat the entire garden before one
root has sunk into the soil. In the same manner, if you throw the seeds upon soil, poorly
prepared the wind will come, and carry the seeds to another destination, scattering them; or the
heavy rains will come, and wash them into the ditch. But the wise man prepares the soil slowly,
digging deeply, turning the soil, and raising the rich soil up, from the bottom, turning, and
turning, and digging, and digging, until all stones, and old roots are removed, and it is strong,
rich, and ready to accept the seeds, which when planted, will quickly grow roots, and reach deep
into the Earth. This takes time; it is not something to do in an afternoon, and it is something to
do in earnest, with desire and purpose.
“It is the same with you. You can polish your outer shell, the body. You may tend it until it
looks refined, and you may dress well, and be clean. You can take it to the right meeting, or the
right church. You can stand in the center of the right group of people. But until you’ve done the
work of turning the soil, and preparing to accept the seed of truth from God, it will only fall on
the surface, and be carried away, or washed away, when the weather changes, and the wind rises,
and the storms come.
“Many of you remain puzzled, by My words when I said, ‘... you can do everything that I AM
doing, in fact you can do even more.’ It is not difficult to understand these words. All you have
to do... is understand... that the power of God can work miracles through you. The only thing
keeping you from doing exactly as I did... is the well prepared corridor... through which the
power of God flows, into and through you; for the power of God is truly there, but impediments
are in the way, for most, walking upon the Earth.
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“In order to do, as I do, it must be more important for you, to let the flow of God’s power pass
through you, than it is for you to hold on to the boxes of frustration, to the mounds of anger,
retaliation, holding grudges, judgment, misery, pain, and hurt. The corridors, through which the
power of God must flow, have to be cleaned-out, and this requires that you set your ego aside, so
that 'your intention is to be connected to God in the most perfect way. It requires desire. But
once you do the work, once you feel it is more important for God to flow through you, than it is
to hold a grudge, win an argument, or win a war, you will find that you are working miracles in a
way, that you never even imagined before.
“When I walked upon the Earth, I stayed connected with God, Our Father. Before I went
anywhere, I said a prayer, ‘God, it is My intention to do Your will. I AM here to do Your will.
Direct Me, and it shall be done.’ And God would say to Me, guiding Me clearly, ‘Go over there.
Reach-out Your hand, so that that man might be healed, through you.’ And that is what I did. I
moved, under the power of God. And you see, this is not limited just to Me. God is willing to
work through any who believe! Believe... that it is the power of God. Believe... that you are
living to give glory to God, by using the power... for good... for light!
“It is possible, for each one of you to do everything I did, because God is not limited. But you
must be willing to do the work, to clean the avenues of your soul and your spirit and your body,
yes, your body. Remove the impediments. This takes desire first, and work second.
“And you will know clearly, when God is working in a powerful way through you, because
when one brings anger to you, you will find God’s love flowing through you, quietly covering
the anger, with the love of God, for God would not stoop to arguing. God would not get into a
fight, with another. God does not speak ill, of another.
“God does not exchange an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth. God does not demand a
pound of flesh for a pound of flesh. God is patient. If you are dealing, with another, by reacting
to their fear, or anger, or hatred, God is not working through you. You have closed the door to
the power and the love of God, and you are dealing with the situation on your own, creating
shadows and darkness.
“This is important for you to know, because so many wonder, ‘How can I do what Jesus did?’ I
AM telling you. I AM telling you... that God will work miracles through you... but first, you
must go in and clean-up the passage ways, and then accept the power of God, and understand
that what is done by the power of God through you, needs to be a song of joy, and glory, in The
Creator of All Things.
“This is a simple lesson. It is not beyond the imagination. It is within your capability to
understand it. The only thing you have to do, is to ‘desire, to do the will of God, before anything
else,’ and it is yours. Stay connected with God, and each temptation that comes to you, will then
become a test, the opportunity to show... God growing... within you. And always remember...
‘You can do everything I do.’ Open, and let the power of God flow through you.”
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January 22, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Questioning Another’s Intentions, Criticizing, Or Gossiping, Will Lead You Directly Into The
Darkness Of Judgment
“I AM with you. I reach-out My hand, and say, ‘Come, walk with Me.’ I sit down
beside you, and say, ‘Come, talk with Me.’ I put My hands on your aching head, and
say, ‘Come, rest with Me, when you are sick, or tired. I AM there, with you, when
you are in need.
“I AM always with you; for, as I have returned to The Kingdom of Heaven, I remind you: The
Kingdom is at hand... it is with you... it is near to you... but you cannot see it, because your eyes
are sealed, with the seal of the world; but once you remove the seal of the world, you see... as
God sees... The Kingdom of Heaven... in all its glory, with you, present, now, today! But to
experience Heaven, upon Earth: you must free yourself of the things that weigh you down; you
must fly on the wings of The Holy Spirit, and use only The Gifts, as you encounter each situation
of the day, as you meet each person, along the way. For this, and only this, is The Way... to see
Heaven... and walk upon the Earth.
“I will tell you something... so that it might help you... to avoid the heavier energies. You know,
judgment is heavy and harsh. You know also, that when you are judging another, you feel heavy
and harsh, you are not light, you are not compassion and understanding, nor are you kindness.
Judgment – is as an anvil – heavy – an unmovable object.
“I want you to be mindful of the slippery slope, into the web of judgment. Questioning
another’s intentions, criticism of another, gossiping, or listening to gossip about another, will
lead you directly into the arms of judgment, and that is not where you want to be. As you move
through these steps, leading to the doorway of judgment, you find you feel heavier, and heavier,
as you go. Once you know this, you can begin to practice, and stop short, thinking this instead:
‘I wish to be connected to God, not connected to this story, or that story, about another.’ These
things are tempting you away from your connection with God; they are distracting you, from
your purpose.
“I want to paint a picture for you, so that you understand this clearly. Let us say that there is a
gathering, of all faiths, in a large city. Everyone is coming together in communal worship,
forgetting their differences, coming to sing the same song, so God will hear them united. The
plan for this has gone on for over a year, and it’s finally fulfilled. The people have all gathered
in one large stadium. It’s going to be a glorious event.
“But there is one woman, who walks in and takes her seat, dressed appropriately, ready to sing,
and then, her eye catches a young man, coming in, in blue jeans and a tee shirt, and her mind
quickly raises a question, ‘Didn’t he know any better? Didn’t he have any better clothing? What
is he doing here dressed that way?’ And in falling into the hands, of this shadowy energy of
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questioning another’s intention, she’s been distracted from her connection with God. Her light is
dimmed.
Another person is sitting in this congregation, and their eyes fall on a woman, approaching
hesitantly, looking for a seat. And the man thinks, ‘What is she doing here? She has chosen a
profession that is unclean, yet she comes amongst us.’ And in giving-in to the shadowy energy
of criticism of another, this man is distracted, from his connection with God.
“And still, in another place in this large gathering, there is another woman, who is sitting there,
and her eye falls upon a gentleman, who is coming in, shoulders back, head high, going to the
front of the gathering of people, to find a seat, and she quickly recalls the town gossip, and how
he not only cheats his wife, but all of his customers and patrons. And at that moment, she too is
distracted from God, giving her energy to the shadowy energy of gossip.
“Each of these things will lead quickly to judgment, and it takes away from your time with God.
It affects many parts of your life... and in so doing you do not feel light, or bright. It’s like
putting a basket... over your light.
“I share this with you. Over two thousand years ago, when I walked upon the Earth, I came, not
to change any of the law, not ever, I came as the fulfillment of the law, so that that age could be
closed, and another opened, unchanging it, letting it stand as it was, a time of its own, a time of
great people upon the Earth, a time of great teaching and learning. I did not come to change the
law. I came to fulfill the law. Yet there were those, who, like the three people we just spoke
about at the gathering of worship, took part in shadowy energy, which led them to quick
judgment.
“There I was, sent from God, to deliver the covenant of love. But there were those, in the
synagogue, along the highways, and on the hillsides: who questioned My intention, ‘Is He from
God, or is He from the devil?’ who criticized Me, ‘Look, He sits with the tax collectors, and the
prostitutes!’ and they gossiped about Me, ‘See, He drinks wine, He works on the Sabbath!’
These things were in their hearts, and whispered from their lips. And these shadowy energies,
led them into judgment, harsh, and dark.
“I share these things with you, so that you might free yourself, free yourself of the shadowy
energies, so that you might avoid the dark energies, so that you might recognize it when it comes
tapping on your shoulder, so that you might immediately say, ‘Get thee behind me. I know who
you are. I choose to be connected to God. I choose to reject the shadowy energies, which lead to
the arms of judgment.’
“You will be – amazed – at the freedom, at the lightness. You will be amazed at the happiness
that fills your heart, and the song that will fall from your lips, because you will not become
entangled in the lives of others. You will ride the wings of The Holy Spirit. You will soar
amongst the stars, and you will shine as brightly as the sun.
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“Walk upon the Earth, knowing you are a child of God. Understand there will be
temptations, but know this, you can walk through anything, you can encounter anything,
or anyone, and not become enmeshed in the energies, or the lives, of others, simply by
using the gifts of The Holy Spirit.
“Choose compassion and understanding and kindness, over questioning, and criticism,
and gossip, and you will free yourself of judgment... forever!”
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January 15, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
Know The Power And The Glory Of God; You Are An Extension Of God’s Love, You Are A
Child Of God
“I AM with you.
“I AM with you... so that you might know... The Way... and continue your journey,
every day, with confidence!
“I want you to know... The Power... and The Glory... of God!
“I want you to realize... the power in ‘knowing:’ that... you, yes you, are an extension of God’s
love, upon the Earth; that you, yes you, are a child of God!
“Knowing these things will brace you, when you encounter loneliness and a broken heart, doubt
and confusion. Knowing these things will prepare you for an encounter with one who is in the
company of mean spirits. For when you are in the company of one, who is speaking harshly,
whose words are riddled with meanness, all you have to do is be present. You do not have to
rebuke, you do not have to challenge, you do not have to correct. For when you are the
extension of God’s love upon the Earth, your presence... delivers love!
“When you know you are a child of God, you are ready to walk in the world, and no longer be
‘tempted,’ by the things of the world. There is a great illustration of this in the Bible. It was
after I had been in the desert for forty days, preparing Myself, withdrawing from the world and
connecting with God. But it was important, that I meet the test, seize the opportunity to show,
that I realized and knew, I was the extension of God’s love upon the Earth, I was a child of God,
and I had a mission.
“You do not send one, who has just learned to walk, out to run the marathon, to face an
endurance of many miles. Nor do you send one to face the temptations of the world, without
strengthening them, preparing The Way. And so, as I came out of the desert, I was met
immediately with a test, with worldly temptations. Oh I was tempted, I was hungry, My body,
My physical body was hungry. And the one of darkness said, ‘I will give you food.’ I knew I
was a child of God, and the one of darkness said, ‘If you are The Son of God, throw yourself
down and the angels will catch you.’ I felt alone, knowing this was My mission, it was mine to
do, and the one of darkness said, ‘Everything of Earth is yours.’ And knowing, that I was the
extension of God’s love upon the Earth, that I was the child of God, brought Me to a place of
confidence, and I said, ‘Be gone from Me. I see the temptation. I AM ready to walk into the
world.’
“The temptations, if you pay attention to what I said, or comprehend what you will read in the
Bible, were temptations of ‘worldly things:’ food; a temptation toward vanity and pride, having
to prove who you are; and then, all that the world has to offer. And you see, My mission was not
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about what the world had to offer. My mission is about delivering The Kingdom of God to the
world. It is backward from what the tempter was offering. Know this, and you will be
confident. You will understand, and you will come to realize the power, the power in saying,
just saying it. When you say, ‘I am an extension of God’s love upon the Earth,’ you cannot walk
in the world without forgiving, all those around you, and yourself. You are delivering God’s
love. It will change your life and it will change the lives of those around you. You cannot walk
into the world, saying, ‘I am a child of God,’ and deliver anything but compassion and
understanding, kindness.
“If you will use these two sentences, these... two powerful tools... you will bless the Earth, and
all around you will see, that you are walking upon the Earth, moving into the world, but you are
of The Kingdom of God, that you are... delivering love, that you truly are... a child of God.”
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January 8, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
I AM An Extension Of God’s Love, Upon The Earth, I Deliver Peace
“I AM with you. And today, I AM going to tell you, how you can be an instrument
of peace, upon the Earth...
“Domination, and force, and warfare, cannot, and will not, deliver true peace, to the people of
Earth. Domination, might, for a while, create a state of cease-fire, where the bullets are no
longer flying, nor the bombs dropping, nor the soldiers dying; but my brothers and sisters, this
state of tension and stress, and fear, is not peace; for peace cannot be dictated. It springs forth
from within the heart, and the soul, and the spirit, of those walking upon the Earth.
“You are looking for peace... in all the wrong places; it is within... and it is there... it will grow.
“When you are isolate, and separated, and alone, you are... not fully connected to God... you are
struggling: to maintain your position, to hold on to what you believe is yours, and possibly even
to take that which belongs to another. And when you are separated, from the power and the love
and the glory of God, there is true desperation, you do not feel in balance, there is agitation and
stress. Peace cannot abide in such a place. Peace will be delivered by the few who are willing to
set their will, their ego, aside, and connect, so fully with the power of God, that they deliver...
God’s love to Earth... it flows through them. That is what peace will look like, that is what peace
will feel like; God, flowing through each person... onto the Earth.
“It will begin with a few, who have awakened to such a degree, that they find it easy not to enter
into arguments, or get angry, or get frustrated, and this will save them from chaos and confusion,
because they will move over the Earth connected to God. It is they... who will deliver... peace.
“I would like to ask you a question. When someone approaches you, at a gathering, and greets
you, by saying, “Hello,” do you extend your hand and say, ‘Hello, I am Sue Smith,’ or, ‘I am Dr.
Gray,’ or, ‘I own a construction firm in town, I am David Green?’ I ask you this question,
because... how you identify yourself shows... who you think you are, and what you do; it defines
how you operate in the world. What if you defined yourself first... as an extension of God’s love
upon the Earth? When you are able to put that concept before any other form of identification,
you will begin to think, and speak, and act differently, and your connection to God will grow
stronger with each passing day, and with every encounter. And as your connection to God grows
stronger, you will become the peacemaker, delivering God’s love to Earth, and all who abide
with her.
“I would like you to try something this week. It is the first step toward delivering peace upon
Earth. It is an easy thing to do, but if you will do it often, through the coming week, you will be
changed forever! Yes, it will have that profound an effect upon you, and Earth, and all that you
have touched in the coming week. When you meet someone, greet them with a smile, saying,
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‘Hello,’ and then, within your being, in silence, make this statement, ‘I am an extension of God’s
love upon the Earth.’
“You do not need to say it aloud to the person. You can say it upon your heart... but when you
keep declaring it, first and foremost, before saying your name or your occupation, you will find
that, at the end of the week, you are actually beginning to believe... that you are an extension of
God’s love upon the Earth! And this recognition will bring a change in how you think, and
speak, and act. You will become... peace... living, upon the Earth, because you will be delivering
God’s love to Earth. And you do not have to wait to meet someone, say it as many times as you
think about it. Possibly you might think, oh once a day, or twice a day, I will say this. But I
encourage you, say it often to yourself, so it becomes ingrained in your memory, because that is
what you are, that is who you are, that is what you do. The miracles... of God... are within you...
but you must awaken to who you are, and what you do, to experience this amazing, eternal life.
“This week, take the first steps towards being a peacemaker, one who delivers peace. Say often,
say it so often you begin to ‘know it,’ and I will be saying it with you...
‘I am an extension... of God’s love... upon the Earth. I deliver peace’!”
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January 1, 2012
Jesus Teaches On:
If You Stay Connected With Me, All Will Be Right, With The World
“I AM with you.

I stand with you, in the threshold, of a new year!

“It is all before you... opportunity... opportunity... think of it!
“What would you do, if... you were given a year, to do the work of God... you were given the
opportunity, to bless every challenge and obstacle in your way, as a sacred lesson?
“What if you were given the opportunity to touch every person you meet, with the love of God,
only, without judgment, without criticism? What if... this... were possible?
“It is. It is now. It is now, in this eternal present, that you are given the opportunity by God,
to deliver... the love of God: to Earth; to the things of Earth; to the people of Earth; to the rocks,
and mountains, and trees, and rivers, and valleys of Earth. It is yours. And if you will sit a
while, and think of it, you will be giddy with delight, because it is not just possible, it is reality,
and it is yours!
“Therefore, if it is your intention... to bring light... to this new year... I will tell you how to bring
dazzling brightness to the year... and it is not difficult to do; it is quite simple, really... the answer
is to... stay connected... with God!
“You see, it’s not about the argument that you have with Jack, or the disagreement with Sue, or
the frustration you have with this government or that government, or the problems with your
children, or your family members. It’s not about any of these things. It’s about your connection
with God; because, if you stay connected, The Power of God, The Love of God, The Light of
God, all the goodness of The Kingdom of Heaven, will be within you, will flow through you.
And you will be able to... walk... over the Earth, undisturbed, and in balance, when all about you
there appears to be floundering, and chaos, and confusion.
“Every day, when you rise-up, remind yourself, say it aloud, write it down, if necessary, but
come to ‘know,’ this, because it is a choice you will make, sometimes one hundred times a day:
with every thought, with every action, with every word, you make a choice! You make these
choices even if you are watching television, driving a car, or speaking with another individual.
You make the choice... to go into, or to react, to the energies they are creating, or to stand in the
light of God.
“God would not choose to argue with Jack. God would not choose to be angry with Sue. God
waits, patiently, to see what you will do. And when you begin to do this, with everything around
you, you will be amazed. Stay connected with God. And when someone comes to you, carrying
an argument, maybe wanting to fight with you, stay connected, and refuse to go into their energy.
Use the power of God, to be at peace within yourself. For you see, that is ‘their frustration.’
Do not be ‘tempted,’ to go into it. Be still, and you will feel the power of God move into you,
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more profoundly than you have felt it before, because you are making ‘the choice,’ you are
turning ‘on the light switch,’ you are ‘using the power of God.’
“Often, the power of God is left unused, dormant within you. But this year, turn the switch on.
Connect. Refuse to react, and choose to act, with the love, and the power, of God!
“Now at first, you will have to remind yourself, and sometimes you will slip, and catch yourself
midstream. But the beauty of it all, is all you have to do, is stop, and connect, ‘God, be with
me,’ and you will find that your desire to strike back with words, or try to force an issue, will
begin to slip away, because you are satisfied with the food, with the manna, that you are
receiving from God. You are content, within the power of God. And the most amazing thing
happens when you commit to do this. Those who have been a source of irritation, are not at all
that way anymore, because you see them, as: out of balance; not whole; needing the light of God
to bring them peace. And oftentimes all you have to do is to walk into a room, bringing God
with you... and there... is peace.
“You will not have stress this year, if you can do this. If you can only ‘try to do it,’ because in
the trying, you will begin to ‘master it,’ and soon you will find, or even question in your mind,
‘Why did I ever spend my energy arguing, fighting, being frustrated with others, when the most
important thing I could do, was to connect with God, and be at Home?’
“If you will do this, this year, next year, on December 31st, you will take a deep breath, and
wonder why you ever thought it was so difficult, because the ease... and the pleasure... and the
fulfillment... of walking upon the Earth, connected with God, will fill you with delight, and be
your source of comfort, day and night!
“I am ready to walk with you. And if you will take My hand, we will take the first step over the
threshold into the new day. And whenever you have a doubt, or are tempted to confusion,
squeeze My hand, and you will know... I AM with you... forever...
“I AM with you!”
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